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Packaged graphics.- Correction: The projectiles were invisible to the first cells of the flight because they inherited and interpolated the y-layer of the launcher, and clip\/obscured out of the camera - Correction: Load turret fires stunned - Fix: Can't prioritize conversation with prisoner, If another warden is already doing it-- - Fix: Blessing adjacent cells in buildings over 1x1 doesn't work properly.- Fix: Grammatical errors in a few 'Title requirements not met' thought descriptions.- Correction: Clothing scoring algorithm ignores thermal armor.- Correction:
Saving the rescue mission of a downed noblehead shuttle.- Fix: Ros Returnees do not disassert.- Correction: It is possible to arrest nonviolent\/fallen stones and their group will not be notified of the member.- Fix : Some incorrect import settings in a few graphics on the ui icon.- Fix: \Unchanged\ text visually overlapping \Clear Forced\ button in assign-outfits panel.- Correct: Invalid memory, when a refugee was arrested or violated, and incorrect letter text when it was violated in the pursuit of refugee hospitality.- Join the letter on the hospitality refugee
mission remains (with the disabled accepts) If a soldier leaves a map before a soldier leaves a map before the quest is finished.- Correction: A rare exception when you change the Columnist's \Allowed Range\ limit on the Schedule tab, while the innostitor performs certain multi-step operations (such as when in the middle of re-loading the charge).- Fix: Gloomlight would prevent the Solar Lamp from producing \brightly lit\ cells within the Gloomlight radius. Therefore: Gloomlight's glow color does not have explicit alpha zero. We're now passing the
alpha correctly from the XML.- Fix: Bestower quest has rootSelectionWeight of 1.- Correction: Quest helper went wild man, now wanders map, can't arrest or empire becomes hostile.- Fix: Drug scheduling inventory doesn't work when set to 1.- Fix: Stellarch and other non-award-winning titles with pawns, Do not receive permissions.- Correct: Recording null leader error for groups that do not need a leader.- Correction: Meditation prevents the pawn from participating in a gathering or speech aniimation.- Use of explanation text for animapuu (after you
allow it to improve shrines) in other focus objects.- Fix: A decent cause can be created over power cords (wiping them).- Repair: lastPsylinkAvailable is reset every time the game is loaded , causing fewer neuroformer quest rewards.- Correction: Finding a throne room seat as a ceremony donation will not work if the throne is blocked front and back.- Fix : In custom difficulty settings, the minimum value for the cost of the back of the \Turret\ was set to 1%.- Correction: The verification ceremony does not update the permission points.- Fix: Extra lines in
quest descriptions.- Correct: If the \Insect Spawning Rate\ adjusted difficulty setting was set to zero, it caused insects\ / mecha nettle spacing to spawn each tick when they reached their next spawning time.- Correct: Transport to caravan always costs popularity instead of cooling.- Correct: Fix: null stuffProps can be accepted from \Stone\ resources monuments.- Fix: NRE when trying to get all the stones with a certain mental state quest section.- Repair: Shuttle auto-load doesn't really work shuttle attack quest return.- Correction: Donation ceremony
escort can be used as a fighting force. Now there are negative effects if they are killed.- Fix: Donor goes to wrong room for ceremony (added reservations, when no place in the throne debris is found).- Fix: Animals refuse to eat reachable foods when they are restricted to the area.- Fix: Exception during reward Quests when the setting of the custom difficulty setting \Reward Quests\ is set to 0%.- Fix: Pawns does not encounter table while eating.- Fix.- Fix : Healer mech serum improves love fix : Player's drawings prevent mecha clusters from falling.-
Repair: Attacking the colony shuttle causes the map to be smaller compared to caravans and transport capsules.- Correction: Some disposable aids could be used several times by switching.- Fix: GenStep_MechCluster spawns mecha, Who are awake but marked as hibernate.- Correction: Pawn continues to meditate with focus object with 0 focus offset.- Fix : \Clear priord work\ command can interrupt neuroquake cast.- Repair: Invisible settlers cannot be saved.- Repair : Lack of back compatibility for modes that use the old style to determine
offsets FocusStrengthOffset_BuildingDefs.- Correction: Automatic selection of caravan food gives rotting food a greater weight.- Correction: Sick soldiers fall out of bed, Because they're trying to do meditation on joy.- Fix: Errors in viewing when the target pawn hasn't been born.- Fix : Unrecapitalized first letters in some paragraphs.- Correction: Detained refugee leader can't be sold leaves for unusual behavior.- Correction: Mouse attachment showing what resources are in the areas of the ground-permeable radar , should be shown even if the area
is foggy (as it is under the mountain).- Correction: Setting slaughter or mining yield to a high value in adjusted difficulty settings may not lead to actual higher yields.- Fix : Shipping shuttles can't automatically loot.- Correction: Waking up to inventory same wording as waking up.- Correction: Non-heat psycasts can be spammed, when it shouldn't be possible.- Correction: GetBuildingDefsForCluster_NewTemp() creates an infinite loop.- Fix: GetBuildingDefsForCluster_NewTemp() creates an infinite loop.- Fix : GetBuildingDefsForCluster_NewTemp()
creates an infinite loop.- Fix: GetBuildingDefsForCluster_NewTemp() creates an infinite loop. - Correction: Teetotalers can use drugs normally using new gizmos.- Correction: JobGiver_OptimizeApparel.ApparelScoreRaw() reads an unadulterified variable that can lead to strange behavior, especially if there is Fix : You can use farskip in your caravan you have.- Repair: Received spelt received in mood and notification letter to titles.- Correct: SoundDefOf.MeditationGainPsyfocus plays in a loop after meditation.- Fix: Prisoner refugee leaves, when the
search for refugees ends normally.- Correction: Detained refugees join a player colony if the detention work was done before the refugee was placed in a cell.- Correct: Permit conditions are also removed when you are not licensed.- Correct : Can deport quest lodgers through the season card interface.- Fix: Game breakes, if the quest tenant has a RunWild mental break.- Fix: Various spelling errors.comment invoice:235,tags:
[mod_reviewed,ModAct_969847436_1599855126_0],language:0,hidden.:0,forum_topic_id:14015478340396612286,event_gid:4741683783028883223,voteupcount :3822,vote count:27},published:1,hidden:0,rtime32_visibility_start:0,rtime32_visibility_end:0,broadcaster_accountid:0,follower_count.:0,ignore_count:0,forum_topic_id:0 4015478340396612286,rtime32_last_modified:1609720049,news_post_gid :0,rtime_mod_reviewed:1599855127 ,featured_app_tagid:0,referenced_appids:[],votes_up:3822,votes_down.
:27,comment_type:ForumTopic,gidfeature:1636418037459965583,gidfeature2:4015478340396612286,clan_steamid_original:103582791454681671},{gid:2757844878752882877,clan_steamid:103582791454681671, event_name:Update 1.2 adds new tasks, psycasts, event_type:14,appid:294100,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1597075140,rtime32_end_time:1597078801,comment_count:0 creator_steamid:76561197963305396,last_update_steamid:76561197963305396,event_notes:see notification body,jsondata:
{\localized_subtitle\:[\Falling shuttles, jump packs, usable shuttle, custom gamings, nine new psychic forces and cheating passengers!\,null,null,null,null,null,\localized_summary\:Crashed shuttles, jump kits, deployable shuttles, custom play styles, nine new psychic forces, deceiving passengers, imperial hostesses, personal weapon personalities, flame 1.2 adds new tasks, psycasts, gear, and more,posttime:1597075156,updatetime:1597076074,body:RimWorld's 1.2 release adds a variety of new content and a few new systems. COMPATIBILITY: [i]
[u]You can set your Steam beta branch to 'version-1.1.2654' to continue playing with an earlier version. [\/u] [\/i] However, it should be mostly unnecessary as this update should be compatible with savegames and most mods. Many mods have already been updated to 1.2 using the multi-version mod system of the mod system described in the ModUpdating.txt file that comes with the game. [previewyoutube=fNvMWicpizU;full] [\/previewyoutube] There are a few significant parts to this update. Dedicated players have asked for a number of specific
balance changes repeatedly, but I didn't implement them because I thought they would hurt the game for more random players. We added a custom plasy style system. You can adjust a couple of dozen different settings, such as threat scaling, colonist instakill opportunities, and harvesting. This means that advanced players can set the game exactly as they want. All old playstyle settings are still available; I expect custom difficulties to be a feature mainly for experienced power players looking for something just for them. Most of this update is in all
new content. For the Quest generation, there are several completely new models that say you interact with poor refugees, act as an airborne shock force for imperial nobles, or defend crashed shuttles. We built a system that allows settlers to transport maintenance products or special armored objects with wearable abilities such as grenades, shields or jump kits. We added a whole new class of psycasts designed for non-combatant economic or social causes. Imperial titles can now issue a number of new types of permissions, including the right to
use the shuttle, and there is a new selection system between them, so you can adapt your nobles to different types. Personal weapons now have a personality with randomized traits. And the full list below describes many other additions. [url={STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/25160263\/b7d2b2fc9adc1700d365bd236ea739f77083bb0a.jpg] No, no, no {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/25160263\/54c0cd98e2b0a89c792d80006c74f1595d8a81a9.jpg[\/img][\/url] [url={STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/25160263\/ab0fd335b90671c54067ef83bb9c9d0b20d051a7.jpg][img]
{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/25160263\/b9e814978018e8eb9f369acbc456401c0b734aef.jpg[\/img][\/url] [url={STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/25160263\/dc47aa8bb56f42bd890bf253a562c96bac954e2a.jpg][img]{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/25160263\/1081a00f2f06a5c5fbad71fbd67090880487c935.jpg[\/img][\/url] [url={STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/25160263\/2b591a1acaf4a52aa3b3beed049381adaeef863e.jpg] [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/25160263\/7a134ded0ecf035ca3466dba860b4fa75d7d1bcf.jpg[\/img][\/url]We really hope you like it. Kiitos kaikille, jotka.
jotka. Test feedback and helped translate!- Tynan[h2]New stuff: Basic game[\/h2]- Custom style of play system: You can now choose a new custom style of play setting. This opens a new menu that allows you to customize several different settings as I want. For example, you can make a game with a lot of enemies, but high yields from crops and mining. The settings are:--- Storyteller bypasses wealth and replaces it with just a factor. This can make the game fall off the rails easily, but is suitable for someone who wants a clean challenge.--- player-
friendly fire chances.--- Colonist instakill opportunity. This setting allows you to use a damage filter that prevents settlers from killing with a single shot, as it can feel arbitrary. Settlers can still fall by one shot and bleed to death soon after or sustain permanent injuries by one shot.--- General threat scale--- Major threats swing--- Quests threats swing--- Intro threats swing--- Predators hunt people to change--- Extreme weather change--- Harvest, mining, and culling profit--- Quest prizes--- Raid catch--- Trade prices--- gun tower backman costs--- Scaria
rotten opportunity--- Death of the enemy in a fallen chance--- Coloncist mood--- Food poison opportunity--- Animal revenge opportunity------ &lt;7&gt; Possibility of infection--- Frequency of the disease--- Spawning rate of hive insects--- Deep possibility of drill infection--- Ancient structural threats swing--- Passive nests by varying map creation--- Switching to\/prevent player construction traps, towers and patches--- rate of damage adaptation: Adaptation means storytellers make the game more challenging over time, as long as you don't take losses.
This is separate from the story effects of wealth and the population. This adjusts the growth rate of this challenge.--- Damage adjustment effect: Adaptation means storytellers make the game more challenging over time, as long as you don't take losses. This is separate from the story effects of wealth and the population. This adjusts the effect of the adaptation value on real threats.- Raid loot generation: Previously, raids would only drop all the rewards associated with the characters of the attack. Each raid generates one core prize, including a stack
of drugs, drugs, jade or plastel. The reward is selected semi-randomly according to a group of fighter jets and is placed in the inventory of a few robbers. This allows us and users to rig raid rewards accurately and solve problems where greater difficulties received higher rewards.- Utility gear system: Wearable belts have been expanded into a system of wearable assistive products. One person can use one add-in. Utilities can be passive like a protective belt, but most give you the ability a player can trigger. Most people have a certain number of
charges before they run out. can be rechargeable, while others are consumed using.--- Utility product: Smokepop strap. Previously, this was triggered automatically when the user took damage and disappeared during operation. Now it can. Can. is launched at any time and can be used several times and can be rechargeable with a chemical. Artificial intelligence knows how to use this --- mask the gunshots in the turret. Same as before.--- Utility object: Psychic losing tube. Previously, this could only be used directly and once. Now it is a utility object
that can be transported and used twice before exhaustion.--- Utility object: A psychic shock tube. The same as psychic insanity lance, this was changed to a single-use dual-use utility destination.- Automatic caravan setting: Caravan setting screen now automatically charges enough food and medicine for the trip. This can be ignored if you wish. This interface was also renewed to ask for a route first and to clean up the placement of some ui elements. All in all, it takes less effort and less clicks to form caravans.- 'Smash mekanoid' bill: This allows
tribes to disperse mecanoid bodies without a machining table, albeit at a slower pace.- A new system for processing time limits on caravan rendezvous charts. Previously, in the meeting charts, my player hair was only automatically redesigned after a certain period of time. Enemies will detect settlers after a while. Later, enemy reinforcements begin to arrive to attack. The player can choose when to leave, and this scenario can even play on maps with other enemies (e.g. if the player is performing a siege).- Direct button to use drugs from storage:
This makes combat drugs more usable.- New visual effects:--- Destruction. Screen shaking, dust and so ---. You can see and hear incoming ammunition and other details have been improved.--- EMP mode in dresses or towers, electric cables and sparks.- New sound effects:--- Various sizes and material construction damage--- EMP explosion and EMP mode--- Windmill, water mill, wood generator, chemfuel generator atmosphere--- Quest approved, successful, ended, failed--- Mecha serum used--- Toxic accumulation achieved--- Melee dodge---
Power claw hit\/miss--- Human bite hit\/miss[h2]New item: Royalty reassuring[\/h2]- Major quest - Major quest - Shuttle defense: Imperial shuttle damaged and needs a landing site. The robbers are after them! If you accept the mission, the shuttle will crash on your colony map. Some civilians and some imperial soldiers defend themselves on the shuttle when they are followed by a raid. You have to help defend them until the rescue shuttle arrives to pick them up. Get in the shuttle! Go!- Major quest - Bandit camp mission: Quest giver wants troops to
help attack a bandit camp. He's offering you a shuttle to bring you in and out of camp. You have to offer a certain number of people. This creates an independent combat challenge without the fiddity and time commitment of full travel.- Major quest - Refugee hospitality: A torn crowd Arrives. They're asking you to stay in your colony for a while. They don't have any prizes. Prizes. But there are other reasons to take them in. They work for you in the colony. If you keep their spirits up, some of them may offer to join you permanently. When they leave,
there's a chance they'll pay you back later. One new aspect of this task is that passengers are not part of any large group, which means you can choose to capture them, repair them or sell them - although they can rebel or escape if you try. It is also possible that they will cheat and attack you, and the possibility that someone else will contact you and offer a reward for deceiving and killing passengers. All in all, this task is designed to break through the predictable challenge/reward structure of traditional endeavores and create more of a smooth,
unpredictable situation with many options and results.- Titles are no longer given as soon as enough credit is acquired, and psylink neuroformers are no longer sent to you with drop pods. Instead, settlers with enough credit for the new title can invoke the donation, a ceremonial priestly figure who arrives on a shuttle with guards. He goes to the migrant throne room and confirms that it meets the title requirements and does an awards ceremony there. The ceremony itself gives a psylink update and title. You can also betray a donation to steal psylink
neuroformers if you want.- Hooded clothing: A simple hood used by the donor-- Permission selection system: Once a reformer gets a royal title, you can now choose which royal licenses you want to come with that title. There are more permits to choose from than before. Some permits require minimum items before they can be selected. Here's how to modify your nobles somewhat.--- new permit: Transport shuttle. This permit calls for a transport shuttle. You can download whatever you want and send it on a one-way trip across the world map. This
can be used to attack sites, pick up fighters from battles, simple travel, sending gifts, and so on.--- New permits: Call a team of workers and call a gang of workers. These permits invite a team of workers to work for you. They are a civil response to the call for military assistance.--- new permits: Call an orbital strike and call an orbital salvo. The Empire is bombing its ships with the targets you're naming. The player can use them at any time, but they need to restore psyfocus somehow.- Psycast - Solar Pinhole: Create a microscopic skipgate linked to
the core of a nearby star. Solar material leaks through pinprick in space, illuminating and heating the surrounding area until it closes.- Psycast -- Word of trust: Speak to a prisoner while using a psychic proposition to reduce his opposition to recruitment. This psycast can only reduce the prisoner ‒ resistance, but can't Her-- - Psycast - A Word of Joy: Speak happy, soothing words to someone while using a psychic medium plant a joyfuzz loop in his mind. Joyfuzz suppresses unpleasant thoughts and sensations in the goal of improving mood. This has
a side effect of boring emotion and decision-making that reduces awareness.- Psycast - Word of Love: Talk about someone's romantic virtues while using a psychic proposition to indate a listener of romantic desire. Days later, the listener feels a psychically induced romantic attraction to another person. This greatly increases opinions and makes them much more likely to attempt romantic advances and marriage proposals if they get the chance. This psycast can be used to combine two other peopli, induce love with ricin, or force yourself to love
another.- Psycast - Word of Serenity: Use soothing words and psychic suggestions to end a mental pause for a person or animal. The subject falls asleep in short mental sleep. Psyfocus costs depend on the intensity of the subject's mental pause.- Psycast - Word of inspiration: Speak words that encourage creativity and hyper-distress the subject's mind psychologically with new ideas. The subject experiences the occasional inspiration that suits them.- Psycast - Chunk skip: Skip 5 pieces of rock or slag to scatter them near the target point. This is
useful when covering up during offensive operations.- Psycast - Farskip: Pass the wheel along with everyone standing near him to an ally in a far place. This can send people far to the other side of the planet, but only works if there is a willing ally on the other side to use as a navigation beacon. Ignored people always appear near a random ally on the target map.- Psycast - Neuroquake: Find a discontinued psychic field and open it, releasing a huge amount of psychic energy. Every creature on a map outside the safe circle near the bike is violently
driven mad. It takes three hours of meditation to throw this, and the wheel then goes into a three-day psychic coma. Disruptive neuro-array echoes cause pain to everyone within miles, causing diplomatic consequences for all factions.- Gear:--- Broadshield pack: Disposable human portable bullet protector projector. Placed on the ground, it creates a circular shield that allows bullets to out, but not in. The device is designed to last only a short time before burn out. These can be created, but it requires a special broadshield unit that can be collected
from mecanoid shields.--- Jump pack: A single rocket for a short-haul flight. The jump package allows anyone to jump long distances at high speed, even over obstacles. It must be recharged after multiple uses.--- Locust Armor: Recon Armor with Built-in Jump Kit.--- Grenadier Armor: Sea Armor with Built-in Grenade Launcher.--- Phoenix Armor: Kataprakt Armor with Built-in Flamethrower and heat resistance. - Personal weapon traits: Now personalities have individual traits that reflect their individuality Each weapon has one or two features. Some
features are good, some are bad, some are just different. Features affect the market value of a weapon, so a negative weapon becomes cheaper. The traits are:--- Psychiatric hypersensitivity: Psychic sensitivity +40% when used.--- Psychiatric sensitation: Psychic sensitivity +20% when used.--- Psychological silence: Psychic sensitivity -15% when used.--- <6> Psychic Mist: Psychic Sensitivity -30% When Used.--- Friendly Thoughts: Thought When Tied to ‒[GunName]\u2019s Kind Thoughts +6\u201d--- Calm Thoughts: Thought, when binding ‒
[gunName]\u2019s calm thoughts +3\u201d--- Mad mutina : Thought while tied to ‒ [weaponName]\u2019s muttering -3\u201d.--- Mad crying : Thought while tied to ‒[weaponName]\u2019s crying -6\u201d.--- Kill-focused: Pawn, who kills someone with a gun gets 20% psyfocus instantly.--- Kill-happy: A pawn that kills someone with a gun gets ‒ gets ‒ kill happiness +6\u201d thought for 3 days. It stacks, but the effect drops quickly.--- Kill-sorrow: A pawn lender who kills someone with a gun gets ‒ gets ‒ kills grief -3\u201d the idea lasts 3 days. It
stacks, but the effect drops quickly.--- Painless: Pain locked to zero when used for a psychic brain lift.--- Fast mover: Move faster, when equipped for a psychic brain hediff.--- Hunger pangs: Hunger +50% when tied to psychic brain hediff.--- Nerve cooling: Nerve heat drop rate improved by 0.,0 In 15 seconds.--- Psy-meditative: Wielder psyfocus benefits from meditation increased by 10% (such as increasing concentration efficiency by 10%).--- Freewielder : Gun is not bound. Anyone can grab it and use it.--- Jealous: If you use another weapon while
you're tied up, get the memory idea ‒ a jealous rage -15\u201d 1 day.--- Kill thirst: If the gun hasn't killed anyone in 20 days, the affiliated stone has ‒ [weaponName]\u2019s kill thirst -4\u201d thought.- Meditation enhancement programs: Meditation consorting objects can now be improved with other nearby objects. This gives reason to build more integrated and extensive meditation temples instead of just one object.--- Nearby animus stones that enhance anima tree and animus stone.--- Sculptures are enhanced with nearby sculptures.--- The tomb
is enhanced in nearby graves.- Flame meditation emphasis: This can be used by pyroans. They can focus on torches, bonfires or brazier. These are enhanced by nearby torches, bonfires or braziers.- Dark mecanoid building: This building serves two purposes. First of all, it emits morbid light, so increases visual interest in mecha clusters, especially at night. Secondly, it can be reinstalled as light or disassembled for valuable resources. But it's fragile, so it is unlikely to survive after the indiscrimable bombardment of the mecha cluster. Like an unstable
power cell, it's a reward that can only be redeemed if the cluster is approached in a certain way.- Bandits. Bandits. This is a new way for enemies to threaten you in addition to robbery. Sometimes they set up camp near your colony, where they harass you with some kind of problem-causing device, like a weather control or a cloud of smoke. When you attack empire's base, it'll have a shuttle with a shuttle. This only distinguishes these bases from other factions better.- Throne rooms at Empire bases:- Speech inspiration: When your noble speech
makes an inspiring speech, every listener has a 5% chance of being inspired in addition to the mood bonus.- Abasian disease case: This random incident causes someone in the colony to paralyze their abasia, What paralyzes them for a while.- Blood rotten disease case: This random incident causes someone in the colony to get blood rotten, which requires regular medical treatment for a while.- Abasia-related case: In this random case, someone joins you, but they have paralyzed abasia, so they have to recover from it before they can work. It's
your choice whether you want to heal them and let them join, or deal with them in another way.- Visual effects renewed for all bypass psycasts. It now resembles a loaded black hole or spheric cut in space. The new effect is more science-themed and avoids magic-like elements to focus on the tough sci-fi RimWorld vibe.- The visual effect will be renewed for an invisibility psycast. It now looks like a distortion of light instead of a transparent glowing person. The new effect is more science-themed and avoids magical elements to focus on the tough sci-
fi RimWorld vibe.- Added visual effect on wallraise rock aging.- New sound effects:--- Skip psycasts--- Mech cluster won--- Shuttle entry, exit and atmosphere--- mecanoid assembled--- Techprint applied--- Meditation to get psyfocus--- Mech building atmosphere: sun blocker, smoke spewer, weather stop, psychic accordion, EMI dynamo--- Bionic slash hit\/miss--- Drill hand hit\/miss--- Field hand hit\/miss--- Mech gun tower small and large environmental call--- Bullet shield and mortar protection atmosphere--- Proximity activator and countdown activator
atmosphere[h2]Improvements and Adjustments[\/h2]- Renamed Royal Service in honor.- Underground resources are now read to show what resources are in each underground cell and how many there are.- The desired psyfocus UI controls are more robust.- Sophisticated room statistics are read.- Storytellers are now ignoring HP to calculate wealth.- Monuments investment feedback is improved. When you try to place a monument, now a special reason why it can't be placed, highlighted on a map and marked on a message.- The map generator
no longer generates a little unattainable islands (because they violate different aspects of the game).- Anima wood no longer destroys meteors, overturned ship parts or shuttles.- Empire soldiers now have Soldiers can only do it now. one persona weapon at a time (otherwise, features can accumulate in broken ways).- Anima trees now reduce their anima grass progression rate after being heavily used within one day. This still allows anima grass to be leveled by many meditates, but its effectiveness has deteriorated.- The Empire is no longer the
enemy with civilian NPC factions. We added a warning to notify players if they call for Empire military assistance when there are enemies on the map that help does not fight (this is a rare scenario).- Show the meat icon in the float menu item of the slaughter recipe.- Removed naming animals via nuzzling. Animals only get names by tying or player-given names (so you can indirectly tell which animals are tied up by looking with names).- Speech duration shortened from 5 hours to 4 hours.- Plasmasword damage increased from 19 to 20. The
possibility of additional flame damage increased from 30% to 50%. The number of flame damage increased from eight to tenth. Personala plasmasword lesions increased from 20 to 22. Persona plasmasword the possibility of additional flame damage increased from 50% to 70%. Monosword damage decreased from 27 to 25. Personala monosword damage is reduced from 29 to 27.- The Stele- Stele and Nature Laundry now has terrain radars of appropriate size.- Certain sounds now change speed if the speed of the game changes, so they remain in
sync with the movement on the screen.- The psychic sensitivity effect of the Eltex gear is now scaled to the quality. Added feedback here.- All psylink levels of anima wood now take 20 anima grasses (instead of 18 or 22).- On the research tab, we are now drawing icons for the requirements of the techprint group and research bench (the latter as hyperlinks).- Quest Relabel skill trainers \skilltrainer\ and give them their own class similar to psytrainers.- Removed special letter icon for selection letters.- Sort transfer machines content list so that people
are unloaded first, then the animals, Then with objects.- Optimized UI gizmo drawing bypassing the layout step.- Soldiers from the same homegroup (quest lodgers) no longer hold each other.- Soften the glow of the anima tree. Remove the anema grass glow.- Orbital mech cluster targeter no longer generates a cluster of fitness causes.- Rela know the ruffle shirt on the official shirt, the royal vest in the formal vest, the royal robe for prestige (because these clothes may have other uses alongside royalty).- Change the color of the threat text to pink to
improve leg readability. The Gear tab expands if it needs space and space. Before you use the scroll bar.- Added labelMale and labelFemale to features.- Updated Korean language employee.- You can now navigate the debugging menus on a keyboard only.- All textures now use trilineraric filtering. Instead of sharpness on some zoom levels.- All textures now use kaiser-filtered mipmaps menus instead of a screen filtered to improve sharpness at some zoom levels.- Many, many other smaller improvements. [h2] Technical[\/h2]- Added temporary
System. These are used in refugee missions, but they can also be used in other places.- Refactored quest generation runs a generation of script C # rather than XML data. This was done in all new tasks and will make quest encoding easier in the future.- PatchOperationInsert: Use node normalization only for text nodes, just in case. [h2] Bugfixes[\/h2] - Fix: Log files can be very large. We are now also processing direct log messages (e.g. internal Unity messages or mods that use Debug.Log directly) when processing the maximum number of
messages.- Correct: Anima tree not working properly.- Correction: Ilomeditation can cause stones to fall out of bed.- Correction: The cause of the condition destroyed the message, which was sent whenever it was sent instead of being sent just as it was actually destroyed.- Fix: Text rounding problem re-entering chilling text.- Fix: Pawn bio tab -&gt; double empty lines in tooltips just before the line that says when the back story opens the psyfocus type.- Fix: Haircuts don't show their partially transparent parts. This mostly made shaved hairstyle
invisible.- Fix: Many nerve heat gizmos are displayed if many psycasters are selected.- Fix: Situational thinking rationally doesn't give access to the PAWN symbol.- Fix: Pawns interrupt their throne meditation for other jobs.- Fix : Removing cur scaria does not eliminate the manhunt.- Correct: Unsaved in drawaimPie field in Stance_Warmup.- Correct: Insect glow capsules affect anima meditation.- Correct: Unrecapitalized marked content under some circumstances.- Correct: Unlabelled names in some letters. Added color tag to quest threats.-
Correction: LOS calves for royal help don't match L.A. for weapons.- Fix: People, With 0% hearing, get thoughts about listening to instruments.- Fix: Sounds at tempoAffectedByGameSpeed stops playing forever when the game is suspended.- Fix: Pawn may get occasional inspiration but can't be aware.- Fix: Bug from which items would never be returned from demolition of building if stack count is exactly 1.- Correction: Peace talks can produce groups of Where goodwill prizes are disabled.- Correct: Inconsistent statistical report for goods, does not
report all statistical factors\/offsets if you open it via hyperlink.- Correct: Thoughts that you are not a binding master appear even if the pawn is too weak a styrage to be Fix : Deportation quest lodgers cause \banished\ thoughts.- Correction: Downed refugee icon quest info is a permanent red color DamageFlasher.- Correction: Call InnerThing.GetStatValue ignores null check.- Correction : Siege buildings retain their factions after the siege ends.- Fix: Manhunter animal search and incense won't sweep 100 Fix : \Thoughtful: Fine\ statistic appears in
layers where royalties aren't active.- Correction: Psylink counts as an artificial part for transhumanist.- Fix: Soldiers must not take comfort from the throne during meditation.- Correction: Only royalty statistics appear in the scenario editor with Royalty.- Correct: Colonists may lose psylink completely when they resurrect.- Fix: Pawns can spawn Heads-- - Correction: References to Braziers in the Core.- Fix: During the break, the instruments constantly loop, this also happens while on the store menu.- Correction: Pawn on cryptosleep requires a
bedroom.- Repair: Some raid pawn-type defs allow Brawler's trait, when it has ranged weapons.- Repair: Doors can be used with an electric cooler.- Repair: Exception for choosing brazier building compute.- Repair: Inconsistent throne room alarm causes FPS to fall to the throne that is outside.- Fix : It was just claimed that artificial structures do not affect natural focus sites.- Repair : Throwing grenades at the end of only one cell causes graphics to be distorted - Fix: Soldiers meditate in bed without getting sick. They should go to a better place of
meditation.- Fix: Me canoids won't wake up if you skip them.- Fix: Me canoid capacity tool tip shows hidden capacity impactors.- Fix: \Created\ statistic has copies of things, With bulk and normal recipes.- Correct: Non-royal settlers don't wear royal clothes, even if the outfit requires it-- - Fix: Empire is hostile to neutrals to ancients by default.- Fix: Non-royal settlers don't wear royal clothes even if the outfit requires it.- Fix it : Empire is hostile by default to neutral ancients.- Fix: Non-royal settlers don't wear royal clothes, Even if the outfit requires it-- -
Fix: Empire is hostile to neutrals to ancients by default.- Fix: Non-royal settlers don't wear royal clothes, even if the outfit demands it.- Fix: Empire is hostile to neutral ancients by default.- Fix: Non-royal settlers don't wear royal clothes even if the outfit requires it.- Fix: Empire is hostile by default to neutral ancients.- Fix: Non-royal settlers don't wear royal clothes even if the outfit requires it.- Fix: Empire is hostile by default to neutral ancients.- Fix: Non-royal settlers don't wear royal clothes even if the outfit requires it.- Fix: Empire is hostile by default to
neutical ancients.- Fix: Non-royal settlers don't wear royal clothes, even if the outfit requires it.- Fix: Empire is hostile by default to neutral ancients.- Fix: Non-royal settlers don't wear royal clothes even if the outfit requires it.- Fix: Empire is hostile by default to neutral ancients.- Fix: Non-royal settlers don't wear royal clothes even if the outfit requires it.- Fix: Empire is hostile by default to neutral ancients.- Fix: Non-royal settlers don't wear royal clothes even if the outfit requires it.- Fix: Empire : Fix: Non-royal settlers do not wear royal clothes, Even if the
outfit requires it.- Fix: Empire is a hostile neut by default : Several names of the world's features are not used.- Fix: Can't right-click directly on the pawn to prioritize hunting.- Fix: Psychic drone-level raised letter doesn't mention the affected sex.- Correction: RadialDistinctThingsAround doesn't work correctly for 1:X-sized things.- Correct: Text 200% due to technical level is incorrect.- Fix: \settlers\ not colored in quest text.- Correction: Quest tenants appear on history chart.- Correction: Incorrect calculation for package and survival meal bulk recipe.-
Fix: Wild men, those incapable of violence can hunt animals for food.- Repair: Shuttles sometimes land on natural roofs.- Fix: Some enemies spawn with smoke throwers that shouldn't.- Many more minor repairs.
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disassembled.- Reduce the severity of blood degradation per day benefit by 60% to 40%.- Reduce the chance of diseases in caravans 4x.- Min market value neuroformer quest rewards reduced to 720 and 600. Neuroformer market value increased from 1200 to 2600.- Reduced the selection weight of hostile groups as a quest questioner to 15%.- Disabled paralysis hospitality studies.- Anima grass glows less brightly.- Various internal stimuli in search. [h2] Technical[\/h2]- Renamed Abasia and BloodRot to Royalty XML files.- Rename
CompWarnInBuildingRadius -&gt; ToggleDrawAffectedMeditationFoci. [h2] Corrections[\/h2] - Correction: The psyfocus meditation effect, which is visible to mentally deaf pawns.- Correction: The gain in the wake meditation focus is over-tuned should be 20% not 40%. It must also be expressed in the correct form % per day.- Repair: Tenants with blood rot and abis spawning with devices, which will be dropped immediately.- Correction: Wood sowing research project lists an anima tree as a hyperlink.- Correction: Incorrect multipsion in the text of the
letter of goodwill and deleted reference to the asker in the success letter\/fault letter quest text matching.- Correct: Item The search for the cache uses asker's short name instead of the full name.- Correct: Typo in the description of the fugitive's mission.- Fix: The unstable power cell can be rotated.- Fix: Accidentally refers to MeditationFocusStrength directly StatWorker_PossibleCompOffsets... kommenttien määrä:157,tunnisteet:[mod_reviewed,
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and mods. If for any reason you have problems, you can set your Steam beta branch to 'version-1.1.2624' to continue playing in the previous version. [\/u] [\/i] [previewyoutube=POK0YU47pPc;full] [\/previewyoutube] This update has improvements that affect the base game and royalty extension, although since Royalty is much less mature (3 months vs 6 years), it focused mainly on the content side. This update is an add-on that we [url=https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/games\/294100\/announcements\/detail\/1705113791259047489] promised back
on March 2. [\/url]. The big theme of this update was to open up new game paths so that you can take the world of the game the way you want, and the game responds in a sensible way. This means that you can be a tribe, outlander, empire, anti-Empire, neutral empire, use psycasters or not, use drugs or not, use livestock breeding or not, and so on. See the writing of major changes and the change log below. In addition to this, more things are under way and I look forward to telling you all when the time is right. Thank you to everyone who helped
test and give feedback! Please continue with it.-Ty[h2]Psyfocus and meditation[\/h2]Psyfocus is a new long-term resource in psycasters. Fict fictionally, it's a kind of mental structure that a psycaster can build. Every psycast consumes a little bit of it. It also ticks very slowly over time. Higher psyfocus levels allow the use of higher-level psycasts, but psyfocus also ticks a little faster at higher levels. This means you can easily maintain your lower-level psycasters at a low level, but high-level psycasts need a little more investment to maintain their
strength. There are no downsides to psyfocus, except for the loss of psycasts' ability to use them. So, if you have a psycaster whose powers you no longer want to invest in, you can stop at any time and reactivate them later. Psyfocus is mainly based on meditation. You can place places of meditation in the ground and assign them to settlers, although otherwise they will try to find the optimal place anyway. The scheduling tab contains a new entry that allows them to be assigned to the meditation time. The simplest meditation is simply to meditate
without any help whatsoever. Pawns do this in caravans, prison or hospital, but in normal situations they meditate using meditation focus objects to get psyfokus faster. With the focus object, the psycaster meditates near the item and focuses on it to get extra during meditation. Interestingly, no one can use any focus object. They can only access an object if it matches one of their alignment types. A person's types of focus are characteristic of him or her and are based on: their childhood backstory, traits and titles. Psychic meditation is a
personal//cultural activity that is done in different traditions, and people do it according to their own tradition and preferences. It means that different people act differently, which concentrates their characterization - RimWorld's design always aims to make characterization important. There are currently five refiner types:[u]Dignified:[\/u] This can be used by psycasters with Empire Royal titles. They meditate on meditation seats and focus more on large and dignified throne rooms. This is part of a shift in the empire's focus, somewhat away from the
spoiled noble image, and more toward the almost religious psychic order they've always had. You will see that such meditation directly replaces the old need for authority that your labels would have. Instead of sitting on the throne to prod their own ego, they do so to meditate and get the psyfocus back. The Throne Room is a social gathering place, but it is also a meditation temple that embodies the deep traditions of honor-bound culture. No, no, no, no. Natural:[\/u] This type of focus is used by those with tribal childhood back stories - whether you
start out as a tribal group or simply recruit someone with a tribal backstory. Natural meditation foc must all be in the wild - they lose their strength if there are artifical structures too close. This is about wanting to go away from people and make a psychial practice by connecting with the silence and eternity of the natural world. The main meditation weight of the natural focus is an aimax tree. One of these unique trees spawns on each map with a biome where it is at all feasible. Wood glows bioluminescension microorganisms and is connected to the
surrounding psychic field. Anima trees have powerful foci to build psyfocus, but also serve another purpose - they can actually update psycasters. Meditated, the anima tree slowly develops anima grass around its base. Once enough has grown, you can send someone to connect the tree through a tribal ritual and get a new level of psylink. This gives the reason that many people sometimes meditate on wood - possibly even the whole tribe - to grow grass faster. Anima trees are not susceptible to toxic fallout, and the animal respects them and does
not eat them (except for the gavel alpha beans). If it is destroyed, the new spawns some time later. In addition to anima trees, you can also build nature traps or acquire ancient animus stones and place them in nature to meditate on them. These don't give new psylink levels like wood, but it can be useful if you're on a glacier and there's no tree, or you feel like you want a meditation focus on a specific point (although they still lose their power if they're too close buildings). Fighters do not see or attack hidden nature sites and animuskive. No, no, no,
no. Morbid:[\/u] This focus type focus type those with certain traits, such as psychopath, cannibal or bloodsthirsty. They draw psyfocus by meditating on death. That's what graves and sarcophaguses are a meditation development for them. Such meditation is more intense when the body is inside the tomb, and even more powerful if the body is associated with a meditator. No, no, no, no. Minimal:[\/u] This focus type is used by ascending types. They want the minimum, so they meditate on empty seats. It's a powerful type of meditation, but only
ascetics can use it, and they can't use other types. No, no, no, no. Artistic:[\/u] This type of meditation is available to most people. Psycaster meditates on art. Higher-quality art builds psyfokus faster. Such an focus object is very achievable, but not quite as effective as other methods. Above all, it means that the empire no longer has to have laws against psychic forces - so they don't. If you want to be tribal psychics that draw strength from the anima tree, while being friendly with the Empire, you can. The Empire also no longer tries to prevent anyone
from using bladelink weapons (renamed as personas), simply because it was not worth restricting players in this way. Weapons like this are still hard to come by, so if you get one, use them. [h2] Getting a psy link[\/h2]The usable way of psycasts has changed a little. Previously, it was from a psychic amplifier. You should collect these little things and stick them over your head. When there are more, psycast levels are higher. This was a little restrictive because it locked the psychic forces' progression to this particular target. Now the psychic amplifier
is transformed into an object called psylink neuroformer. It updates a brain property called psylink. Psylink is an organic feature of the brain that can also be built in other ways, such as the anima tree described above. Psylink neuroformers are still given to new royal titles, but we also worked to blackmail how often they are seen as a quest award to ensure it is possible to develop psycasters consistently, even if you don't make the royal title progression. This is related to the new reward choices (described below). With different types of meditation and
different ways to get psylink, the general goal is that players should have separate but equal pathways to develop psycasters depending on which path of play they want to go - whether they want to climb the advancement of the royal title, play neutral in tribes or fight the empire. [h2] Other changes[\/h2]The remaining changes can be described in more detail in the change log below. [h3] Quests[\/h3]- Quests now offers three reward options for players to choose from. These three reward options always differ. They appear as a condensed picture
layout instead of text, making it easier to read Choice. The player can still set reward settings to prevent rewards such as goodwill or royal popularity from offering if desired. Optionally. Condensed and focused on tons of quest texts for better readability.- Imperial missions have been adapted to highlight the spoiled side somewhat. Nobles should be much more straightforward to match the new valuable meditation. They're more respectable than spoiled.- All missions have been evaluated and tuned to give good rewards and challenge balances at
every stage of the game at every given occasion. [h3] Psychic meth[\/h3]- Psychiatric entropy was renamed nerve heat. This better distinguishes it from psyfokus and expresses the context of a short-term measure that quickly disappears, but can burn you if pushed too high. It does not represent the physical heat of the brain; It's an expression that reflects the same psychological phenomenon as before. Since we now have psyfocus as a long-term price for psycasts, there is no need for a psychic hangover. (Its original purpose was to remove the
player's micromanagement burden associated with throwing psycast referrals like Focus over and over again at employees, which would have been a good strategy without it).- Overloading nerve heat is no longer dangerous and can often be a good strategy. It doesn't burn anyone's brain, although it can still knock your psycaster into a coma for a few days and in some cases it can burn the psylink level. It's a good strategy in difficult situations. I'd like to see more players pushing the boundaries of nerve heat limits. All in all, this will power psycasters
by making it much more profitable to push out a lot of psycasts at once. [h3] New Psycasts[\/h3]- New Psycast - Nerve Heat Dump: Reduces the nerve heat of the bike to zero immediately, but puts the Allied target in psychic shock coma for the day. This replaces entropy too.- New psycast - Waterskip: Drops water at the target point, extinguishes nearby fires.- New psycast - Flashstorm: Creates a small lightning storm at the hot spot that drops lighting bolts from time to time.- New psycast -- Bullet shield: Creates a circular skipgate field that sucks
shots around or around the hot spot for a short time. Great for retreats or advances. [h3] Hosting quest improvements [\/h3]- You can now sometimes get goodwill sometimes by keeping guests' mood particularly high.- The configuration of threats is completely revamped. There are fewer individual threats than new ones, and their pace and scale are more varied. For example, instead of four normal mecha clusters in a row, which is monotonous, you might get two double clusters or one three-size cluster, providing challenges outside the normal
game.- Tenants now generally have tenant conditions such as unwillingness to work or mood continuation or illness. This reduces the number of cases where the tenant rewards you for the opportunity to work for you. More difficult conditions offer greater rewards.- Helpers brought in to fight for you, Now with an on-call mood bonus.- Added blood rot to support hosting missions.- Added paralyzed abasia disease abasia disease hosting tasks. [h3] Drugs[\/h3]- Drugs print much more statistics on their info card, including high per dose, high drop per
day, high duration per dose, psyfocus gain per dose, increase in tolerance per dose, decrease in tolerance per day, occasional overdose rate, minimum tolerance to addiction, possibility of addiction per dose, recovery time of addiction, need for an addict to fill per dose, need for an addict to calculate, need for an addict to pay per day, addict frequency, safe dose interval. This should help make drugs viable by providing players with information about costs and benefits. Drug use is faster, and the pawn doesn't move when they do. Good for the fight
against drugs. Now, instead of being safe for a while, but then completely suicidal to take, the risk and consequences of addiction are lower, but the safe dose interval is eliminated.- Go-juice gives psyfocus immediately when taking psycasters.- Waking up accelerates psyfocus benefit from meditation, when psycasters take.- Addiction is now rolled before the accumulation of tolerance, making more drugs like yayo more viable and making the output of drug statistics easier to understand.- Addicts now automatically take their medication for 10% need
instead of 30% (which is too early and wasteful). Chemicals return 90% to their needs instead of 100% more consistent mathematics.- Drug tolerance is visible at all levels of severity rather than hiding them with low tolerance. [h3] Mixed content[\/h3]- Added new sound effects: Mecha serums, neuroeducers, psytrainers, fitness causes, quest accepted, successful, failed, ended, techprint applied, shuttle idling, shuttle board and disembarkation.- Added authoritative recon armor, authoritative marine armor and authoritative catalyctor. These gold-
plated force armor enhance psychic abilities and are needed to fill noble clothing.- Psyfocus gear named for eltex.- The clean slaughter of domesticated animals now gives 50% bonus meat. When human hunters attack the colony en masse, they have a rabies-like scaria disease. Fictively, this gives a reason why human hunters attack, but its design purpose is to level the reward level for manhunt attacks between different levels of difficulty. At each level of difficulty, a percentage of animals killed on scaria become invincible after death; This
percentage is inversely tune in to the number of animals at each difficulty, so that greater difficulties now receive the same resource premium as smaller ones. Scar can also be cured quite easily if you count the animal with it, which allows them to be prepared as pets or slaughter meat if you are willing to exchange drugs for food.- Defrosting slag is much quicker to reduce the mess.- orders for nobles will be removed.- Mecha clusters drop less slag and more steel to compensate.- The middle part of the mecha cluster. dropping the causal buildings
with some special reward resources destroyed.- Filth, such as blood, dirt, ruins, etc. This should reduce the accumulation of clutter in long games.- Added new smoke shells and smoke IED.- Royal assistance can now be targeted in position instead of just dropping on the caller. So you can tell them to fall on top of the mecha cluster, enemies, etc. This should make the monuments more compact and easier to place.- UI: Follow the host when it's done \/hunting now appears on the animal's training tab as well as the Main Animals tab.- Renamed petal
as personal weapons.- Added color-blind-friendly dot markings for history maps, visible over the mouse.- Difficulty settings were renamed more flavor and better indicate what they really mean. The descriptions were condensed and refined and encoded so that they appear immediately on top of the mouse so that they cannot be forgotten.- Updated player-generated names. [h3] Small miscellaneous[\/h3]- An increase in the market value of Eltex's staff from 1,000 to 2,000.- Quest awards now give more goodwill, if the grouping is hostile.- Tuned
harvesting work of different trees and yield towards the standard about 30 harvesting jobs per crop.- Renamed and redesigned difficulty regulation (tuning not changed).- The laasti now has a visible progress bar to cool.- Removed psychic silencer implant because it no longer serves any purpose. The fugitive's mission now gives an extra psylink neuroformer. The Gourmand feature now directly affects hunger. The hunger factor statistic is no longer used anywhere (but it was not removed due to compatibility).- Increase the range of manhunt pulses
by 10.- Stripping neutral or allied pawns now causes a loss of goodwill.- Now only quest asker lodger can issue settings.- Improved melee DPS and armor intrusion stand stockings Now avoid landing near mecanoid cluster proximity activators.- Added various download tips.- Reduce the royal favorable cost of call cataps if used before cooling from 12 to 8 favors.- Psycasts tuning: Painblock entropy costs are reduced from 10 to 8. The stun area increased from 20 to 25. The blinding pulse range increased from 20 to 25. The number of entropy landfills
increased from 15 to 25. The range of dizziness pulses increased from 20 to 25. The bypass area and radius increased from 25 to 28. Wallraise's range increased from 20 to 25. Smokepop range increased from 20 to 25. The focus area increased from 25 to 28. Berserk's range increased from 15 to 20. The invisibility zone increased from 15 to 20. The vesiskip area increased from 20 to 25. Bullet guard range increased from 20 to 25.- Reduce body cremation work from 5 seconds to 3 seconds.- Relabel 'limits' the main tab to 'schedule' because it is its
main function.- Only Stone floor (tiles and flagstone) at memorials.- Make sure the empire never gives royal acclaim if hostile.- Change the rate of fall of psychic entropy to measure per second instead of 30 seconds.- Balance the bandit camp's quest for better rewards and less challenge and add name content to it.- Removed the result of self-destruction from the travel ship's final game. The search will now only end if the reactor is destroyed or the snooth is deliberately discarded.- A high tool tip shows the severity of the toolt tip.- High label shows
hours left. The dependency entry displays the severity percentage. The Dependency Tooltage tooltage displays the need it creates. [h3] Technical[\/h3]- The executed quest rewards a debugging output table that helps analyze maximum, minimum, and average quest rewards at different point levels.- Implemented TKey system. This is a system that allows us to mark XML text with TKeys, which can then be used by translators to process text. This saves translators from working with long, overly complex paths to edit text and allows us to renew our
XML without breaking translations. We have added TKeys QuestScriptDefs and TipSetDefs so far.- Create a full debugging printout of the drug.- The exchanged XML format of colored text tags uses various symbols.- Hospitality quests now fail if the asker group becomes hostile. [h3] Corrections[\/h3]- Correction: Manhunter animals do not leave properly after 1-2 days.- Correction: Cannot use gender symbols in \FinalStraw\ translation.- Correction: Persona core request text incorrect grammar.- Correct: Pawn lend quest always uses plural form
'have', Regardless of the number of pawns.- Correction: Reduce resistance the job report string shows 'trying to recruit xy' instead of reducing resistance.- Fix: The ingredient radius slider handle becomes invisible within an unlimited radius.- Correction: Penoxysyline prevents diseases longer than it should.- Correction: DeepDrill optimization breaks map seeds (regression).- Fix: When deep resources run out, a message informing the player, indicates an invalid basic resource.- Fix: Sometimes when a deep resource is exhausted, the drill is not
properly prohibited.- Repair: Colonist en route to formed bond with animal.- Correct : Mechat that assembles me canoids is of high age. The pawns created by Spawners have now been set at the minimum age for the last stage of life, so it works right for insects as well.- Repair: You can teleport pawns into non-walked terrain.- Fix: Wedding guests don't always stay in a ceremony after parties and don't get a \Attended wedding\ bonus.- Fix: Able to remove implants from pawns without consequences.- Repair: Monument construction missions from
permanent enemies sometimes speak to good from change to destruction, although goodwill can't change.- Correction: Possible null reference to pawn quotes with no rest value.- Correction: Poor grammar in hospitality letter with one tenant.- Fix: Gray UI Color None label when there are no features affects CharacterCard's first skill containers.- Fix: Incorrectly stained time strings in the item in cases.- Repair: Translation key CanGiveToPackAnimal missing 'can't'.- Repair: Can build stone doors on bridges.- Repair: CataphractArmor research project
in base game; should be Royalty.- Correction: GetStatValue overload causes repair problems in some modes.- Repair: Delay, when sapping raiders have hit bullets.- Fix: Hosted quest prisoners can be placed in cryptosleep coffins.- Fix: Error if PatchOperationConditional failed to match and has no matchtch path.- Fix: Error if PatchOperationConditional failed to match and has no matchtch path.- Fix: Error if PatchOperationConditional did not match and has no path.- Fix: Error, If PatchOperationConditional does not match and does not have a no
matchtch path.- Fix: Error if PatchOperationConditional does not match and does not have a no matchtch path.- Fix: Error if PatchOperationConditional does not match and has no place.- - Patch: Translation file cleaner removed (*Name)(\/Name) tags from key translations.- Fix: Hibernating mecha assemblers that do not report the following mecha they are assembling.- Fix: PsychicHarmonizer description typo.- Correct: If the stone switches from safe to brain roasting tropy in 1 psycast , I think he's bypassing an overloaded message.- Correction:
Wallraise can be thrown into incorrect positions by queuing for cast commands.- Fix: berserk \/berserk pulse abilities can be thrown into the stone in mental mode to interrupt it.- Fix : Tasks, which end before they are approved due to evidence of hostility in the group \This task completed\- Correction: Typo mentality lance in the name of the audio folder.- Correct: Psychic effects on dead bodies do not disappear.- Fix: Pawn licensors, with chemical interest \/fascination, follow drug policy allowForJoy when should not.- Fix: Shooting skill disabled
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(1491332,clan_steamid:103582791454681671,event_name:Update 1.1.2624 adds deep drilling and more, notification notification 1.1.2624 enhances deep drilling and more, posttime:1588690384,updatetime:1588778258,body:This is an improvement and fixes the upgrade with improvements to the base game and royalty extension. It should be compatible with all savegames and mods. The biggest changes are the tune-up, which aims to shift deep drilling from late play toward the middle game and make them more viable for margin drilling projects.
As always, everything is on the table for further adjustment as we move forward. No, no, no, no. [b] No, no, no. If you have a mod compatibility issue[\/b][\/u], you can use the Steam beta branch to return to the previous build until the issues are resolved. It would be great if you could tell us or the mod developer about the problem too! We are also working on some deeper game improvements and content additions - we look forward to [url=https:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/newshub\/app\/294100\/view\/1705113791259047488]these[\/url]! However,
for stability reasons, they will be suspended for the time being. Thank you to all those who helped test [url=https:\/\/discord.gg\/FYBsdNX] with the official test on the Discord server[\/url]. Join us to test future releases! Viritys - Mecha-klusterin voiminen antaa nyt mielialan kohotuksen kaikille saman kartan pelaajien pelinappuloille.- Vähennä metallin sulattamisen työkustannuksia kuonasta 1600:sta 800:aan (sotkun vähentämiseksi).- Vähennä uraanin etana-tykkipommikustannuksia laukausta kohti 4:stä 3:een ja lisää sen vaurioita 45:stä 50:een.-
Teurastetusta sensaatiosta saadaan nyt 10 plasteelia, kun se on silputtu, Vaikeuksien ja panttitaidon muovaama.- Törmänneet laivanosat pudottavat nyt kehittyneen komponentin.- Plasteel ei enää pala.- Mekanoidien hyökkäysten yhteisyys väheni korkeilla pisteillä.- Pienentyneet syväporaustutkimuskustannukset 4000:sta 100:aan ja siirtyi monianalysaattoritasolta mikroeektronitasolle.- Syväporan kustannusten alainen 200 teräksestä ja 4 komponentista 100 teräkseen ja 2 komponenttiin.- Maanläpäisyskannerin kustannusten a aleneminen 2
edistyneestä komponentista , 6 komponenttia ja 200 terästä 1 kehittyneeseen komponenttiin, 4 komponenttiin ja 150 teräkseen.- Teräksen, plasteelin, uraanin, hopean ja jaden syväporatuotto on kasvanut. Lower yield for gold.- Reduced maximum lump size of gold and jade, and steel.- Lower deep drilling power consumption from 300W to 200W.- Deep drill can now extract from 21 of the nearest cells instead of just 9 closest.- Imperials settlements offer more psytrainers.- Mech Mech assembler mechas are now defending the cluster instead of
attacking.- The Mech assembler now shuts down after spawning 4 mechas.- Double the effect of pain concentration.- Seperized deep drilling speed from mining speed. The drilling arm now affects the deep drilling speed less than the normal excavation rate.- Tune the size and construction time of the monument.- The impact size of monument damage is no longer affected by the challenge classification.- Removed extra selection weight for mecha cluster As a result.- Adjusted monument protection duration based on challenge classification.- Blood-
haired settlers no longer suffer from mood. the mood. When you collect organs-- - Adjust Alzheimer's disease to nullify less conditional thoughts, otherwise it may be impossible to keep guests happy with Alzheimer's disease and it's a little strange that their mood ends up locked in by default. Miscellaneous- Reworked how monuments are created to produce more compact structures without strange large openings.- Optimized deep drilling for molted games with more types of stones.- Explicitly mark some other things as part of Royalty for code
clarity: Shuttle, bladelink weapons, musical instruments, thrones, Refactor royal title warning texts do formatting programmatically.- Removed unnecessary 'You need to keep [guestName] in the colony' hospitality tasks because lodgers should not be able to be moved.- Deleted 'showCreatedAt' recipe def and used existing IsSurgery property instead.- Deleted unnecessary check text height to architect class tab.- Modified psychic amplifier graphics to match archotech artstyle because it's an architect.- Transferred IncomingDamageFactor damage
mitigation ApplyDamageToPart.- Optimization: Make GridsUtility.GetDoor uses GetEdifice instead of checking all cell devices.- Adjusted clothing debugging outputs. Text- Monument quest descriptions now better deal with multiple allowed floor types.- Added quest name content PawnLend quests.- Custom monumental resource reading to include all possible floor type necessary resources.- Added warning pop-up of smug settlers as royal service mission is about to be approved (similar to antisocial settlers).- Combine warnings).- Combine warnings
in an attempt to accept the search for royal service for someone, Who's both self-righteous and antisocial.- Made it clearer why Preetori can't call an orbiting imperial merchant.reduced the delay in the tool tip of storyteller's difficulty choices to zero -- writes a natural rise of goodwill\/fall tool tip to show annual change. Deleted extra text.- The pain target reading is now rounded to the nearest integer.- Adjust the text and set the mining statistics order completely.- Added explanation for the target statistic in the psycast broadcast. Repairs - Repair: You
can't shoot over ervaus power cells.- Fix: Sometimes the wrong people can be ordered to go to the shuttles.- Repair: Tasks sometimes produce manhunt kits &gt; With 100 animals.- Correction: A spawning sketch that wipes doors without adjacent areas causes an error.- Fix: Translation file cleaning tool uses LF at end of first row (xml root).- Repair: Cocoa trees are marked so unlocked in both 'Tree sowing' and 'Cocoa' research projects.- Fix: Quest tenants attacked by settlers (temporary or permanent) with murderous rage and During aggro-spirited
roads, causes loss of relationships.- Corrects: Typo in peaceful difficulty descriptions.- Fix: Some custom backing nurses with gender set to \joko\have a default gendered body type.- Fix: Manhunter case may fail at very high points.- Fix. : Filling the Mod requirement box is uneven.- Correction: QuestPart_RequirementsToAcceptBedroom reasons for pawns with royal titles that don't have bedroom requirements.- Fix: Hard feature incoming damage multiplier doesn't work correctly.- Fix: Target hit point slider resolution - unequal values, Which appear
as the same.- Fix: NPCs that can be removed from the doctor can be treated by themselves.- Fix: On psycast's infocard, all entries in the Target lists are a big start.- Correction: The formatting tool adds and removes the same values because cyclical blocking of references would miss out on value types.- Correct : Luciferium did not cure chronic diseases, but the message says it did.- Repair: Parts of the ship sometimes land on the ships and jump on spawning internal affairs.- Correction: TryFindSafeLandingSpotCloseToColony checks only one cell
instead of a manned rectangle to prevent things.- Fix: Accepting two shuttle-based missions one after the other causes one to land on top of the other.- Fix: Circuitrs get extra supplies, They don't need-- - Fix: Accepting two shuttle-based missions one after the other causes a landing on top. : Several StockGenerator_Tag missing countRanges who made some settlements not to carry items they should have.comment invoice:139,tags:[workshop,ModAct_848946987_1588690991_0,ModAct_487266167_1588736773_4, mod_reviewed,
ModAct_939274514_1599342915_4],language:0,hidden:0,forum_topic_id:2266943550320350141,event_gid:12227537053581491332,voteupcount:1323,votedowncount:20},published:1,hidden:0,rtime32_visibility_start:0,rtime32_visibility_end:0,broadcaster_accountid:0,follower_count:0,ignore_count:0 forum_topic_id:2266943550320350141,rtime32_last_modified:1609693621,news_post_gid:0,rtime_mod_reviewed:1588690991,featured_app_tagid:0,referenced_appids rtime_mod_reviewed:
[],votes_up:1323,votes_down:20,comment_type:ForumTopic,gidfeature:1636418037459965583,gidfeature2:2266943550320350141,clan_steamid_original:103582791454681671},{gid:22 26410520602506783,clan_steamid:103582791454681671,event_name:Update 1.1.2618 brings with it various improvements, event_type:13,appid:294100,server_address:.server_password :,rtime32_start_time:1588095300
rtime32_end_time:1588100401,comment_count:0,creator_steamid:76561197963305396,last_update_steamid:76561197963305396,event_notes:see notice 1.1.2618 brings with it various improvements, posttime:1588095318,updatetime:1588095318,body:This is a relatively small update focused on repairs and balance. The main content we are working on is still expected to be released because [url=https:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/newshub\/app\/294100\/view\/1705113791259047488] content add-on[\/url] later. This update should be compatible
with all recording games and mods. If for some reason you want to play the previous version, use a Steam beta branch called 'previous'. Thank you to everyone who has provided feedback on [url=https:\/\/discord.gg\/FYBsdNX] unstable Discord server testing[\/url]. Join us to test future releases! Improvements - Monuments can now be suppressed by any floor type instead of required certain floor types.- Monument creation is adjusted to make monuments denser and more consistent.- Modified how tasks decide whether to appear based on player
progress to solve a problem that would cause tasks not to appear for a long time in lower populations in certain difficulty settings.- \Select prizes\ window renamed \Prize Settings\. Added explanation at the top of the window. Elevated reward prefs window.- A man in black is now always capable of violent and caring work.- Quests no longer offers rewards with unreasonably small amounts of objects (e.g. 5x hyperweave).- Better clarity of monument character placement feedback. Added messages to incompatible terrain or blocking buildings.- Prices
now only show decimals when less than $10.- Now only esquire and higher titles are inherited.- Hospitality assets with mecha clusters now show a more accurate size in the created text. Tuning- Praetors can now make speeches.- Lodger's minimum feeling now applies only to askers, not others who follow him.- Mech clusters now have more access to walls with low scores, But with fewer chances of high scores.- Mecha clusters are more likely to have mecanoid shields than towers only.- Mecha clusters at low points are more likely to have erred
power cells.- Reduce the duration of a berserk pulse from 15 seconds to 11 seconds.- Increase the cost of mortars.- Besiegers now get6 replenishment load at a time instead of 10.- Reduce the efficiency effect of the joywire brain from 30% to 20% (restores previous change).- Increased damage to human turrets and fuel consumption.- Increased uranium snail tower range.- Reduce steel melting steel steel from 20 to 15. Reduce resource revenue by destroying\/extracting mechas and their buildings. This should reduce the mess of late games,
reduce the strange economic imbalance between difficulty levels, make a more meaningful economy in addition to killing things, and improve the spread of challenges through difficulties Quest ThreatReward_Manhunters_Joiner: Manhunter arrives much earlier and doesn't come too long after joins arrive. Technical - Removed null asker opportunity hospitality quests.- Added try \/catch to to So 1 broken mod won't break all other mods.- IDsFor -&gt; FindAllowedDesignatorRoot Monument Placement now checks for overlap before add-on.- Minimum
noise cluster points can be set for mecha cluster buildings.- Name \ludeon\ standard in ModContent Compress Lude In a check related to ThePackageIdAuthor Fix Typos.- Reward from tenantsMoodThreshold hospitality studies are now taken into account based on lodgersMoodThreshold.- QuestNode_IsInList now uses a previously unused function.- Deleted unnecessary checks from IsSpawningBlocked. IsSpawningBlockedPermanent checks the correct location.- Moved from TerrainDef.genericLabel to DesignatorDropdownGroupDef label.- Move
delegate inside ModContentPack.ReloadContent to class function To prevent future problems, mods.- Added null check for QuestGenUtility isInList.- lodgersMoodThreshold has now been selected from 4 separate random values.- Renamed AllowedType for hospitality studies; the old name compatibility rule remains. Repairs - Correction: Cannot align the wheel or pawns of the same group with psycasts, If they're invisible.- Fix: Overlapping text for some items in the architectural tab description.- Correction: Kind label is not gender-conscious
RulesForPawn- Fix: Stones can stand on curtains.- Fix: Some hospitality search fields report missing translations when they shouldn't - Fix: Alerts throw errors after selection \Download mod list after recording\ during the game.- Fix : Smoke spewer does nothing.- Fix: Psycasts don't check cooling in CanCast method.- Fix: Tribute collector does not arrive, If you don't have a knight.- Fix: Black screen at startup if workshop mod folder was removed without unsubbing mod.- Repair: Force the loading of animals into the shuttle while forming a caravan
and then sending a shuttle, cause errors.- Fix: Asker may not be set when you place tenantsHaveMoodThreshold.- Repair : Monuments can be placed on top of non-building buildings without warning.- Fix : Languages listed separately, even if they have the same old folder name.- Fix: Tasks and events in Manhunter packets fail to generate higher scores.comment count:155,tags:[mod_reviewed, ModAct_486888070_1588142888_0],language:0,hidden: forum_topic_id 0
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{gid:4137062119827807825,clanid:25160263,posterid:7656 (1197963305396,headline:Update 1.1.2610 parantaa quest generationia ja paljon muuta , posttime:1587319680,updatetime:1587420685,body:Lisäksi tonni yleisiä parannuksia a basic game and Royalty, this update focuses on tightening up the quest generation and making nobles more flexible. The full change log is below. No, no, no, no. If for some reason you want to play the previous version, use a Steam beta branch called 'previous'. [\/i] RimWorld is a very flexible game with many
different gaming states, and our quest creation system uses rather complex scripts to create tasks that fit different difficulties, diplomatic configurations and colony sizes. Since the release of 1.1, we have seen some instances where tasks would produce, that were not properly rewarded, or that had the wrong level of difficulty and complexity at the stage of the game in which they performed. All of this should be much tighter in this construction, and in the future there will be additional plans to refine and enrich quest content. All the feedback we have
received on this has been invaluable - thank you! This update also works to make nobles more flexible. Players have indicated that they want to use royal settlers in different ways, and RimWorld's goal has always been to support players to choose their own path as much as possible, to explore different strategies and role-playing in different stories. The original noble model focused on promoting one character in the noble ranks, but if players want 6 knighthoods and are willing to do tasks to earn royal acclaim, the game should reward it beautifully.
The common throne rooms and the words of control are a step in that direction. As always, we will monitor how this plays and look for more ways to enable players to score goals. This update should be compatible with all vanilla savings games. We also tested with a wide variety of modes and found it compatible (although this is difficult to guarantee as mods can change at any time and do anything). We'll keep a close eye on you and try to fix everything that comes up. Whether you are a modder or a player who has detected a problem, do not
hesitate to come and discuss technical issues with us in the [url=https:\/\/discord.gg\/JxYnqA] public discord server testing[\/url]! The content section discussed a few weeks ago is still to come. These updates represent more urgent and straightforward improvements that I want to get out quickly, while working with deeper changes separately. I'm excited to show you what's coming, but as always, it's better to keep it a secret because the design continues to change as we iterat iter. Thank you again to anyone who plays and offers feedback.-Ty[i]EDIT:
Updated with very little correction to stop a bug that broke manhunt-related incidents in extreme late-game or modified scenarios when there were more than 30 of the game's most powerful animals. [\/i] [h2] Improvements[\/h2]- Multiple thrones can now share one throne room.- Allow pawns play music. The type of recreation of high culture has been relabelled in the recreation of music. Let the self-righteous nobles use dexterity. Dexterity. can be controlled. High-level royals get the ability to make a speech from the throne. It has cooling (so the
speaker can think of ideas for the next speech). Feedback on throne speeches now tells the player the potential of different outcomes, as well as the relevant social statistic.- Eliminated minimum expectations for non-complacent titles (i.e. pawn titles that were not born royalty and are not greedy or jealous).- Implemented class-based choice of melee bloods. Previously, pawns chose which melee verb to use simply with weighted random selection according to the power of different verbs. However, this created an inconsistent one in which, for
example, adding a knee spike to a long-worded pawn soldier would actually make him worse, since the knee spike is less powerful than long-worded, but now he is more likely to choose a verb in addition to a long word. The new verb class system places each verb in one of three categories - best, middle and worst. It then randomly selects between the best (75% of the time) and the middle (25% of the time). So adding a knee spike to a long-said wielder does not make him use a longing less frequently; Rather, it replaces his fist as a mid-level verb
and heals his damage in a second.- Settlers can now be made champions of an animal with which they are bound, regardless of skill. This prevents situations where the start of animals begins to bind to settlers who cannot become their masters, leading to the persistent negative idea that settlers do not control the bound animal.- The letters \New Mission\ now link directly to the relevant search rather than demanding extra clicking.- Shuttles that do not land on the landing pad now avoid crushing buildings, objects and trees. [h2] Tuning[\/h2]-
Renewed how hosting tasks pose threats. Instead of always creating point-based threats with a 24-hour cycle with the same timing in all cases, the system now selects from a planned menu with a different range of durations, threat rates, and threat intensity. Each challenge rating (at the star level) has a different menu of threats. These are all changed by the possibility of adding helpers, different guests with different circumstances, and so on.Quests' premium value is now always at least 250 silvers, no matter how small the task.Quest guests can
now be falling or sick only, If the mission score is over 300.- Non-royal guests can now only be set a mood threshold if the task points are over 400.- Helpers can no longer create one-star hospitality studies (because these searches are not violent threats).- Again, how to create a search for the number of guests, taking more account of the points, and adjusted the course so that there are fewer guests actually Hosting tasks can only use 2 or 3 challenge stars that exceed certain point thresholds.- Random tasks no longer generate less than 100
points at all , and lerp normally generates 200 points.- Tune random quest weights for more variation.- You can no longer get tasks around Mecha clusters with unduly low scores.- You can no longer get infection scans with unduly low scores. Change the code that determines the number of hives to round normally without randomness, To increase accuracy.- Increase memorial protection times from 10~ 30 days to 20~50 days and an increased reward multiplier to match.- We no longer produce as many cheap items with high reward values so we
can focus on a few big juicy rewards.- Adjust rewards for different game conditions when searching for a payment term (this means tasks where, for example, you get toxic fallout, but you also get rewards). Also linked certain conditions to certain star ratings.- Balance the reward you only get for keeping a hospitality guest without threats (because often this can even be inexpensive).- Deny choosing the Empire as a choker to search for hospitality joiners if the score is less than 240, to avoid sending nobles when the colony can't realistically support
them and they wouldn't want to visit.- Adjust, how hospitality missions define the royal title of royal guests so that mid-game guests don't have unbearably high titles.- Adjust the default ratio of mission scores and reward value to better scale it to lower and higher scores.- Slightly more population-receiving tasks.- Quest Threat sites no longer pose potentially unknown threats all the time, and especially at a lower challenge level.- Quest threat sites are now limiting the number of threats on the site by mission score.- Extended nest spawning delays 14
seconds to 28 seconds.- Reduced luciferium market value 120-70.- Increased joywire consciousness effect 20% From 30% to 30%.- Increased spike trap construction costs from 35 to 45.- Reduced sharp damage factor of wood from 0.45 to 0.40.- Colored light research project no longer requires a high-tech research bench.- Difficulty rates now shape the butcher. Crops in the same way as crops.- Humidity pumps now leave resources when destroyed.- Fine floors now give back 75% of resources on unloading, just like other layers.- Modified
research prerequisite for ship landing beads from microeecttronics to electricity.- Greatbow can now be made at a handicraft site.- Health conditions may now have negative reductions in the price of pawn lending. Mindscrew now has a negative price equivalent. [h2] Technical[\/h2]- Improve grammar resolution tracking format by setting trace first, then variables, then custom rules.- Avoid mech capsules from placing multiple mecha files in the same cell.- Prevent \dependency must be loadedUrl\ warning of dependencies on official content.- Moved
'Copy debugging to clip table' button above debugging text Narrowed the button in the text box of the signal and changed '...' button title 'Send specified signal'. can now go under the roof to prevent the violation of tasks if it moves under a thick roof after landing.- Added new task node to create several parts of the event task regularly or Transferred the contents of the quest component debugging window to the virtual method. Added debugging button to run Pawn Lend recovery shuttle delay.- Improve the 'write storyteller' debugging output.- Special
filters are now always displayed based on the root class of the filter list.- ThingFilter is now lazily solving the display root category. [h2] Text[\/h2]- Change description ArrestSuccessChance statistic.- Replace outdated loading tip for feet of food.- Removed some nouns that do not pluralize well by adding \s\ to the end.- The name generator now always uses GenText.CapitalizeAsTitle.- Bladelink weapons now indicate the minimum item required to use them legally on their data card.- Rearrange some parts of the \title gained\ letter, Which puts
important things near the top.- Adjust feedback on when a protected monument will be destroyed.- Adjust repeating text in game fitness search descriptions.- Refine the description text for infection\/joiner quest generation script.- The text in the \Title\ tooltable tip is now white to match other \by\ text.- Display search information in the memorial sign inspection box. Don't show \Perfect\- Add a toolt tip about allies sending random merchants and military assistance.- A recreational-type statistical report now describes what it is and lists all types of
recreation.- Deleted some unnecessary texts from animal hospitality surveys.- Display search information in the monument sign inspection box. Don't show \Perfect\- The recreation type statistics report now describes what it is and lists all types of recreation.- Modified \royal incapable of social\ warning window to prompt the user to confirm before accepting the task instead, that would simply shut down and ask the user to re-approve the task.- Updated player-generated back stories and names.- Fix: Typo in duck description.- Fix: Trap hit letter label
for friendly stones not capitalized.- Correction: Invalid tool hint for surgically updating psychic amplifier (it doesn't actually require surgery).- Correction: Quest guests are not unhealthy, Although the quest description says they are.- Correction: Pawn lend quest determines how settlers are returned when it can be either shuttle or drop capsules depending on the asking group.- Fix: World inspection box that always displays the title of the first selected object '(different)' -- Fix : Incorrect isomitus in plant attributes.- Fix: Site threat tasks sometimes
mention the grouping that is not even used for site threats. [h2] Repairs[\/h2]- Correction: Error spam if the bumalopes set explodes.- Fix: If the shuttle drops down the dropped soldiers, they will be dropped on top of them.- Fix: When you reject the task, seemingly random is selected.- Correction: May get a pyroma feature for an assistant's back story where it doesn't make any sense.- Correction: The soldiers being transported don't appear on the social tab.- Fix: Fix text that overlaps with hyperlinks.- Fix: Old methods that don't call _NewTemp
versions.- Fix: Recreate the CantTakeReasons list each time in Selector. Resurrection utility now checks artificial artificial Components that use hediffSet.PartOrAnyAncestorHasDirectlyAddedParts.- Repair: Exception in the panel for creating the game button.- Correction: Resurrection blindness, which affects unnatural body parts.- Correction: Ordering more than 1 sketch hostage to move somewhere they can't go doesn't show no path hint.- Fix: Listing_TreeThingFilter.Visible is a new parameter, but _NewTemp isn't. The old method with the same
signature now always comes back true, and it's not called anything.- Correction: Armor prevents damage caused by surgery failures.- Fix: Lord of the Mecha cluster doesn't get a wake-up signal if there's no spawning mecha at first.- Correction: The color of the threat response icon doesn't match the icons next to it.- Correction: Wild setting mental break can happen to prisoners... - Correction: Modded groups that do not have a color set on their icon to break the 'select prizes' window.- Correction: Wick does not render defoliator when it is exploding.-
Fix: Attacking infection hives pose near ancient danger of hives aggro.- Fix: Replacement body parts do not affect the price of the game button. HediffDef priceImpact is now wrong by default, and we explicitly tell you which hediff has a price effect.- Correction: The architect tab looks darker than other tabs of bright snow.- Fix: Some shelves have 'Allow fresh', while others don't. Display root class on ThingFilter has now been updated correctly.- Correction: ListsEqualIgnoreOrder is incorrect.- Correction: PermanentEnemyToEveryoneExceptPlayer
FactionDef-induced asymmetrical grouping ratios.- Correction: Piano uses stuff unfinished.- Fix: Wild men \/women suffer from a naked mood.- Fix: Affordance grid not updated, when buildings are built or removed.- Fix: The 'Select Rewards' button is cut from the bottom.- Fix: Downloading an old scenario file can break the interface if it refers to stuff that is no longer in play.- Correction: Hediff combatLogEntry is referenced, but not deeply recorded.- Correction: Choosing a Minified ship landing beacon causes errors.- Correction:
QuestNode_GetRandomPawnKindForFaction sometimes makes the description of the task unresolved (backup is a string).- Correction: Outlander battle suppliers don't buy drugs.- Fix: Errors in melee With bloodsparents when sketching pawn lenders with ranged weapons.- Fix : The alarm text of the ship's landing zone shows incorrect dimensions.- Correct: 'Prisoner released' thoughts remain after hostage recovers.- Correction : A psychopath has a negative social opinion after another colonist sells slaves.- Correct: Language worker not capitalized
in quotation marks correctly.- Corrects: Name generator capital letters after apostrophes.- Correction: White edges in harpsichord art. Please note that the harpsichord also needs HQ tex compression for dark Because of gradients.- Correction: Text that has not been capitalized after colon.- Correction: Error using quest script defs debug table.- Correction: Capacities are not updated, when equipment that affects statistics-- Fix: Statistics show all equipment if a piece affects it.- Fix: The red interface button doesn't have the right edge.- Fix: Noble gives
speech walks to the throne really slowly.- Fix: TranslateWithBackup didn't work.- Fix: Missing 'shuttle' shuttle 'shuttle' a signal that disables hospitality threats after a shuttle delay.- Correction: The idea of an incorrect start date \/ end expiry date.- Correct: GetPawn does not filter excluded groups to existing stones.- Fix: Stone blocks (and other prescription products without hit points) are not calculated correctly according to the recipe.- Correct: Tribute collector arrives, when there's another caravan hostile to the empire on the map.- Correction: Reject
quest icon is asymmetrical.- Fix: Mis-rotated monument sign case not detected correctly as part of monument.- Fix: \Sequence does not contain corresponding element\ In BuildDifferenceExplanationText for some modes.- Fix: Secondary guests don't use group name rule kits.- Correction: SketchThing detects incorrect things as part of a monument.comment account:178,tags:[ModAct_848946987_1587322327_0
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,broadcaster_accountid:0,follower_count:0,ignore_count:0,forum_topic_id:3971555000780043405,rtime32_last_modified:1609693630,news_post_gid:0,rtime_mod_reviewed:1587322329,featured_app_tagid:0,referenced_appids,votes_up:1273,votes_down:11,comment_type:ForumTopic,gidfeature:1636418037459965583,gidfeature2:3971555000780043405,clan_steamid_original:103582791454681671},{gid:2226409251205479778,clan_steamid:103582791454681671,event_name:Update 1.1.2598 adds configurable rewards and
more,event_type:13,appid:294100,server_address:server_address,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1586374740,rtime32_end_time:1586379601,comment_count:0,creator_steamid:76561197963305396,last_update_steamid:7656119796305396,event_notes:see announcement 1.1.2598 more configurable quest rewards and more, posttime:1586374794,updatetime:1586871100,body:This update covers a lot of different ground issues, including a large number of improvements and smaller fixes. It improves the expansion content of both the base
game and Royalty. No, no, no, no. EDIT April 14: I have just pressed micro-update 1.1.2604. All it does is fix a small text error with apostrophes. [\/i] The most obvious feature is that you can now choose whether you want to receive group goodwill rewards from each group, in the same way that you can accept or reject royal popularity. I'd like to strike a comfortable balance by creating different experiences with random quest rewards while avoiding offering players rewards they're not interested in at all. So I will monitor how this works and consider
how the generation of rewards could be further improved. This update should be compatible with savegames and mods. If other issues arise, please contact us in the [url=https:\/\/discord.gg\/FYBsdNX] unstable Discord channel testing[\/url]. A big thank you to everyone who helped test this update! Change list below. No, no, no, no. If for any reason you want to continue with previous version 1.1.2589, you can use it with the Steam beta arm, called the previous one. [\/i] [h2] Improvements[\/h2]- Expand the premium range to include options for
excluding goodwill rewards.- Shuttles are now trying to find a landing site near the colony, Shuttle landing areas aren't free instead of landing in random places.- Settlers loaned to the Empire are now returning in the drop shuttle.- Crashed ship parts don't just punch through natural roofs now.- Settlers loaned to the Empire are now returning in the drop shuttle.- The ship parts that have crashed aren't just hitting through natural roofs now. - Skip the intro wit quest if the player has Yeoman or more.- Royalty demonstration missions don't trigger extreme
biomes because it didn't make any sense.- Standardize red text as a more readable color.- Reduce the ability to choose settings that have occurred recently.- Hosting tasks now select tenants associated with the original group, royal court allies make more sense. -- Make speech participants prioritize their positions before the throne, if available.- Sleeping prisoners show their \No sleep\ prison break interval if they sleep.- The Empire is a permanent enemy of all factions except the player, to solve problems where your royal assistance does not fight
your enemies. [h2] Tuning[\/h2]- Buff hard-skinned gland, armor gland and testicle gland.- Balance knee spike, hand nail, elbow blade, poison fangage and the power and price of toxins (mostly elevated). Increased toxicity gain Per (also applies to cobra bite).- Power claw does more damage, but slows down the user than the field hand \/drill hand.- Endgame quest attacks (royal ascent and escape ship) raids now also always have at least 500 threat points, so they can't be downplayed.- Reduce the flammability of meat pawns by 100% -&gt; 75%.
This makes it easier for them to shut down. Exhaustion. Growing more slowly, and rain puts them out now.- Destroying the arrival shuttle now gives a penalty of -50-- Royalty intro quest now begins on Day 8 and not Day 3.- Intro quest timer won't start until the player has at least 3 settlers.- The Manhunter pack now always consists of at least 2 animals.- Manhunters will now leave in 1-2 days, as the letter says. [h2] Technical[\/h2]- Added def info to a biocoded string so that compilers can use the sex of the weapon.- Combined
StorytellerComp_IntroRoyaltyQuest StorytellerComp_SingleOnceFixed. Modified allowRoyaltyIntroQuests isExtremeBiome.- Added backup value QuestNode_GetRandomPawnKindForFaction- Add default values with GetStatValueAbstract, when you request MeleeAverageDPS with ThingDef and goods.- Implemented missing Scribe call on ThreatsGeneratorParams for minThreatPoints.- Implemented connect fire repair tool.- Made CompDeepDrill.WorkPerPortionCurrentDifficulty outdated and replaced use. Transferred hard-coded mining revenue
factor from StatWorker StatPart_Difficulty_MiningYield.- ThreatReward_MechPods_MiscReward: If helpers are created, The mission ends a day after all mecha buildings have been destroyed.- Cleaned hospitality missions pawnshops.- Improve duplicate quest name warning messages, add naming content ThreatReward_Raid_MiscReward.- Quest names now use GenText.CapitalizeAsTitle instead of ToTitleCaseSmart. This makes it easier to modify capitalist behaviour in individual languages. [h2] Repairs[\/h2]- Repair: Some implants do not
increase the market value of the pawn shop.- Repair: Hyperlink to \Human\ displays in OpportunitySite_PrisonerWillingToJoin quest.- Repair: 15-day waiting period with monument settings begins before monument is complete.- Repair: Empire stones produce implants and body purist feature together.- Correction: Helpers who left the letter arrived, Even if there are no living helpers left. This sometimes made them pretty damn hard to keep alive.- Fix: Prescription information card product hypotheses omitte multiple statistics if the product is filled in.-
Correction: GetWidthCached calls to TryGetValue string before removing tags, resulting in cache not working on tagged strings.- Correction: Bill config UI shows ingredient filter for recipes with all solid ingredients; It was pointless-- - Fix: Nullref exception when trying to abandon a colony with remaining tied animals.- Correction: Trade inspiration removed after being approved in the shop window, although nothing was changed.- Correction: Psychic harmonisation device thought it wasn't removed until it was installed. Causes the roof to collapse and
destroy them immediately after spawning.- Fix: Friendly raids are starving, even if they have food.- Fix: \Expert fighter\ Who produce incapable of violence-- - Fix: Destroy The Destruction shuttle shows invalid Stellarch name.- Repair: Shuttles can land through roofs if there is a pillow.- Correction: Skill bar visualizations are miscalculated (up to level 19).- Correction: Cannot return to main research tab, If mo added research tabs are added.- Fix: Unconscious soldiers drop their weapons compulsively after downloading savegame.- Fix: Hyperlinked
information card melee DPS and melee AP readings don't seem to change if you choose different materials.- Correct : Quests incorrectly with big initial words inside curly square brackets.- Fix : Huge FPS drop when multiple explosions overlap.- Fix: \Art Student\ backstory spelling errors.- Fix: Some cases where the starting points can spawn in foggy areas.- Correction: No group name color on body to check strings.- Fix: Reset food poisoning to original, When poisoned again-- - Fix: Using Skip, some areas are painted as if you can teleport there ,
but there are walls.- Repair: Can't be used to bypass psycast over power cords.- Correction: Cannibals don't automatically choose to wear human leather clothing.- Repair : Roof net Sometimes overlapping fertility grid.- Fix: Flickering on overlapping CellBossaolDrawers.- Correction: The world map does not show names consisting of non-Hispanic symbols.- Correct: Unresolved shuttle destruction letter with imperial helpers, but no tenants.- Correct: Reset hyperlink only if defsToExcludeFromHyperlinks is not empty. commentcount:138,tags:
[workshop,ModAct_939274514_1586383477_0, mod_reviewed, ModAct_939274514_1599346361_0],language:0,hidden:0,forum_topic_id:2265815747938734185,event_gid:2226409251205479778,voteupcount:1232,votedowncount:16},published:1,hidden :0,rtime32_visibility_start:0 rtime32_visibility_end0,broadcaster_accountid:0,follower_count:0,ignore_count:0,forum_topic_id:226581574 7938734185,rtime32_last_modified:1609693632,news_post_gid:0,rtime_mod_reviewed:1586383476,featured_app_tagid:0 referenced_appids:
[],votes_up:1232,votes_down:16,comment_type:ForumTopic,gidfeature:1636418037459965583,gidfeature2:2265815747938734185,clan_steamid_original:103582791454681671},{gid:2111566192451150130,clan_steamid:10358279145 4681671,event_name:Update 1.1.2589 adds shuttle pads and more,event_type:13,appid:294100,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1585503660,rtime32_end_time:1585508401,comment_count:0,creator_steamid:76561197963305396,last_update_steamid:76561197963305396, event_notes
:see notification body,jsondata:{\localized_subtitle\:[null,null,null,null,null,},},null,\null,},null,\localized_summary\:[This update increases the ability to configure shuttle landing pads for drop-off and retrieval, as well as many other improvements and 1.1.2589 more shuttle pads and more,posttime:1585503634,updatetime:1585776955,body:The main feature of this update is the ship's landing beacon. Placing four of these in the corners of an open rectangle forms the shuttle's landing pad. When the shuttles land in the colony, they'll land here if they can.
In addition, imperial guests (including High Stellarch) now land on the shuttle. This update should be compatible with savegames and mods (except ModSwitch, see below). We did extensive testing of mod compatibility, but if other issues arise, let us know in an unstable testing discord channel [url=https:\/\/discord.gg\/EV2PNt7]here[\/url]. A big thank you to everyone who helped test this update! Change list below. Note: The shuttle is only used for newly created end-of-life efforts, so if you already have a royal endgame mission in your savings game,
expect stellarch to arrive in the drop pod, as in the previous version. [h3] Improvements[\/h3]- Add a ship landing beacon to create a landing pad for shuttles. Shuttles land there, if possible, to be dropped and retrieved by characters during the search. It requires research into microeectrony.- Historical missions can now be removed.- We now calculate the best ui scale when the game starts.- Retweeted royal name inheritance rules to avoid naming unknown pawns as heirs.- Add a creepy sound to a psychic droner and make it a little quieter.-
Optimized research tab.- We no longer show mood-mind bubbles for a meaningless pawn (e.g. spam them to fighters during battles).- FireFoam graphics improved.- The drop-down menu in hostility mode now displays an icon.- Add custom art and name for the light-charging fan used by mecha cannons.- \Select monument sign\ now selects only a monument instead of moving the camera.- Implemented QuestNode_AddRangeToList.- Improve debugging for future cases.- Updated player-generated names and back stories
[url=https:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/app\/367680\/RimWorld_Name_in_Game_Access\/]Name in Game access[\/url]. [h3] Text[\/h3]- Change the label of the reduced psychic amplifier to pick up the psychic amplifier and clarify the description.- Added expiration date information for the setting to the quest tab.- Inmate ITab displays prison break interval \Never\, if it can't break in.- Add a paragraph to the pain check tool tip, which indicates the relationship between the pain level and the current entropy recovery bonus.- Mining profit difficulties author
readable statistic. Added explanation of difficulty calculation statistical description in information trucks on mining and harvest.- The Royal Title info tab now displays a list of title rights.- Correction: Incorrectly capitalized symbol bodypart in grammar system.- Bad 'worldtribal' symbol in the tribe group name generator.- Correction: Bio mentions \Squirrel Boy\, even if the pawn is a female.- Improve debugging and the player's visible output when the grammar system can't solve something.- Added missing translation symbols
BattleLogEntry_MeleeCombat.- Miscellaneous text corrections. [h3] Tuning[\/h3]- Monument tasks now allow the player to choose which material to use to build structures (Note: flooring materials are still solid).- Adjust the frequency of various mixed cases. Make it easier for cargo capsules.- Make it difficult to disassembly psychic amplifiers.- More random mecha clusters a little and reduce min points.- Inferno gun tower shoots slower and costs storyteller more.- Significantly reduce the number of large meps Health of minRefireDays From
ManhunterPack.- Reduce exploding mortar instead of 18. the search for monument settings now causes a small negative mood if the player is destroyed within 15 days.- Increase the health of the causes of the mecha problem.- Firefoam filth cleaningWorkToReduceThickness increased to 100. [h3] Repairs[\/h3]- Repair: Steles gives birth over ancient danger walls, opening up ancient danger.- Fix: The Allies strike through the roof unnecessarily upon arrival in drop pods.- The unfulfilled idea does not disappear after the monument is built.- Correct:
Pulling during scrolling does not work on the mod menu. Remove remaining performance bottlenecks, should be significantly faster for major mod causes.- Fix: Rat's attacking door with bite fails to solve grammar.- Fix: Scars get occasional pain Class from loading save, if their existing value matched the random defaultValue.- Fix: Pain fokus\/psychic entropy limit tool tip displayed above the main entropy tracking tool.- Fix: Mecha clusters that don't wake up from crannats\/melee in some cases.- Correct: Invalid warning about downgrading of royal
implants.- Correct: Food poisoning, which ignores pawnshops that change food poisoning power.- Fix: Language worker isn't passed on the correct gender information about _titleDef and _titleIndef pawn rules.- Fix: Configurations load in reverse order, making addiction management tricky.- Fix: Missing catap Repair: Mech clusters don't attack wild men.- Fix: Clogging shadow in countdown activator.- Fix : WorkGiver_Merge doesn't use CanStackWith, causing pawns to connect some stacks of screwed objects.- Fix: Bugs caused by it That the pawn's
clothes wear to nothing.- Fix: Alert_CannotBeUsedRoofed check non-player buildings.- Repair: Death letters are sent on a change heir's mission when the titleholder or heir died even after the monument was built.- Fix: Pawn escapes and attacks the mts that appear at an angle instead of the map button.- Correction: May place monument drawings outside the area to be built.- Repair: Royal ascension task failed when the Empire became hostile and could be accepted in this state.- Fix: Missing ambient sound from crashed psychic drone ship part.-
Correction: Fog is mistakenly generated on maps with condition causes - Fix: Esc key can't be used to exit exit mod screen.- Correction: Pawns inherit a title whose heir is sometimes placed in a pawn that dies in the same tick.- Correction: Incorrect description of foor poisoning contextual factor for artificial vats.- Correction: Recruitment power shows values above 100%.- Correction: Combat journalists do not buy or sell certain types of armor.- Correction: Temporary group members cannot equip their biocoded weapons, If they have a gun .- Fix:
DrawMouseAttachments corrupt def list things.- Fix: Some tasks can't create due to error QuestNode_GetFaction.- Fix: Search for a trade request won't stop when the group becomes hostile.- Fix: Title of inheritance letter paragraphs doesn't have a big initial.- Correction: Psychic harmonization doesn't work in caravans.- Correction: Able to load quest helpers into dropcaps. : Fallen refugee and prisoner willing to join targets do not add a shooting lock - Fix: Sites without a map created, Not included in the ThoughtWorker_PsychicDrone inspection.-
Correction: The game stutters heavily with a psychic ship event.- Fix: Psychic droner part that doesn't affect caravans near player map.- Correction: Factionless quest shuttles don't show gizmos.- Correction: Repaired soldiers arrive starving or exhausted.- Correction: Incorrect rounding when buying royal favor from a tribute collector.- Fix: 'Couldn't find a group of players' random error.- Fix: Ui root exception to using rotating gesture on Mac touchpad.- Fix: Collapsed stones can start mental pauses, Which are triggered by features-- Fix: A grouping
without pawn lenders with an accordion device causes an error.- Fix: One QuestNode_GetRandomPawnKindForFaction internal variable name marked for translation.- Fix: CameraJumper.TrySelect always moves the camera because TryHideWorld returns incorrect values.- Correct : Colonist left an un buried thought visible to quest lodgers and helpers.- Repair : Mech cluster can wake up undiscovered nest.- Repair: Monument quest description sometimes needlessly divides stuff into two entries, even though they are the same, but in a different
order.- Fix: Comms console keeps saying 'already running', When you try to change a hostage heir whose heir has already been replaced once.- Fix: Change the heir's search section without storing some information.- Fix: Non-outbound tenant of Factio can be assigned hostile groups and they fight each other -- Fix: Misaligned recon armor in north \/south views.- Correction: Quest helpers can make settings.- Correction: Female imperial merchants appear incorrectly on sexted
1.1.2579,event_type:12,appid:294100,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1584746280,rtime32_end_time:1584750601,comment_count:0,creator_steamid:76561197963305396,last_update_steamid:76561197963305396,event_notes:katso ilmoitus 1.1.2579,posttime:1584746254,updatetime:1584758244,body:Here's another polishing update for RimWorld! The most significant change is how titles interact with job types. Now, only certain characters don't actually make job types that their labels don't allow. Imperial royalty and
settlers with [i]greedy[\/i] or [i]envious[\/i] traits refuse to do any officially prohibited type of work, while others take titles less seriously and continue to work normally, ignore official food restrictions and do not issue regulations. We are still looking for different ways of adjusting the royal system so that nobles can be powerful without destroying challenges or limiting storytelling. This update should be compatible with all recording games and mods. Thank you to everyone who gave feedback on the unstable version
[url=https:\/\/discord.gg\/FYBsdNX]unstable test Discord server[\/url][h2]Improvements[\/h2]- Added smug item system. Titles can be complacent or not. NPC titles tend to be complacent, titles earned by a player are not usually. There will be no work restrictions or other restrictions on non-complacent titles. Increased time of power to balance this.- Many implants are now detachable.- Disposable targeting devices, objects and antigrain shells are now high-frequency quest rewards.- Reduce the group's goodwill rewards by higher rewards.- Psyfocus
gear has much better cold insulation.- Royal favorable reward per prisoner returns from 4 to 3. Royal Acclaim Award for Gold 0.02 -&gt; 0.015.- The royal vest no longer masks hands, shoulders and neck. The ruffled tie shirt now also covers the hands and neck.- Hunting regulations no longer apply to any animal, Which has a grouping.- Added the \Select Monument\ command to buildings and drawings associated with the monument.- Monument signs can now only be used to place matching drawings.- Pawns' clothing has now been opened when
they are recruited.- Added alert to tell players when drawings are missing from the monument mark.- The Stellarch title will now be replaced by Consul when they are recruited. Replaced the royal pawn resistance factor with offset.- Reworked on how monument missions choose monument sizes to better avoid choosing unreasonable sizes.- Giving up the title, dying or kidnapping now ends the regulations in progress.- Silver and gold tiles will now be combined with the architect menu.- Add a note to the title of the letter about complacency\/non-
complacency. Move compatibility measures back BackCompatibilityConverter_Universal.- Added the 'Show Materials' button to the info card if def needs to be built and has stuff on it.- Hyperlinks to things with default stories open With default cases, instead of null jobs. With pawns that don't have the required title.- Adjust bulk cooking recipes according to working hours to align them with work on single-meal cooking jobs.- The deep mineral scanner now takes into account the cross-country burden needed to place a deep drill.- Disable relationships
that benefit from recent searchers.- Optimize Optimize The display better handles large mod lists.- Buildings that are exactly what we need no longer prevent the monument sign from being set. So it's possible to continue building a monument that was previously cancelled.- A workaround for a bug that places a door and wall in the same cell (probably caused by mods) and makes it impossible to finish the monument.- When we create monuments, we now explicitly remove the crashing walls, only to be sure.- Forced weather in search is no longer a
dry thunderstorm because it's too difficult.- Other wild man to tame in prison instead of being ripped off. Do not allow the hunting of imprisoned wild men. Delete \Ate Without a Table\ Thought for Them.- Added missing translation keys for goodwill change, why military aid and commercial hair.- Wild man now shows wildness on info card, made wild man as difficult to tame as gazelles.- Added sex constant to RulesForPawn, In order to make translation tasks easier.- Tasks usually try to avoid the emergence of duplicate names now.- The psychic
hangover now applies again to psycast use, unlike when entropy reaches zero.- Purified alignment and coloring of many character art works.- Added OTHERPAWN symbol to the idea to allow some thought descriptions to be translated.- Various internal technical improvements. [h2] Bugfixes[\/h2]- Fix: Too few traders, and some other cases that don't appear correctly.- Fix: Deep drill infestation occurs in peaceful trouble.- Fix: The game doesn't end if the last stone is intercepted immediately (it sometimes ended due to other events that cause the
game's terminal check again, but sometimes it just never ended).- Fix: Royals appear without amplifier but have abilities. Rebuilt debugging spawns the appropriate label. Added debugging check for abilities\/amplifiers.- Correction: Prisoner listed twice in prison break letter.- Correction: Slow learner and overly intelligent traits may appear together.- Fix: Quest raids behave strangely, If you become neutral during the mission.- Fix: The harvesting setting you miscalculate harvested plants if they are placed in an existing pile.- Fix: Raiders attack sleeping
me canoids - Fix: Danger music won't play during raid.- Fix: Hospitality search can't create description if Empire is hostile and royal pawn still born on map - Fix: Royal may try to start speech while it's down Also fix starting a speech when there is no one involved.- Fix: SlateRefs not correctly translated.- Correction: Rounded numbers make nonsense comparisons in room requirements alarm, such as 120\/120 visibility is insufficient.- Fix: ModContentPack using invalid packetId when there is both steam and steam from the same space Fix: Give up
the header floating menu and confirmation window text using an invalid title sticker.- Correction: Mod languages don't count for AnyContentLoaded inspection.- Fix: Repair operations iterate in the same collection where they remove elements.- Fix: psycasters can use psytrainers for ablits they already have - Fix: Mech Cluster deconstruct immediately.- Fix: \No acceptable food\ alert doesn't count chocolate as acceptable.- Correction: AvailableForGoodwillReward only returns to reality if the stone has ever been a helper.- Fix: Shoot tooltip lists the
possibility of a manhunt for people who can't go on a manhunt.- Fix: Give up the title confirmation window that says 'He lost these licenses...' Instead of 'He loses these permissions...' - Fix: Object stash task doesn't display hyperlinks to reward items.- Fix: Duplicate debugging log errors at startup.- Fix: Goodwill effect, When using non-aggressive pyscasts such as Skip quest lodgers.- Fix: Some logs that use small-scale mod packetids.- Correction: Text rendering issues with UI scaling.- Fix: Mod re-shock won't work if scrolled down.- Fix: Active
search hasn't finished after reaching targets (mecha clusters).- Fix : Titled stones don't rest if they can't get to their throne to rule.- Fix: Solar panel visible from unlock keys for electricity.- Fix: Exception when a dead pawn gets a new value from the quest prize of royal popularity.- Fix: Horseshoe studs and wheel rings showing viewing spots that have not been selected.- Correct: Placing the title of the stones above Count leads to an exception.- Correct: Commentcount:62,tags :[patchnotes, ModAct_969847436_1584748872_0, mod_reviewed,
ModAct_939274514_1601751161_0],language:0,hidden:0,forum_topic_id:1869497226795706893,event_gid 1830090581804927868,voteupcount:676,votedowncount:14},published:1,hidden:0,rtime32_visibility_start:0,rtime32_visibility_end forum_topic_id &lt;8&gt;:80,broadcaster_accountid:0,follower_count:0,ignore_count:0,forum_topic_id:1869497226795706893,rtime32_last_modified:: 1609693637,news_post_gid:0,rtime_mod_reviewed:1601751161 ,featured_app_tagid:0,referenced_appids:[],votes_up:676
votes_down:14,comment_type:ForumTopic,gidfeature:1636418037459965583,gidfeature2:1869497226795706893, clan_steamid_original 103582791454681671},{gid:3219450621200118095,clan_steamid:103582791454681671event_name:Update 1 January 2575,event_type:12,appid:294100,server_address:,server_password ,rtime32_start_time:1584179760,rtime32_end_time:1 1584183601,comment_count:0,creator_steamid:76561197963305396,last_update_steamid:76561197963305396,event_notes:see notice
1.1.2575,posttime:1584179812,updatetime:1584380415,body:This update includes a variety of new features, adjustments, and bug fixes. EDIT: It's been published for everyone! Thank you to anyone who has contributed to the unstable build feedback [url=https:\/\/discord.gg\/FYBsdNX] in official unstable build testing Discord server[\/url]Change list:- Implemented renunciation of title button on pawn bio tab. Royal settlers can now relinquish their titles if you wish. Shields now go down for a random day every 10 days if you're willing to wait.- Mech
grape farm causes and mortars now sometimes take several days to start threatening the colony. This will give us more time to prepare and attack the cluster.- We are now production random rewards of only $5,500, the rest going to market value fillers such as gold, plasteel and uranium. This avoids absurd rewards for large quantities of unique search items in rotten or very late-game scenarios.- Added bulk recipes for pemman and drugs.- Limited hunting settings, Targeting colony animals.- Turn off the grenade launcher\/bullet protectors when the
cluster is defeated.- Added new visual effects that repeat when the EMP disables something (makes it clearer when mechas and their construction affect the EMP).- The monument drawing is now automatically placed when the monument marker is placed. They are also automatically removed when a player cancels a monument.- Reduce the threat frequency of hospitality from 18h to 24h and match the rewards to match.- Reduce the impact of the love enhancer by 50%.- Give more time to the harvest settings, especially on fast-growing plants.-
Fix: Search for a trade request can request and provide the same ThingDef- Fix: Trade request quest generation generation fails in rare cases - Correction: Harvest settings can request cave plants.- Fix: Missing CanPawnAcceptQuest-- Check in QuestsTab.- Fix: Tribal Group Namer Uses Undefined Key.- Fix: Traveling Settlers Can't Accept Missions and Refactor MainTabWindow_Quests.- Fix: When steam version can't initialize Steam API, Clicking on the mod requirement throws an exception.- Correction: Pawns lose ownership of their bed
\/throne if sent in transport capsules.- Correct : Random error from NaturalRandomQuestChooser; total weight is zero - Fix: NamesFromRulepack debug output causes errors when the main r_name.- Miscellaneous minor typo 1.1.2571,event_type:12,appid:294100,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1583979840,rtime32_end_time:1583983801,comment_count:0,creator_steamid:76561197963305396,last_update_steamid:76561197963305396,event_notes:katso ilmoitus
1.1.2571,posttime:1583979863,updatetime:1583999053,body:Balance updates and bugfixes today! If you're ready to help test the unstable build in the future, join us here: https:\/\/discord.gg\/EV2PNt7Feedback is welcome everywhere. The most direct place to offer it is the Discord channel above, but I watch forums, Reddit and everywhere else I can collect feedback. Thank you in advance to those who participate in the ideas and to all those who have so far offered feedback. Changes:- The Baron can now do animals-- - The Count can now do
more ordinary work. The Count can't do what the Baron and the animals can do. Reduced chances of detecting illegal bladelink use from 5% to 3%.- The basic experience of psychic entropy decreased from 5 to 4.- Improve the recovery rate of psychic entropy with stones without psychiatric amplifiers, 4-8.- Psycasts balance: ---- Duration of pain thrombest to 30 years 120.---- Duration of strain 30-20,---- Blinding pulse radius 5–4, range 25-20,---- Duration of Entropy link 60-120,---- Beckon range 25–20, duration 10-8,---- Vertigo pulse range 25-20,
cost 25-30,---- Wallraise between 25-20, costs 25-35,---- smokepop range 25-20, costs 35-30.---- Berserk costs 35-40, range 25-15, duration 30-15.---- Berserk pulse costs 60-65, range 25-15, duration 60-15,---- Invisibility costs 30-45, Area 10-15.---- Manhunter pulse radius 30-28, costs 40-50.- The effect of the psychic accordion decreased by 20%.- Psychological hangover now affects manipulation and its mood effect increases from 8 to 12.- Psychic melee weapons are now biocodeable.- Unstable power cell , the patch, and the bullet shields are
now a market value because they can be claimed and used by the player.- The Mech cluster spawning now handles collisions better (and does not wipe other buildings, if it doesn't have to).- Condition causes terrain needed: Light -&gt; Heavy- Play sounds when psychic entropy limiter is on or off.- Repair: Steam build sometimes is not steam_appid.txt because STEAM is not defined BuildMaker- FixMaker : Food batch limit problem when interacting with animals using foods that may already be reserved. Also fixed QuestNode_Letter.- Fix: Error,
which was cast in QuestPart_letter.- Correction: Possible attempt to destroy equipment when there are no devices-- Repair: Helpers leave after fixing 10 days of raids, even if there are several raids.- Correction: Circadian rhythm violates celebrations.- Correction: Temporary group members who have fallen are put to bed, then quest is ready is not predictable.- Added dead pawn lender filter to search targets letter quest knot to fix wrong 1.1.2570
julkaistu,event_type:12,appid:294100,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1583891880,rtime32_end_time:1583895601,comment_count:0,creator_steamid:76561197963305396,last_update_steamid:76561197963305396,event_notes:katso ilmoitus 1.1.2570 published,posttime:1583891940,updatetime:1583893996,body:This is a continuation of yesterday's unstable testing with some updates. If you're ready to help an unstable build test compatibility in the future, Join us here: https:\/\/discord.gg\/4YMfu6Changelog:- A content
update created by a player.- Fix: The core winch doesn't have zero food poisoning power - Fix: Fleeing prisoners can equip pet-linked \/biocoded weapons.- Refactored mecha cluster locator is more robust and flexible.- Fix: Room requirements for debuffs in a caravan Use debuffs only for players' home maps.- Fix: Some me canoids that appear in \hibernation\ after waking up.- Fix: No mech wake-up sound LordJob_SleepThenAssaultColony.- Fix: Link plasma key and zeushammer that don't have detection power.- HaulAIUtility is now checking to
see if the worktop is spawning when deciding whether to pull unfinished business... :27,tunnisteet:[patchnotes,ModAct_879168882_1583892706_0, mod_reviewed, ModAct_487791598_1583908700_0],kieli:0,piilotettu:0,forum_topic_id:1751276927095079174,event_gid:1706240323235640405voteupcount:443,votedowncount:14},published:1,hidden:0,rtime32_visibility_start:0,rtime32_visibility_end:0,broadcaster_accountid:0,follower_count:0,ignore_count:0,forum_topic_id:175127692709507
9174,rtime32_last_modified:1609693644,news_post_gid:0,rtime_mod_reviewed:0,featured_app_tagid:0,referenced_appids:[],votes_up:443,votes_down:14,comment_type:ForumTopic, gidfeature :1636418037459965583,gidfeature2:1751276927095079174,clan_steamid_original:103582791454681671},{gid:1706240323232123175,clan_steamid:103582791454681671,event_name:Päivitys 1.1.2 569 epävakaasta haarasta,event_type:12,appid:294100,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1583807820,rtime32_end_time:15838
12801,comment_count:0,creator_steamid:76561197963305396,last_update_steamid:76561197963305396,event_notes:katso ilmoitus 1.1.2569 on an unstable branch,posttime:1583807858,updatetime:1583840268,body:This update is available in the unstable branch of Steam for FO testing. We test to ensure full storage and mod compatibility. If you're willing to help test the unstable build to ensure compatibility, join us here: https:\/\/discord.gg\/FYBsdNXChange catalog:- Elevated mini-tower area 25-&gt;29.- We no longer create large mecha
clusters if there's no room for them to spawn anyway (we keep the dots, they're just more compact).- We no longer create tasks to build monuments, Which are larger than possible (e.g. due to poor terrain).- Tasks are now consistently sorted by date on the task tab.- Low-tech weapons are no longer biocod psychic animal pulse no longer affects animals in the group of players.- Adjust the adjustment of chemical desire properties.- Add a tip to the storyteller change and the list of difficulty options.- The columns and urns are now marked as inert.
Pawns can no longer take away unfinished business with tied bill. , located on a desk or touching a work table.- Expand the title award letter to include shipping information (to the colony\/directly to the warehouse).- Fix: Clothing wear damage applies to the world's pawns, so they eventually come naked.- Correction: Earth penetrating scanner text flickers.- Correction: Smoke cannons may target Fix: Mods can't bypass patches (reported by NotFood).- Correction: LordToil_HuntEnemies search for random place outside colony-owned messages won't
arise.- Correction: Part of me canoid ship disappeared with error message.- Correction: Invalid tip.- Fix: Modded floors, with 0 generation of market value break monuments - Correction: Aesthetic nose missing addedPartProps- Correction: Poor grammar in the title prize letter. EDIT: Updated.- Fix: Stones move primary devices to storage if the stone cannot manipulate.- Remove the wrong error \Added def X without the associated modContentPack\. Patched defs don't have to have modContentPack.- Fixed sorting of task tabs.- Retweeted
FindDropPodLocation validator IncidentWorker_CrashedShipPart.- Fix: Mech cluster tasks don't mention some of the causes of space in their threat 1.1.2567 julkaistu,event_type:12,appid:294100,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1583650620,rtime32_end_time:1583654401,comment_count:0,creator_steamid:76561197963305396,last_update_steamid:76561197963305396,event_notes:katso ilmoitus 1.1.2567 published,posttime:1583650668,updatetime:1583650668,body:Only a small balancing update this weekend. Balancing
continues as we gather more feedback over the Internet.- Raise the tribute collector's fees to 4 service per inmate and 1 favor per 50 golds.- The Inferno cannon now has longer cooling and lower accuracy.- The charger tower now has a lower fire rate, lower breaking size and lower long-range accuracy. Renamed to charge the turret.- The health of the Mech turrets changed from 280 to 250.- Occasional mecha clusters no longer come as a raid strategy but as their own case.- Increases the rewards of the group's relationships from the search.-
Correct the invalid black line behind royalty's main menu.- Adjusted donkey and caribou body size (the donkey is no longer larger than the jacket).- Added some download tips. commentcount:48,tags:[patchnotes,mod_reviewed,ModAct_487791598_1583652679_0],language:0,hidden:0,forum_topic_id:1751276551823051723,'; event_gid:170624032325544420,voteupcount:572,votedowncount:11},published:1,hidden:0,rtime32_visibility_start
:0,rtime32_visibility_end:0,broadcaster_accountid:0,follower_count0,ignore_count:0,forum_topic_id:1751276551823051723,rtime32_last_modified 1609693648,news_post_gid:0,rtime_mod_reviewed:0,featured_app_tagid:0,referenced_appids:[],votes_up:572 votes_down:11 ,comment_type:ForumTopic,gidfeature:1636418037459965583,gidfeature2:1751276551823051723,clan_steamid_original event_name &lt;3 &gt;:103582791454681671},{gid:1706240323220949451,clan_steamid:103582791454681 671,event_name:Update 1 January 2566
released, event_type:12,appid:294100,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1583540580,rtime32_end_time Other information :1583544601,comment_count:0,creator_steamid:76561197963305396,last_update_steamid:76561197963305396, event_notes:see notification 1.1.2566 published,posttime:1583540642,updatetime:1583562626,body:This update brings bugfixes and other adjustments. If you are ready to help test an unstable branch, join this Discord server: https:\/\/discord.gg\/FYBsdNXChange log:- Shorten the duration of
the royal endgame quest defense by 15 days &gt;12 days. This doesn't affect the aspirations that have already been created.- Significantly reduced the density (unrelated to the task) of random mecha clusters.- Mech with large cannons now has minimum. The initial heating of mecha patches increased by 60-&gt;120 seconds. Cooling of Mecha mortars increased by 44-&gt;80 seconds.- Reclassible mecha mortar to cause the problem instead of a combat threat, so clusters now generate only one of these. Burglar shots at the charging explosives
tower decreased by 24-&gt;16. Mech Heavy Towers Health 380-&gt;280.- Hosting quest worst case raid timing is no longer as serious.- Giving speech from the throne now trains social skill.- Correction: Deported soldiers continue to send letters about forgetting settings.- Correction: Bad image on info card on some walls.- Fixed scenario editor breaks, when ThingCount scenPart is null because it is not present - Janissaries, Troopers and Cataphracts can no longer become a \Brawler\ feature.- Fix: It is possible to overcome the causes of fitness
simply by entering the map and leaving. We will no longer remove WorldObject if there is no destroyed mode cause.- It is now possible to move the camera with the floating menu open.- Fix: Pulling the mid-mouse camera stops if the mouse goes over the interface menu while pulling - Fix: Royal guests arrive with terrible clothes - Fix: Pawn will be recorded deep twice if the player records the game, while drop capsules, With quest stones, are in the air.- Correct: False title reported in violation letter for illegal psycasts.- Implants basic defs
fixes,comment bill:45,tags:[patchnote ModAct_969847436_1583543395_0, mod_reviewed, ModAct_939274514_1601594135_0],language:0,hidden:0,forum_topic_id:17512765518 18400856, event_gid:1706240323220949451,voteupcount:486,votedowncount:10},published:1,hidden:0,rtime32_visibility_start:0,rtime32_visibility_end:0,broadcaster_accountid:0 follower_count:0,ignore_count:0,forum_topic_id:1751276551818400856,rtime32_last_modified:160
9693650,news_post_gid:0,rtime_mod_reviewed:1601594136,featured_app_tagid:0,referenced_appids:[],votes_up :486,votes_down:10,comment_type:ForumTopic,gidfeature:1636418037459965583,gidfeature2:1751276551818400856, clan_steamid_original:103582791454681671},{gid:1706240323217653534,clan_steamid:103582791454681671,event_name:Päivitys 1.1.2565 julkaistu,event_type:12,appid:294100,server_address
server_password&lt;8&gt;:,rtime32_start_time:1583461860,rtime32_end_time:1583467201,comment_count:0,creator_steamid:76561197963305396,last_update_steamid:76561197963305396,event_notes 1.1.2565 published,posttime:1583461882,updatetime:1583471165,body:This update brings bugfixes and other adjustments. If you're willing to help test an unstable branch in the future, join this Discord server: https:\/\/discord.gg\/FYBsdNXChange log:- Fix: Endless cycle of prisoner getting out of bed, and doctor puts prisoner to bed - Fix: Tortured
artist gets inspiration after being hit by berserk psycast.- Most merchants now buy musical instruments.- Mitigation: Pawn Booked Multiple Times Bed or Throne. Until the root cause is known-- - Fix: Cloth sand bags that don't appear in 1.0 color.- Correction: The calculation was used as an imperial caravan shield - Show the detection power to illegal psycasts attached to mice.- All weapons are now biocodeable. All tenants arrive with weapons biocoded. Tenants can now drop uncoded weapons through the interface (e.g. if a player forced him to
equip it).- Fix: some mecha cluster buildings can be demolished, but they don't drop anything. Fix mecha capsule that can't be disassembled.- Use SketchThing.OccupiedRect in anyThingOutOfBounds function.- Fixed: IEDs spawn shells destroyed.- Merchants can no longer sell slaves under royal titles.- PawnGenerationRequest features are now public.- Change CellHasCrops check to early, If no plants are found.- Add out Limits check CanSpawnClusterAt.- Pawn lend quest no longer sends shuttles to maps that don't have enough pawns
available.- Removed pawn shop beauty statistic min \/max clamping.- Changes to the shuttle landing site seeker based on feedback.- Retweeted field hand and drill hand to prevent their stats from fighting each other. Instead of reducing manipulation, they now affect movement speed.- Waterproof conduit cost reduced 40 steel -&gt; 10 steel.,commentcount:35,tags:
[patchnotes,ModAct_879168882_1583463965_0,mod_reviewed,ModAct_939274514_1601596259_0],language:0,hidden:0,forum_topic_id:1751276319489343975,event_gid:1706240323217653534,voteupcount:393,votedowncount:7},published:1,hidden:0,rtime32_visibility_start:0,rtime32_visibility_end:0,broadcaster_accountid:0,follower_count:0,ignore_count:0,forum_topic_id:1751276319489343975,rtime32_last_modified:1609693652,news_post_gid:0,rtime_mod_reviewed:1601596260,featured_app_tagid:0,referenced_appids:
[],votes_up:393,votes_down:7,comment_type:ForumTopic,gidfeature:1636418037459965583,gidfeature2:1751276319489343975,clan_steamid_original:103582791454681671},{gid:1706240323213708004,clan_steamid:103582791454681671,event_name:Update 1.1.2564 released,event_type:12,appid:294100,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1583367540,rtime32_end_time:1583371801 comment_count:0 ,creator_steamid:76561197963305396,last_update_steamid:76561197963305396,event_notes:see notice 1.1.2564
published,posttime:1583367548,updatetime:1583390429,body:This update includes balance changes and debuggings. To help you test, join the testing Discord server: https:\/\/discord.gg\/ryKTFrThanks! Changes:- Mech turret balance: The charging blasting tower cools down by 3.5-&gt;4.5 seconds. Inferno Turret Cooling 8.5-&gt;11.5 seconds Inferno cannon needs a radius of 3.5-&gt;3.9.- Update player-generated content: 172 names added.- Languages updated.- Ground penetrating scanner balancing. Randomly searched for 4 working days
&gt;3 working days. Guaranteed discovery time 8 working days -&gt; 6 working days.- The ground penetrating scanner now displays feedback on the scanning speed of the current user, the random scanning interval of this user, And progress to a guaranteed discovery.- A corrected defect that could cause deep lines to form outside the area to be built.- Hunting preferences have now been revoked if there aren't enough animals of the requested type on the map.- Monument signs when they are canceled can now be reinstalled instead of
disappearing.- Mecha clusters are unlikely to find a place on difficult maps.- Only recovered titles are now removed from the pawns after resurrection. So the resurrected pawn will keep his title if someone else doesn't inherit it when he dies.- Other people's harmonies don't strike as a soldier to prevent runny feedback loops.- You can no longer quote unfit settlers.- Deleted errors from non-unique quest names - Production regulations now use only more common stuff, Like wood, steel, and fabric, reduces cases of almost impossible settings.- Add
related quest gizmo quest hives.- Add the \select hives\ button to the infection kill mission to see which nests you need to kill.- Fixed bug that would cause insect killing missions to end only by killing each nest on the map (instead of each nest sought).- Fixed fault that would cause crashed search guards to function. Never leave if they were injured during the mission and later healed.- Fixed bug that caused toxic spewers to affect caravans no matter where they are.- Fixed fault that made The Throne's comfort not the case during the reign.- Fixed bug
that can cause exiled pawn to jam if they're on their way to bed.- Fixed soldier gives mission to return pawns to random settlement map instead of map, From which they were retrieved.- If the nickname is empty on the rendering screen, the first name of the pawn is used in tooltips instead of an empty string.- Fixed an error that causes debug log spam when the entropy has added through dev tools and prevented the health tab from being opened.- Optimized monument marker ticking to prevent performance loss with large monuments (checking
1.1.2563 julkaistu,event_type:12,appid:294100,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1583276760,rtime32_end_time:1583281801,comment_count:0,creator_steamid:76561197963305396,last_update_steamid:76561197963305396,event_notes:katso ilmoitus 1.1.2563 published,posttime:1583276790,updatetime:1583367574,body:Only a quick update with some miscellaneous fixes. RimWorld is now on January 1, 2563.This update is an unstable branch. EDIT: Released into the main branch now.- Shuttles are now avoiding landing
on crops.- The use of the resurrection serum now removes royal headlines, To prevent them from being copied.- Corrected for Modders and an issue where the BaseGen and SketchGen SetCustom and GetCustom methods don't work - Fixed a bug that allowed hard-skinned stacking, armor and stone skin implants.- Fixed bug that would cause royal ascent trip failure if high stellarch died of old age.- Fixed a bug that received merchant replenishment every day.- Fixed the bug, Where nobles would get stuck if the throne room became inaccessible
when they decided to go for control.- Fixed fault that caused the blade.link weapons lose reference to tied pawn after pawn death or leave the map while playing the game.- Long mod names no longer cut as loading. A fixed bug that disrupted the legacy of the title if a soldier died in a trailer.- Hunting orders no longer ask you to kill quest-related animals.- Fixed bug that caused quest helpers to leave early during long hosting searches.- If borrowed settlers die , pelaajalle ilmoitetaan nyt, ja uudisasukkaan ruumis pudotetaan pudotuskapselin kautta.-
Korjattu bugi, joka aiheutti kolonistien lainaustutkimuksia, jotka jäivät epätäydellisiksi, jos yksi pelinappuloista on null-arvoinen (mahdollisesti kuolemalla ja säästämällä\/kuorma).- Joitakin pieniä tekstinsäätöjä.kommenttimäärä:37,tags:[patchnotes ,ModAct_487266167_1583287530_0, ModAct_487791598_1583304100_0, mod_reviewed,
ModAct_939274514_1601924573_0],kieli:0,piilotettu:0,forum_topic_id:1750150402422768205,event_gid:170513791265539785,voteupcount:431,votedowncount:7},published:1,hidden:0,rtime32_visibility_start:0,rtime32_visibility_end:0,broadcaster_accountid:0,follower_count:0,ignore_count:0,forum_topic_id:1750150402422768205,rtime32_last_modified:1607211543,news_post_gid :0,rtime_mod_reviewed:1601924574,featured_app_tagid:0,referenced_appids:
[],votes_up:431,votes_down:7,comment_type:ForumTopic,gidfeature:1636418037459965583,gidfeature2:1750150402422768205,clan_steamid_original:103582791454681671},{gid:1705113791262304175,clan_steamid:103582791454681671,event_name:Päivitys 1.1.2562 julkaistu ,event_type:12,appid:294100,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1583 199360,rtime32_end_time:1583204401 ,comment_count:0,creator_steamid:76561197963305396,last_update_steamid:76561197963305396,event_notes:see notice 1.1.2562
published,posttime:1583199352,updatetime:1583276216,body:EDIT: This is published in the default steam branch. Today's updated structure must be tested on an unstable branch. The building is on 1 January 2562. We'll put it on the air shortly after we confirm it's not breaking anything. It should be storage and mod compatible. Anyone who's willing - try an unstable branch with as many mods and as crazy a rescue game as possible! I'd like to hear if anything goes out or not. Thanks in advance. Changes:- Silver and golden tile are now considered
fine floors. On the fine floor there is an information card marking stating that: That they're okay.- Fixed failure that caused backstory translation data to be ignored if translation was compressed.- Fixed fault that caused camera to jump randomly.- Fixed bug that made it impossible to form caravan if two map parties were blocked.- Custom mecha cluster drop rules to avoid falling too close to colony or settlers.- Modified psychic animal pulse that affected only non-player animals.- Fixed bug -- Made sure the animal bed does not interfere with royal title
requirements in the bedroom (we believe this can only happen with mods).- We no longer give heirs Empire pawns to prevent settlers from inheriting Added a little more information about the heir's faction to the royal name tool tip of the bio-tab.- In humans, who do not have a psychic amplifier, there are now 30 psychic entropy capacities instead of 100.- Corrected error that caused vertical overlapping between French messages and letters. Messages now use dynamic height based on text size rather than constant height and fixed spacing between
letters and messages.- Fix error, which caused the missing time period to use ability at the end of battle log messages.- Text adjustments and spelling corrections.number of comments:139,tags:[patchnotes,ModAct_879168882_1583202130.624_0,ModAct_487791598_1583216185.945_0,mod_reviewed.ModAct_487266167_1583289686_0],language:0 hidden:0,forum_topic_id:1750150188487162145,event_gid:1705113791262304175,voteupcount:464,votedowncount:9
},published:1,hidden:0,rtime32_visibility_start:0,rtime32_visibility_end:0,broadcaster_accountid:0,follower_count:0,ignore_count:0,forum_topic_id:175015018 84 87162145,rtime32_last_modified:1608864479,news_post_gid:0,rtime_mod_reviewed:0,featured_app_tagid:0,referenced_appids:[],votes_up:464,votes_down year:9,comment_type:ForumTopic,gidfeature:1636418037459965583,gidfeature2:1750150188487162145, clan_steamid_original :103582791454681671} ,



{gid:1705113791259047488,clan_steamid:1705113791259047488,clan_steamid:1 (103582791454681671,event_name:What happens next to RimWorld, event_notes:see event_notes:see jsondata:{\localized_subtitle\:[\Hotfixes, content add-on, and more\,null,null,null,null,null,\localized_summary\More hotfixes, then royalty add-on, and more after Next up for RimWorld,posttime:1583123479,updatetime:1583208733,body:RimWorld release - Royalty has been a great success! Thank you to everyone who has bought it so far, testers and translators,
modders, streamers and video makers. I thought it would be good to write a little bit about what to expect next. In the past, I have rarely written about the future, as release dates and game models often change unexpectedly during development. I cannot say how many times before I had a firm expectation of some development result that was completely wrong in the end. Talking about the future avoided the risk of something changing and people getting angry because they don't think some promise has been broken. Talking less also allowed me to
focus on making the game great instead of spending time managing public expectations. However, now is the time to give a little more information about what to expect to help people in the community make their own decisions and help modders be ready for what happens next. [h3] Hotfixes[\/h3]We had great testers playing in 1.1\/Royalty testing from September to find problems, but in such a complex game, increasing the number of players by thousands always reveals new problems. We've released a few hotfixes for the issues that have
occurred, and we'll release more as needed. They should be compatible with savegames and mods. We will fix as long as we have to solve the significant errors that interfere with the players enjoying the game, but I hope that this step will be done in a week or two. [h3] Royalty Content Add-on[\/h3]We publish a content section that focuses primarily on expanding Royalty content. It's compatible with savegames and we try hard not to disturb the mods (which should be possible if we just stick to adding new things). With a huge amount of feedback
available from the community, we are in a better position than ever to find the best ways to improve the game, but the process is still iterative. So, it hasn't yet been decided exactly what the content add-on contains. Below is a list of things I'm considering, but I stress that none of this is decided 100%, so don't take any of these on promises. These are just concepts that we look at:[list][*]Way to give up or otherwise get rid of the royal title you don't want. [*] More bulk production recipes that resemble cooking, for example, for drugs. [*] More battle
psychocasts: I have models written for a few psycasts that look like they could add a lot of interest. Testing reveals how useful these really are. [*] A new element or two for mecha clusters. More specifically, I'm looking for ways to sometimes make it optimal for players *not to* fight the mecha cluster for a long time and instead leave it to sleep. Dramatic the fact that the mecha cluster is present on the map, but not yet fighting it, seems valuable. If we can find more ways. Ways. deliberately keeping clusters around it can increase a lot of interest in
playing stories. This, of course, requires game testing. [*] Additional task content: This is definitely in the maybe category, but the tasks are very expandable and it would be great to have a few more variations. [\/list] We conduct public tests on this while working on it with steam's unstable development arm. Everyone is welcome to participate and feedback is appreciated as always, but note that this branch is called unstable for a reason and everything can break at any time. [h3] Later updates[\/h3]We will continue to update the game after the content
section. Although the content add-on remains in version 1.1 and usually does not break the mods, version 1.2 will one day come with breaking changes. We're trying very hard to avoid unnecessary code breakdowns and keep documents about changes for all future updates, and without such a major Unity update, I hope the mods will generally be easier or trivial to update than the 1.0 -&gt; 1.1 shift. Inevitably, however, things still need to be updated. That's it for now, thanks everyone for reading and for all the excellent feedback we've received!-
Ty,commentcount:331,tags:
[workshop,ModAct_487791598_1583125766.812_0,mod_reviewed,ModAct_939274514_1601926046_0],language:0,hidden:0,forum_topic_id:1750150188483953373,event_gid:1705113791259047488,voteupcount:5314,votedowncount:71},published:1,hidden:0,rtime32_visibility_start:1583123460,rtime32_visibility_end:0,broadcaster_accountid:0,follower_count:0,ignore_count:0,forum_topic_id:1750150188483953373,rtime32_last_modified:1607943990,news_post_gid:0,rtime_mod_reviewed:1601926046,featured_app_tagid:0,referenced_appids:
[],votes_up:5314,votes_down:71,comment_type:ForumTopic,gidfeature:1636418037459965583,gidfeature2:1750150188483953373,clan_steamid_original:103582791454681671},{gid:1705113791256438256,clan_steamid:103582791454681671,event_name:Update 1.1.2560 released,event_type:12,appid:294100,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1583062740 rtime32_end_time:1583067601 ,comment_count:0,creator_steamid:76561197963305396,last_update_steamid:76561197963305396,event_notes:see notice 1.1.2560
published,posttime:1583062775,updatetime:1583276237,body:Another day, another hotfix! This is build 1.1.2560.Side note: A few key modes had some major changes recently, so there are still some modes that have compatibility issues. For more information about this, see [url=https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/gid\/103582791454681671\/announcements\/detail\/1705113791252789875]last updated hotfix update[\\/url] and [url=https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/linkfilter\/?
url=https:\/\/www.reddit.com\/r\/RimWorld\/comments\/fbnm45\/harmony_the_full_story\/]the writing of the author of the harmony mod[\/url]. Let's give them a few days to get things straightened out! This hotfix is small. Its primary purpose is to fix a bug that would cause mecoid clusters to never lose if you saved and re-downloaded the game after the associated task arrived, but before it was approved. I just wanted to get this out quickly because although this bug is rare, it's quite annoying when it happens. If this error affected your recording game,
you can beat all existing broken mecha clusters, such as:[olist][*]Enable development mode in the option menu[*]See the task menu for a task that does not end[*]Enable check box \Dev: Debug\ below the task description. [*] Scroll down. [*] Click the ... button to the right of the Send Signal box. Button. Select the entry that matchs quest0.cluster.AllEnemiesDefeated. [*] Turn off development mode on the Settings menu. [\/olist] Change List:- Corrected an error that would cause mecoid clusters to never lose if you saved and redown-downloaded the
game after the associated task arrived, but before it was approved.- Language update - Updated Readme.txt with information that quotes are needed around the Savedatafolder command when there are spaces in the path.- Corrected error that would cause 1.1. 0 saves not to reward.- Corrected bug that wouldn't cause psyamp reward after search if no received one arises.- Fixed bug that would cause random joining animals in names despite not having a bandage.- Fixed fault that would cause harmless error message about cobra slaughter.
Thanks for the big bug 1.1.2559 julkaistu,event_type:12,appid:294100,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1582971840,rtime32_end_time:1582975801,comment_count:0,creator_steamid:76561197963305396,last_update_steamid:76561197963305396,event_notes:katso ilmoitus 1.1.2559 published,posttime:1582971906,updatetime:1583276259,body:EDIT 2: It seems that there is currently a lot of incompatibility between mods. This is mainly due to harmony-modi's recent change in policy, which itself was forced by unity's
change\/.NET. This broke the compatibility with many other mods. [url=https:\/\/www.reddit.com\/r\/RimWorld\/comments\/fbnm45\/harmony_the_full_story\/] Here [\/url] is the full article about Harmony from its author explaining what happened. The recommended correction is so far:[olist][*]Disable replace goods mod. [*] Immediately after Core\/Royalty, set modes HubsLib and Harmony to the mod charging order. [\/olist] This should address most of the issues, but some mods may still need to be updated over the next few days. I will speak more to
the Modders so that we can pass on information on such a matter more clearly in the future. I originally restored the hotfix after receiving these crash reports, but I have re-released it because we haven't found any crashes in the hotfix itself. ORIGINAL POST FOLLOWS: A new hotfix for 1.1 has been released. It should be compatible with all mods and recordings. The version is 1.1.2559.Note that some recent changes inside the mods broke the game for some people. Harmony mod changed how it interacts with other mods, so some other mods are
now broken until they update. Change the list of this hotfix:- Avoid spawning mission shuttles near fires, hostile things, and map edges.- Map mouse pulls sensitivity improvements, it's now configurable through Prefs. Improved center button scrolling for the world's camera as well.- Reduce the minimum temperature of the jac, donkey, and goat.- Increase min points for mecha cluster case 300 -&gt; 500.- The burden area increased from 25 to 30. The cost of stun entropy increased from 10 to 12. The stun area dropped from 25 to 20.- Harvest settings
will now check the temperature for the next 15 days to see if anything can increase.- Hide items that Tribute Collector is unwilling to trade on the store screen.- The art bench no longer crafts and harpsichord; They're at the place of crafts and on their backs. The art bench didn't make sense because it uses a type of artwork, but these instruments take up craftsmanship.- Prison relationships are won on a release roll when injury turns into an unguarded injury - Adjust the mini-hitter description to match its long range. Fixes:- Mitigate the bug where
storing a file without rules causes the templates to break.- Fix: If you shoot a mecha tower and it explodes and it damages search assistance, the quest helper group hates you for it.- Correct unrelated statistics that appear on mekanoids InfoCard- Correction: Wrong \Unacceptable food\ alarm about berries and reserved food.- Correct: Leaving a bandit camp unfinished causes the endeavor to be irreparable - Fix: Compact weapon acts as spare parts.- Fix: Missing \pawn != null\ check in 1.1.2258
julkaistu,event_type:12,appid:294100,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1582851360,rtime32_end_time:1582855201,comment_count:0,creator_steamid:76561197963305396,last_update_steamid:76561197963305396,event_notes:katso ilmoitus 1.1.2258 published,posttime:1582851341,updatetime:1583276194,body:We have just released another hotfix from version 1.1. It should be compatible with all mods and recordings. Change the list:- Updated translations - More feedback on unpacking the walls of the mecha cluster
before it is strengthened.- Enter 1 psychic amplifier as a heritage prize. Make a title rewards a separate message that can handle more than 1 item.- Canceling monuments for tasks sends a copy through a drop capsule.- Adjust the description of smelly clothing.- Fix: Mod descriptions will be truncated, If they use tags-- - Fix: Royal ascent mission doesn't end properly when stellarch dies before arrival - Fix: Impossible farming settings in winter.- Fix: Royal prisoners try to change pants constantly.- Fix : Explosion of null map bug smokepopBelt for
unspoilt pawns - Correction: Pins that don't appear in old custom scenarios where rules are null.- Correction: Fertility grid not updated, After the building is removed.- Repair: Can trade with the outpost without a mandatory title.- Fix: Transhumanists are not satisfied with certain implants.- Fix: Missing translation key.- Fix: Various spelling errors.comment invoice:65 ,tags:[patchnotes,ModAct_969847436_1582851702.279_0 mod_reviewed, ModAct_939274514_1602804817_0],language:0,hidden:0,forum_topic_id:17501497875
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published,posttime:1582760489,updatetime:1583276170,body:We have worked hard with the hotfix to fix some important errors detected in 1.1. The hotfix build has now been released. The build number is 1.1.2257.Saves and mods should be 100% compatible. Let us know if you have a problem with it! We're still working, and there will be more hotfixes with language updates and more fixes. Repairs:- Fixed that stale power cells could not be removed\/reinstalled after the mecha cluster was defeated.- Made to floor the royal room.- Fixed failure
where mecanoid cluster search never takes place.- Mecha clusters can no longer fall indoors.- Fixed fault, Where injured soldiers would never do recreation.- Added information about the new features of ModUpdating.- Fixed a bug where cannons have a red cross coverage after downloading a 1.0 recording game.- Fixed a bug where \colonist died\ thought would appear when quest helper died.- Mental breaks caused by mood have now been removed from the wimpy noble wimpy ride.- Change the string. Replace substring to find a relative file path
in LanguageData.- Fixed an error in which the \Carry to shuttle\ command drops an item on the floor, If the shuttle is within the permitted range.- Empire intro quest will now be bypassed if the player has opted out of royalty awards from the Empire.- Fixed bug where the successful countries of arrest may have more than 100%.- Fixed defect in which royal clothing produced for non-royal characters to meet heat requirements.- Fixed fault where another trader arrives like requested.- Added monument size limit tasks.- Corrected bug, where the noble
widget does not leave the colony at the end of the task - Fixed a problem where the \Open linked quest\ command appears even if the task is outdated\/completed\/dismissed.- Fixed an error deleting unnecessary drawings DoTerrainChangedEffects- Fixed error that would cause black screen if the mod lacked packageID dependencies.- Fixed a few spelling errors. Modding Properties:- Added IgnoreIfNoMatchingField attribute that allows you to get custom data about.xml.- Added ability to set shooting and dependency relationships per game version
About.xml.- Added support for negative conditional download folders. Rename ifModActive\/IfModNotActive attributes. Allow comma-separated packageId lists as values.- Added language folder support to LoadFolder.- Added MayRequire attrib to individual download folders so they can be used free update 1.1 and Royalty extension released, event_type:15,appid:294100,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1582533240,rtime32_end_time:1582538401,comment_count:0,creator_steamid:765611 97963305396,last_update_steamid
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,\\u300eRimWorld\u300f1.1\u30a2\u30c3\u30d7\u30c7\u30fc\u30c8\u304a\u3088\u3073\u62e1\u5f35DLC\u300cRoyalty\u300d\,\RimWorld: Atualiza\u00e7\u00e3o 1.1 e Expans\u00e3o Aktualizacja 1.1 i dodatek u201eRoyaltyu201d, RimWorld: 1.1-opdatering og Royalty-udvidelse, Rim World: Update 1.1 en Royalty-uit RimWorld: p-u00e4ivitys 1.1 and Royalty extension,null,RimWorld: 1.1 Updatering och Royalty extension,RimWorld: 1.1-es fri U00e9s U00e9s Royalty kiegu00e9sz-u00edt-u0151,null, null,RimWorld: 1.1 G.u00 RimWorld:
Atualizau00e7u00e3o 1.1 e Expans-u00e3o Royalty,null 'null,null,'' RimWorld:'u043e'u043d'u043e'u0432'u043b'u0435'u043d'u043d'u0444f 1.. 1 u0442-u0430 -u0434-u043e-u043e-u0432-u043d-u0435-u043d-u043d-u043d-u043d-u043d-u0 44f RimWorld: Actualizaciu00f 3n 1.1 y expansi-u00f3n Royalty, RimWorld: B-u1ea3n c u1eadp nh-u1eadt 1.1 v.u00e0 b-u1ea3n m u1edf r-u1ed9ng Royalty],localized_body:[RimWorld has released a major update. This free update adds new animals, character traits, mecoid enemies, support for 4K resolution,
easier mopping and many other improvements. Climb the legs of the new Empire conglomerate by performing missions and rituals. Use psychic powers as a knight or praetor. Win new mecanoid structures with dynamic attacks or careful counterattacks. Build a luxurious royal court and convince Imperial High Stellarch to carry you to the stars. This free upgrade adds new animals, character traits, mechanical enemies, support for 4K upgrade, easier mopping and many more improvements. Complete the tasks and get Adelsr-u00e4nge into a new
group of the new group, the Empire. Impress as a knight or preetor with your psychic kr'u00e4ften. Defeat new mechanical structures with dynamic counterattacks with dynamic .u00dcberf or sorgf4ltig counterattacks. Build a luxurious k-u00f6nigshof and create an Imperial High Stellarch to take the stars out of the sky. Une nouvelle mise éu00e0 jour majeure est irresponsible pour RimWorld. Cette mise éu00e0 jour gratuite apporte de nouveaux animaux, des caract u00e9ristiques de personnage, des ennemis m u00e9cano u00efdes, une prise en
charge de la r'u00e9solution en 4K, un modding simplifi'u00e9 et beaucoup d'autres am'u00e9liorations'u00a0!' La nouvelle extension Royalty de RimWorld est aussi disponible. Grimpez l'u00e9chelle sociale de la noblesse de la nouvelle faction de l'Empire en terminant des qu u00eates et des rituels. Take advantage of vos pouvoirs psychiques en tant que Knight ou Praetor. Venez bout des nouvelles structures m u00e9cano en menant des raids dynamiques ou en u00e9laborant des contre-si-u00e8ges strat-u00e9giques. Formez une somptueuse
cour royale et persuadez l'Imperial High de vous emmener vers les 'u00e9toiles., RimWorld is a rhyming important aggiornamento. Questo aggiornamento gratuito aggiunge nuovi animali, tratti caratteriali, nemici meccanoid, supporto per risoluzione 4K, modding pi-u00f9 facile e molti altri miglioramenti. Scala i nobili ranghi della nuova fazione dell'Impero performs missioni e rituali. Brandisci i poteri psichici eats Knight or Preetor. Sconfiggi nuove strutture meccanoid incursioni dynamiche or attente contromosse. Costruisci lustful cut reale e convinci
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RimWorld tamb\u00e9m j\u00e1 est\u00e1 dispon\u00ededvel. Sobe na nobre classifica,ao completares miss\u00f5es e rituais. Exerce os teus poderes ps\u00edquicos como Cavaleiro (Knight) ou Pretor (Preetor). Derrota novas estruturas mecanoides com pilhagens din\u00e2micas ou cuidadosas estrat\u00e9gias de cerco. Constr\u00f3i cortes reais luxuosas e convence o Grande Arquiestelar Imperial (Imperial High Stellarch) a levar-te ‒ estrelas.\,\Pojawi\u0142a si\u0119 du\u017ca aktualizacja RimWorld. W ramach bezp\u0142atnej aktualizacji
pojawi\u0105 si\u0119 nowe zwierz\u0119ta, cechy postaci, mechanoidy wroga, wsparcie dla rozdzielczo\u015bci 4K, uproszczone tworzenie mod\u00f3w i wiele innych usprawnie\u0144.\\Ponadto dost\u0119pny pila now dodatek do RimWorld ‒ \u201eRoyalty\u201d. Wspinaj si\u0119 po szczeblach kolejnych class w ramach nowego stronnictwa w Cesarstwie dzi\u0119ki udzia\u0142owi w zadaniach i rytua\u0142ach. U\u017cyj zdolno\u015bci paranormalnych Rycerza lub Pretora. Zniszcz nowe mekanoidy dzi\u0119ki szybkim atakom i
strategicznym obl\u0119\u017ceniom. Stw\u00f3rz wspania\u0142y dw\u00f3r kr\u00f3lewski i przekonaj Imperial High Stellarch, by ci\u0119 uni\u00f3s\u0142 do gwiazd.\\RimWorld har udgivet en k\u00e6mpe dating. Denne free dating tilf ‒ nye dyr, karaktertr\u00e6k, mekaniske fjender, underst\u00f8ttelse af 4K, nemmere modding og mange and forbedringer.\\Derudoverer RimWorlds nye Royalty-udvidelse ude now. Arbejd digs i de 'u00e6dle r'i det nye imperium ved at gennemf\u00f8re missioner og ritualer. Bridge supernatural evner som Knight
Eller Preetor. Besejr nye mekaniske strukturer med dynamiske overfald, eller lav n\u00f8je planlagte kontrabelejringer. Byg en luksuri\u00f8s kongelig domstol, og overbevis Imperial High Stellarch at f\u00f8re dig til til tops.\\RimWorld has released a major update. This free update adds new animals, new features, mechano\ u00efde enemies, support resolution 4K, easier modden and many other improvements.\\In addition, the new RimWorld extension 'Royalty' is now also available. Rise to the feet of the new Imperial faction by performing missions
and rituals. Use psychic forces such as Knight or Preetor. Beat the structures of the new mechano with dynamic looting or sophisticated sieges. Build a luxurious royal court and convince Imperial High Stellarch to take you to the stars.\,RimWorld is to become a big p\u00e4ivitys. T\u00e4m\u00e4 free p\u00e4ivitys sis\u00e4lt\u00e4\u00e4 new features\u00e4 new el\u00e4imi\u00e4, \u00e4lyrobotic ivises, 4K resolution support, easier modding, and many other improvements.\\RimWorld's Royalty extension is now available. Proceed to a higher
level of performing the teht\u00e4vi\u00e4 and ritualite. K\u00e4yt\u00e4 supernatural forces as Knight or Praetor. Publish the new \ u00e4lyrobots automatically hy\u00f6kk\u00e4yksill\u00e4 or with precise steepnesses. Build a luxurious court and catch\u00e4 Imperial High Stellarchia viem\u00e4\u00e4n you t\u00e4hti.\,null,\RimWorld is sl\u00e4ppt great upgrade. This free update adds new animals, carakt\u00e4rsdrag, mechanical enemies, f\u00f6d f\u00f6r 4K-ups.\u00f6sning, f\u00f6renklad modding, and m\u00e5nga other
f\u00f6rb\u00e4ttrings.\In addition\u00e4r RimWorld's new extension Royalty now available. Rise to the ranks of the new Empire conglomerate by overseeing missions and rituals. Use\u00e4nd \u00f6vernatural f\u00f6rm\u00e5gor as knight or praetor. Win new mechanical structures with dynamic r\u00e4der or carefully designed contrabel 4grings. Build a luxurious royal court and build an imperial high stellarch to reach the top.\,Jelent\u0151s friss\u00edt\u00e9st adott ki a RimWorld. Ezzel az ingyenes friss\u00e9ssel ‒ ‒ \ u00e1llatok,
h\u0151sjellemz\u0151k, mecanoid ellens\u00e9gek, 4K felbont\u00e1s t\u00e1mogat\u00e1sa, k\u00f6nnyebb moddol\u00e1s \u00e9s sok m\u00e1s fejleszt\u00e9s lett a j\u00e1t\u00eoz9kh ad.\\Ez a fel\u00fcl a RimWorld ‒ Royalty kieg\u00e9sz\u00edt\u0151je on el\u00e9rhet\u0151v\u00e9 v\u00e1lt. M\u00e1szd meg az ‒ birodalom nemesi rangl\u00e9tr\u00e1j\u00e1t k\u00fcl it\u00e9sek ‒ ritu\u00e1l\u00e9k teljes\u00e9s\u00e9 Gyakorold m\u00e9diumi k\u00e9pess\u00e9geidet Knightk\u00e9nt vagy Praetork\u00e9nt. Gy\u0151zz le
\u00faj mekanoid szerkezeteket er\u0151teljes rajta\u00fct\u00e9sekkel vagy ‒ ostrommal. \u00c9p\u00edts f\u00e9ny\u0171z\u0151 kir\u00e1lyi udvart, \u00e9s gy\u0151zd meg a birodalmi High Stellarchot, hogy vigyen el a csillagokhoz.\,null,\RimWorld b\u00fcy\u00fck bir g\u00fcncelleme yay\u0131nlad\u0131. Bu \u00fccretsiz g\u00fcncelleme yeni hayvanlar, features \u00f6zellikleri, mecanoid d\u00fc\u015fmanlar, 4K \u00e7\u00f6z\u00fcn\u00fcrl\u00fck deste\u011fi, daha kolay modlama ve bir\u00e7ok di\u011fer geli\u015ftirmeyi
i\u00e7eriyor.\\G\u00fc yan\u015ftirmeyi i\u00e7eriyor.\\G\u00fcncellemen yan\u00 u00 u015ftirmeyi i\u00e7eriyor.\\G\u00fcncellemen yan\\u015ftirmeyi i\u00e7eriyor.\\G\u00fcncellemen yan\u015ftirmeyi i\u00e7eriyor.\\G\u00fcncellemen yan\u015ftirmeyi i\u00e7eri u0131 s\u0131ra , RimWorld'\u00fcn yeni Royalty geni\u015fleme package de \u00e7\u0131kt\u0131. G\u00f6revleri ve rit\u00fcelleri tamamlayarak yeni Empire fraksiyonu asilleri aras\u0131na kat\u0131l\u0131n. Knight ve Praetor olarak psi\u015fik g\u00fc\u00e7leri gold\u0131n.
Dinamik bask\u0131nlarla veya make new mechanoids with profit\u015f\u0131 ku\u015fatmas\u0131lar\u0131 defeat u\u011frat\u0131n. G\u00f6steri\u015fli palace in\u015fa and imperial high stellarch'\u0131 will take you to the top i\u00e7 ikna edin.\,\RimWorld lan\u00e7ou great update\u00e7\u00e3o. This free update includes new animals, character details, mekanoide enemies, compatibility with resolu\u00e7\u00e3o 4K, modifica\u00e7\u00e3o mais f\u00e1cil e v\u00e1rias other improvements.\\Al\u00e9m here, rimworld's new royalty j\u00e1
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\u0441\u0438\u0438\u0438\u04 3 b\u0430\u0439\u0438, \u0433\u0440\u0430\u0440\u0447\u0438 \u0437\u0430\u041b\u0438 \u0446\u0430\u0440\u044f ‒\u0447\u041f\u0440\u0435\u0442\u043e\u0440\u0430\u0430. -u043d-u043e-u0432-u0456-u043c-u0435-u0445-u0430-u043d-u0456-u0437-u043e-u0432-u0430-u043d-u0456-u0441-u043f-u043e-u0440-u0443-u0434-u0438-u0434-u0438-u043d-u0430-u043c-u0456-u0447-u043d-u0438-u043c-u0438-u0440-u0435-u0439-u0434-u0430-u043c-u0438-u0430-u0431-u0431-u043e -u043a-u043e-
u043d-u0442-u0440--u043e-u0431-u043b-u043e-u0433-u0430-u043c-u0438. \u0417\u0431\u0443\u0434\u0443\u0439\u0442\u0435 \u0440\u043e\u0437\u043a\u0456\u0448\u043d\u0438\u0439 \u043a\u043e\u0440\u043e\u043b\u0456\u0432\u0441\u044c\u043a\u0438\u0439 \u0434\u0432\u0456\u0440 \u0442\u0430 \u043f\u0435\u0440\u0435\u043a\u043e\u043d\u0430\u0439\u0442\u0435 \u0412\u0435\u0440\u0445\u043e\u0432\u043d\u043e\u0433\u043e \u0456\u043c\u043f\u0435\u0440\u0441\u044c\u043a\u043e\u0433\u043e
\u0441\u0442\u0435\u043b\u0430\u0440\u0445\u0430 \u0432\u0437\u044f\u0442\u0438 \ u0432-u0430-u0441-u0456-u0437-u0441-u043e-u0431-u043e-u044e-u0 434-u043e-u0437-u0456-u0440-u043e-u043a. RimWorld has released a major update.u00f3n. This free upgrade to new animals, character traits, mecoid enemies, 4K resolution support, editing, rimWorld's new Royalty extension is now available. Climb into the noble ranks of the empire's new faction by performing missions and rituals. Use psychic powers as a knight or a pretor.
Destroy new mecanoid structures with dynamic or careful counterattacks. Build a luxurious royal court and convince Imperial High Stellarch to take you to the stars. RimWorld v.u1eeba ph.u00e1t h.u00e0nh m.u1ed9t b.u1ea3n c.u1eadp nh.u1eadt kh.u1ee7ng. B-u1ea3n c-u1eadp nh-u1eadt mi-u1ec5n ph-u00ed n-u00e0y b-u1ed5 sung th-u00eam nhi-u1ec1u gi-u1ed1ng th-u00fa, .u0111-u1eb7c -u0111i-u1ec3m nh-u00e2n v-u1eadt, lo-u00e0i ph-u00e1 ho-u1ea1i m-u1edbi, h-u1ed7 tr-u1ee3-u0111-u1ed9 ph-u00e2n gi-u1ea3i 4K, t-u1ea1o mod d-
u1ec5 d-u00e0ng v-u00e0 h-u 00e0 long-u1ea1t nh-u1eefng c-u1ea3i thi-u1ec7n kh-u00e1c.-Th-u00eam v-u00e0o-u0111-u00f3 , b-u1ea3n m-u1edf r-u1ed9ng Royalty m-u1edbi c-u1ee7a RimWorld not -u0111-u00e3 ra m-u1eaft. Ho-u00e0n th-u00e0nh nhi-u1ec7m v-u1ee5 v-u00e0 nghi th-u1ee9c-u0111-u1ec3 v-u01b0-u01 1n l'u00ean h'u00e0ng ng'u0169 qu'u00fd t'u1ed9c trong phe 'u0111'u1ebf ch'u1ebf Empire m'u1edbi. V-u1eadn d-u1ee5ng s-u1ee9c m-u1ea1nh t-u00e2m linh nh-u01b0 m-u1ed9t Hi-u1ec7p S-u0129 (Knight) on Ph-u00e1n
Quan (Praetor). .u0110-u00e1nh b-u1ea1i nh-u1eefng c-u1ea5u tr-u00fac m-u00e1y gi-u1ea3 ng-u01b0-u1eddi b-u1eb1ng c-u00e1c .u0111.u1ee3t c.u00e0n qu.u00e9t m.u1ea1nh m.u1ebd on ph-u1ea3n c-u00f4ng th-u1eadn tr-u1ecdng. X-u00e2y d-u1ef1ng cung-u0111i-u1ec7n ho-u00e0ng gia xa hoa v-u00e0 thuy-u1ebft ph-u1ee5c-u0011-u1ebf qu-u1ed1c Imperial High Stellarch -u0111-u01b0a b-u1ea1n-u0111-u1ebfn nh-u1eefng v-u00ec free update 1.1 and Royalty extension released,
posttime:1582533251,updatetime:1582867365,body:Two big news today! [h3] Free upgrade to version 1.1[\/h3]RimWorld's free 1.1 update is now live for all players! This update has been in an unstable branch for a week to smooth out the mod transition, and now it's a standard branch for everyone. To see the complete change log for this update, see the end of this message. [h3] RimWorld - Royalty released[\/h3]RimWorld's new extension [b]RimWorld - Royalty[\/b] is available! See the trailer and full description
[url=https:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/app\/1149640\/RimWorld__Royalty][u]RimWorld - Royalty Steam here. [\/u] [\/URL] [previewyoutube=ex5_XpQ-uJk;full] [\/previewyoutube] See the trailer and full description [url=https:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/app\/1149640\/RimWorld__Royalty][u]RimWorld - Royalty Steam here. [\/u] [\/URL] The expansion includes a new system for notrust and titles, psychic forces, mecanoid battle structures, missions and rituals, luxurious palaces, imperial technology and new music from Alistair Lindsay.Here are some
things that have been important to us recently:[u]Supporting moders:[\/u] I was a modder for over 5 years, in the days of a surreal tournament. Mod support and support for the Mod community have been critical to us for a long time. That's why we've brought in A-list modders like Brrainz and Fluffy to give feedback on our development. We also made a public beta version of version 1.1 to make it possible to update the mods. We added multiversion support for the modes so that players could continue with version 1.0 without the mods breaking (if the
modders decide to support it). Supporting modyries also means that we are aware of the relationship between mod content and official content:[list][*]Rojal extension is 100% original content that we have created. With 6,000 mods in RimWorld, it certainly superficially resembles a few of them, but the resemblance is skin-deep. Everything is new in the implementation. In the actual game and features, it is a separate experience unlike any mod or combination of mods. It's a 16-month development product from the same team that made RimWorld. [*]
The free 1.1 update includes one mod content, Oskar Potock's Vanilla Animals art. Since Oskar worked for us making art for Royalty, he also offered Vanilla Animals art. We revamped the gameplay of these animals and added the original sound effects. [\/list] No, no, no, no. Expanding Ludeon[\/u]: Throughout the RimWorld development from 2013 to its launch in 2018, the size of our team hovered between two and three developers. Since the game was released, we've scaled. Now we have seven developers who have allowed us to work on
multiple projects at the same time. In this way, we have been able to commit resources to both improving rimworld's core and improving the new content and the development of a versatile extension that opens up a new type of gaming. No, no, no, no. I have to. Community together[\/u]: The expansion package is always concerned that the community can be divided into different fragments with an extension in one section and not in the other. This applies to mods because people want mods to be widely compatible. It's been something on my mind
since we started working on Royalty in 2018. So Royalty is carefully designed not to modify any of the game's bases on RimWorld.For example, some features, such as the new Quest system, are included in the 1.1 free update because it wouldn't be natural to make these add-ons. Royalty is designed as a pure drop-in song extension, so only mods that expand directly to its unique content must depend on it. I expect almost all forward mods to work just as well with or without Royalty. We will follow this up and adapt things to keep the community
united going forward. [h3] Technical data[\/h3][u]If\u2019re plays without mods:[\/u] You can update and resume playing the new version without interruption. No, no, no, no. If you are using modes that have not added 1.1:[\/u] support, you can continue playing version 1.0 for as long as you want by using the [i]version-1.0[\/i] beta branch. To use it, right-click RimWorld in the Steam library list, click Properties, and then click the \u2018betas\u2019 tab. You want to turn this into a assumption in the end. No, no, no, no. For the Modders:[\/u] We did a lot
of work before 1.0 and in this version to make the upgrade as painless as possible. There\u2019s guide to update mods to 1.1, which is included in game files called ModUpdating.txt. The excellent modder Brrainz has also written a separate online guide [url=https:\/\/gist.github.com\/pardeike\/08ff826bf40ee60452f02d85e59f32ff]here[\/url] ‒ thanks to him! You can also get direct help with screwing up [url=https:\/\/discord.gg\/rimworld]RimWorld Discord server[\/url]. The game now includes a system for multiversion mode processing, so you don't have
to make multiple Workshops or break old mod downloads by updating them into place. We carefully monitor critical bugs and fix them! If you find anything, send a message about it [url=https:\/\/ludeon.com\/forums\/index.php?board=11.0]Ludeon bugs forum[\/url]. [h3] Thank you[\/h3]Many thanks to the developers who worked on 1.1 and this extension: Piotr Walczak, Kenneth Ellersdorfer, Igor Lebedev and Matt Ritchie. Thank you Oskar Potock for both the new art made for us and for providing animal art. And I have to thank the volunteer modders,
testers and translators who helped: Haplo, Brrainz, Pheanox, Dubski, Jaxxa, alphaBeta, Diana Winters, XeoNovaDan, someonesneaky, Mehni, RawCode and many more. Thank you. [h1]1.1 free update change list[\/h1]Below this is the list of changes to the free 1.1 update. No, no, no, no. base game players will automatically receive all improvements below for free[\/u]. Royal Royals top this with more content that you will see on its [url=https:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/app\/1149640\/RimWorld__Royalty][u]Steam page[\/u][\/\/url]. [h3] New
features[\/h3][list][*]UI now looks sharp on ui scale above 1.0. Great for 4K displays. [\/*] [*] The New Quests tab provides information about available, active, and historical searches. [\/*] [*] Added a new data-driven search and management system. This should make it straightforward for modders and us to add or change tasks without programming. [\/*] [*] The user interface now uses colored text to highlight important words such as character names, places, and rewards. [\/*] [*] Improved mod management interface and code. [\/*] [*] Mod now has a
global package ID that allows them to refer to each other. [\/*] [*] Mods can now configure other mods that they must be downloaded after or before. Added a tool for automatic sorting in the mod list. [\/*] [*] The Modis can now define other mods that are addicted. Shortcuts allow the player to easily download the necessary mods. [\/*] [*] Mods can now configure other mods with which they are incompatible. The interface warns players against incompatibility. [\/*] [*] Added download screen tips. These are short batches of text that help the player
understand the obscure aspect of the game. They\u2019re appear during download. [\/*] [*] The download screen now displays current and active extensions and mods. [\/*] [*] Added room stats gizmo, which shows the selected building containing room statistics at a glance. [\/*] [*] Added intelligence armor, lighter version of sea armor. [\/*] [*] Added EMP launcher weapon. It fires EMP grenades a long way. [\/*] [*] Added smoke throwing gun. It shoots smoke grenades a long way. [\/*] [*] Added smoke grenadier enemy. [\/*] [*] Added planetary
population slider to planetary generation parameters. [\/*] [*] Added animals: Bison, donkey, duck, goat, goose, guinea pig, horse, sheep, jak. [\/*] [*] Added \u2018tortured artist\u2019 feature. The character has a permanent mood debuff, but it gets art inspirations from a low mood. [\/*] [*] Added a bunch of new backing nurses to multiple categories. [\/*] [*] Added heatstroking alert for settlers and tame animals. [\/*] [*] Added taming inspiration that makes the next tame attempt very likely to succeed. [\/*] [*] Added layer of fertility indicating the fertility
of the terrain in an easy-to-see way. [\/*] [*] Added terrain opportunity overlay that shows where you can build in an easy-to-see way. [\/*] [*] Added barricades that are like sandbags but can be built of metal, wood or stone. Replaced sandbags built from textile goods instead of steel. [\/*] Added an option to choose what kind of letters will interrupt the game. [\/*] [*] Added recipes for burning entire stacks of drugs at once. [\/*] [*] Added wooden hand and wooden leg. [\/*] [*] Added a variety of new tribal backing orchards. [\/*] [*] Added a letter to the
player when the colony is abducted and it was stated that there are opportunities to get them back. [\/*] [*] Added asexual trait. [\/*] [*] Bisexual trait is no longer The menu now displays icons next to each option, depending on what\u2019s is selected. For example, when you select building material, see the icons for the material. When choosing the drug you want to give, see the icons for the medicines. And so on. [\/*] [*] Information cards can now contain hyperlinks to other data cards. This is used in different places. For example, an information
card for animals (and humans) links meat and leather to the type you can get from them. The Plant Information Card links to what you collect from them. The cutting information card links the moon to the ingredient. The building information card links to building materials. And so on. [\/*] [*] The data card now displays the object you want to inspect visually. [\/*] [*] Added weapon biocoding that makes the weapon available to only one person. [\/*] [*] Modders, added to the ModUpdating .txt, the file will be included in each version from now on notes on
what they may need to update to keep the mod working. [\/*] [*] Added Greek localization created by wonderful volunteers. [\/*] [*] Added a new Pikeman long-range mecanoid. [\/*] [*] The generation of ancient ruins is now much richer. They have much more interesting forms. [\/*] [*] Added new buildings: Column, large stele, large stele, urn (ancient ruins only). [\/*] [\/list] [h3] Adjustments[\/h3][list][*]The game now uses an inning garbage collector, which should remove periodic frames that appear when a lot of memory was reserved and released.
Note, however, that it still costs money to reserve memory, so modaaters would still have to try to reduce the charge whenever possible. [\/*] [*] Optimizations for many systems. Performance should be significantly better, especially in complex game situations with a lot of pawns. [\/*] [*] The group icons are now separated by shape and color to help color-blind players. [\/*] [*] Renewed the operation of the underground mineral scanner. Instead of appearing on the map immediately, all minerals can be used by a pawn that regularly finds new mineral
patches. This can go on forever, so the minerals never run out. [\/*] [*] Divide the tribe into two factions, a gentle tribe (naturally neutral) and a fierce tribe (naturally hostile). [\/*] [*] The redesigned system for destroyed buildings on the map is beginning to make much more diverse and interesting ruins. [\/*] [*] The prison tab now shows the price of a slave, the possibility of recruitment, the possible release of the victory of the grouping relationship, and information on the last recruiter and their effects. [\/*] [*] Added new visual effects of body effect
when the creature hits the projectile. [\/*] [*] Added ‒ lost\u2019 thought that happens when a soldier is kidnapped or abandoned in a caravan. [\/*] [*] Downed soldiers can now be loaded like prisoners. [\/*] [*] Added a confirmation window before attacking friendly groups. [\/*] [*] Added ‒ refuelling\u2019 to replacement burner, fire, and passive cooler. [\/*] [*] The soldiers now like the soldier who saved them. [\/*] [*] Added shift refuelling allow command launcher, wood generator, chemical generator, fueled shed and fuel sludge. [\/*] [*] Added an
explanatory letter telling players how to get advanced components to the manufacturing bench. [\/*] [*] Added skill descriptions to combat log text. [\/*] [*] Added arrow pointing to the interface during the tutorial. [\/*] [*] Added scar pain feedback and re-worked on how scar pain works. Scars have now been given an easy-to-understand pain class instead of an obscure number. [\/*] [*] Added ‒ free from slavery\ u2019 a mood-boosting idea for merchant-bought pawns. [\/*] [*] The trade interface now shows the next settlement replenishment period. [\/*]
[*] Added to the mood when the prisoner was released. [\/*] [*] Open coffins now look different from closed ones. [\/*] [*] The Brawler trait prevents you from shooting passion. [\/*] [*] Settlers attending the party will receive recreational value. [\/*] [*] The player can now check the contents of the cryptosleep coffins in a new tab. [\/*] [*] The stomach is no longer a vital organ. [\/*] [*] Modified animal rescue beam from 30 to 75. [\/*] [*] The surgery information card now shows the possibility of failure. [\/*] [*] The data card shows the maximum point factor for
materials. [\/*] [*] Interface now announces the possibility of a successful arrest before attempting to do so. [\/*] [*] Insect nettle soothing slowly improves over the course of days. [\/*] [*] The Bio tab has redesigned how features and work are disabled that improve space efficiency. [\/*] [*] A modified caravan reform is allowed with sleeping enemies on site. [\/*] [*] Changed sites stop and reset the forced exit timer as enemies begin the fight (for provoking me canonoids and hidden ambushes). [\/*] [*] Rewritten the world's site system to make the
combination of different parts of the site easier and to feed things back to the player more flexibly. [\/*] [*] Added the ability of world sites to get unknown parts. [\/*] [*] Balanced sleep disease. [\/*] [*] Balanced mecanoid bodypart coverage[\/*][*]Modified rare thrumbo case sends 2-6 thrumbos. [\/*] [*] Adjust a lot of text to use a colon instead of square brackets and consistently use capital after a colon. [\/*] [*] Ashes from burned plants and buildings now survive the rain and disappear after 10-15 days. They\u2019re also visually larger. [\/*] [*] The trade
price increase negotiator is now reported on the trade screen. [\/*] [*] Irritated clothes and unhappy nudity alerts now show how many are affected. [\/*] [*] I changed and fixed some key keys. [\/*] [*] Defrosting, incineration and destruction review. The saucer armor is now smooth, except for the wooden plate armor, which must be burned. The wooden club is also now and the metallic conversions are smooth. Clothes hyperweave or devilstrand can no longer burn, can destroy clothes now the same as weapons. Neolithic range weapons can now be
burned. [\/*] [*] The positioning of the towers now shows min and max range, not just maximum range. [\/*] [*] I.D. explodes when bullets hit them. [\/*] [*] Pawns will no longer participate in recreational activities when injured unless action can be done now only supports light buildings. [\/*] [*] The terrain requirements for building walls now depend on what they have built from. This means that stone walls can only be built on bridges. [\/*] [*] Pawns sometimes take their partner's last name in connection with marriage. [\/*] [*] Dementia is now causing
slow loss of skills. [\/*] [*] Recreate inventory creation for all merchants and settlement types. [\/*] [*] The display on the Groups tab has changed for clarity. enemy relationships are displayed with icons. [\/*] [*] The Bio tab now displays the conglomerate icons. [\/*] [*] The layout of the History Messages tab has been rebuilt ‒ the tooltable tip has been replaced with the box on the right side showing the letter. [\/*] [*] Credits now list the memory of dead settlers. [\/*] [*] The anaesthetic is now consumed slowly and not at once. The person will be lethargic
for a while. [\/*] [*] Agile pawns are now better at avoiding traps. [\/*] [*] Raised the selection limit to 200. [\/*] [*] Combined the statistics ArtSpeed, TailoringSpeed and SmeltingSpeed into unskilledLaborSpeed and renamed UnskilledLaborSpeed generalLaborSpeed. [\/*] [*] Renamed sculptor\u2019s table art bench because it\u2019s is no longer just sculptures. [\/*] [*] Localization data is now compressed into a single file per language, which greatly reduces the number of files when installing the game and speeds up various file functions. [\/*] [*]
Many other balance changes, code improvements, optimizations, and adjustments. [\/*] [\/list] [h3] Repairs[\/h3][list][*]Repair: Explosions landing on projectiles between wall cells can hit things on the other side of the wall. [\/*] [*] Remedy: Enemy colonies can produce floors in water. [\/*] [*] Correction: The current level of hunger would affect nutrition, which is eaten per day by reading the caravan as it is formed. [\/*] [*] Correction: Searches for animals can attack doors without anyone seeing anyone go through them. [\/*] [*] Correction: Bodies\u2019t
create a body bile. [\/*] [*] Correction: Settlers could play horseshoes from a different room. [\/*] [*] Correction: Prisoner\u2019s food restrictions were ignored when the food came from the warden\u2019s inventory. [\/*] [*] Fix: Copy shortcut menu options with a fire when you produce psychic tea. [\/*] [*] Correction: Oh ‒ give a saved addict his drug without angering their faction. [\/*] [*] Correction: A change in goodwill during the siege will not stop the attack. [\/*] [*] Correction: Blind guy wins ‒ use recreation. [\/*] [*] Correction: Jawless animals can
still carry. [\/*] [*] Correction: The prisoner has a mood breakdown when the colonist eutanized. [\/*] [*] Correction: Wind turbines do not register wind during a windy storm. [\/*] [*] Fix: There are no trail costs on the shelves and a description of the no\u2019t status they hide things inside them. [\/*] [*] Correction: No mood penalty for giving a tied animal as a gift if sent by a transport pod. [\/*] [*] Correction: Pawn borrowers with one-handed and alcohol detoxification are unable to manipulate anything. [\/*] [*] Correction: A pledge with alcohol-induced
brain damage has been sentenced to death. [\/*] [*] Fix: Removing the trap does not start the trap correctly. [\/*] [*] Fix: Fix: animals spawn in enclosed underground spaces. [\/*] [*] Remedy: A pregnant animal is also considered sick (because pregnancy affects its capacity), so it sells to less than one with no health problems. [\/*] [*] Correction: No forced countdown to the caravan if there are sleeping mecoids. [\/*] [*] Correction: Luciferium does not remove Frail. Now lucifierum can eliminate all chronic health problems. [\/*] [*] Fix: Even if the fire runs
out of fuel during cooking, cooking continues. [\/*] [*] Correction: Robbers attack the walls forever after their group escapes. [\/*] [*] Repair: Crashed ship parts landing on bridges are immediately destroyed. [\/*] [*] Fix: Copy the shortcut menu settings when you open the cryptosleep case. [\/*] [*] Remedy: The slaughter of a rotten animal produces fresh meat, even if it rots during work. [\/*] [*] Correction: Delay spikes in the birth of animals in the end game. [\/*] [*] Correction: The storyteller selection is reset when you reopen the storyteller setup page.
[\/*] [*] Repair: When positioning the radiant, the system bypasses the drawings and building frames. [\/*] [*] Fix: \ u2018restore default settings\u2019 tool stops the game without saving. [\/*] [*] Correction: If your only colony is on the island, the rest of the game ride to the ship will never happen. [\/*] [*] Correction: Rain and snow weather overwhelm textures replaced by empty rectangles in old colonies due to loss of floating point accuracy. [\/*] [*] Correction: Age is displayed differently on the store screen and in settlers. [\/*] [*] Correction: Migrating
animals are won\ u2019t comply with area restrictions. [\/*] [*] Repair: Hopper's and vitals monitor rotates in the opposite direction from other buildings. [\/*] [*] Fix: May\u2019t limits ambrosia in food restrictions. [\/*] [*] Correction: The portioned beer does not provide nourishment. [\/*] [*] Correction: Stable and iron-willed features effects\u2019 are attached to a small effect. [\/*] [*] Correction: When settlers die when they are saved, others do not get negative thoughts. [\/*] [*] Fix: \ u2018drag character left-to-back selected ‒ tutorial help, it allows you
to drag the character anywhere, even just ‒ behind ‒ behind ‒ It should only accept pulling from left to back selected. [\/*] [*] Correction: It ‒ possible to land anywhere in the biome tutorial by selecting a landing site, going to the character creation screen and then going back to choosing another landing site. [\/*] [*] Remedy: Insects can be tamed and hunted after their nettle culture has been destroyed. [\/*] [*] Correction: The primary character list is not working correctly. [\/*] [*] Fix: The power cord image is not displayed correctly on top of the tomb.
[\/*] [*] Fix: Change the schedule of the colonists ‒sleep\u2019 to immediately end the mental state of the food rush. [\/*] [*] Fix: Choosing multiple beds causes significant Invoice. [\/*] [*] Correction: A manhunter pack case that does not work with great wealth or difficulty. [\/*] [*] Correction: You can see things in undiscovered cells if they peek around the edge of the mist. [\/*] [*] Correction: Arrested wild man don\u2019t uses nutrient despenser and can ‒ get food. [\/*] [*] Correction: Military Commissioner's backstory backstory A social bonus. [\/*] [*]
Correction: Allies can sometimes push players' pawns away from cover during a fight. [\/*] [*] Fix: \u2018Run in the background\u2019 is disabled can cause the game to stop downloading in the background. [\/*] [*] Correction: A player can start with pets that their pawns can consider tame. [\/*] [*] Correction: The getaway letter mentions the robbers even in peaceful difficulties in which they are not present. [\/*] [*] Many other fixes. [\/*] [\/list],commentcount:426,tags:
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ilmoitus upgrade #4 to an unstable build (1.1.2551),posttime:1582250486,updatetime:1582250486,body:Another small update, With some fixes today.- Fix RebuildModList, called prmaturely during initialization.- Fix RebuildModList, called prmaturely during initialization.- Fix RebuildModList called prmaturely during initialization.- Fix RebuildModList. - Fix nested RebuildModList calls that mess up the active mod list in some cases.- Convert all tabs to spaces in ModUpdating.xml- When the captured stone dies, we will now remove the \lost\ thoughts
because we are adding \dead\ thoughts anyway.- Workaround for text that bursts with single-character ui scaling. Also, restore the sticker width cache when you change scaling.- The sketchy settlers are once again automatically firing at fleeing enemies. Again, all insects are automatically shot by robbers and enlisted settlers. GetHashCode with GenText.StableStringHash for mod packageId.,commentcount:18,tags:
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notification Update #3 1.1 unstable (1.1.2550),posttime:1582182886,updatetime:1582182886,body:Another small update 1.1 unstable. Just a few more final fixes. Thank you to everyone who reported the error [url=https:\/\/ludeon.com\/forums\/index.php?board=11.0]bugs forum[\/url]!- Fix: Selecting different zones first shows the selected legend check box.- Correction: A small graphical problem with the trap transparency of the IED antigrain warhead - Fix: check box shows first selected soldier If more than one is selected-- - Correction: Multiple-
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event_type:12,appid:294100,server_address:server_password:rtime32_start_time:1582111440,rtime32_end_time:1582115401,comment_count:0,creator_steamid:76561197963305396,last_update_steamid:76561197963305396,event_notes:katso ilmoitus korjaus 1.0.2549 julkaistu,posttime:1582111484,updatetime:1582111484,body:I've just pushed version 1.0.2549. Tämä on päivitys versioon 1.0.Ainoa muutos on, että peli ei enää kirjaa virheitä käsiteltäessä modin metatietoja (About.xml) moniversiomodista, joka tukee 1.0 ja 1.1. It's purely a small
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Update #2 1.1 unstable,posttime:1582071608,updatetime:1582072478,body:New version 1.1 unstable has just been released.- Improved code that automatically creates packageIds for old modes. It should produce some meaningful packageIds where possible, and use some hashed data to avoid collisions.- Medieval weapons can no longer be biocosed, Because it didn't make any sense.- Fixed issue that caused a false error occurs if the mod does not specify defs, but still has patches.- Fixed mod sorting tool using packageId postfix.- Removed
warnings from duplicate modes, but only one of them active - Fixed spelling errors and outdated references in ModUpdating.xml.- Re-flag some animal trains to better match what they actually mean. \Obedience\ is now called \Keeper\, and \Release\ is now called \Attack\.- Removed some guard and attack rush a few animals where it didn't make sense and violated game roles. With regard to the last entry above, the objective is to move towards a situation in which animals have separate identifiable purposes. There should be some difference
between ordnance, utility animals, economic animals and multifunctional animals, unlike every random chinchilla, cow, rabbit and wolf in the colony that follows settlers into battle in an inconsistent gaggle. This is a small step in that direction. As always, I am very grateful for all the constant feedback. It's exciting to finally be in contact with the wider player base after having been working in private for so long.,commentcount:45,tags:
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body,jsondata:{\localized_subtitle\:[null,null,null,localized_summary null, fix 1.1 as unstable,posttime:1581990133,updatetime:1581990133,body:The new 1.1 unstable structure is up! Just minor repairs. The changes are:- Fixed an error that caused mods not to load if they added defs patches (which is useful if you want to add defin based on a condition).- In about.xml we switched back to consistency. Modders can delete now.- We have reinserted the section ModUpdating reflects the fact that 1.0 can download content from a folder called \1.0\, and
we removed corresponding warnings from the code. For more information, see ModUpdating.txt more information. Thank you for the constant feedback to everyone! And our excellent volunteer testers and modders for providing such useful feedback. It really is their goal. that this publication has gone smoothly.comment invoice:25,tags:[patchnotes,mod_reviewed,ModAct_487997664_1581992451.482_0],language:0,hidden
:0,forum_topic_id:3440124725202826633,event_gid:3965919631374630172,voteupcount.:558,votedowncount:8},published:1,hidden:0,rtime32_visibility_start:0,rtime32_visibility_end:0,broadcaster_accountid:0,follower_count:0,follower_count:0 ignore_count:0,forum_topic_id:3440124725202826633,rtime32_last_modified:1608864473,news_post_gid:0 rtime_mod_reviewed:0,featured_app_tagid:0,referenced_appids:
[],votes_up:558,votes_down:8,comment_type:ForumTopic,gidfeature:1636418037459965583,gidfeature2:3440124725202826633,clan_steamid_original:103582791454681671},{gid:3965919631370936692.clan_steamid:103582791454681671,event_name:RimWorld 1.1 available in unstable steam branch,event_type:14,appid:294100,server_address:server_password:,rtime32_start_time:158 1906600,rtime32_end_time:1581912001,comment_count:0,creator_steamid:76561197963305396 last_update_steamid:76561197963305396
,event_notes:see notification body,jsondata:{\localized_subtitle\:[\\,null,null,null,null,null,null,null\localized_summary\:[\RimWorld's first important post-release update is open to the public 1.1 available in the unstable Steam branch,posttime:1581906663,updatetime:1582078610,body:RimWorld 1.1, a major update from version 1.0, is now available for public testing and blundering in steam\u2019s [i]unstable[\/i] beta armor. That ‒ right all ‒ RimWorld is done, but that\u2019t means we ‒ done with it! The full change log for this update can be found at
the bottom of this message. This update will soon be released to the default branch. we\u2019ve placed its [i]unstable[\/i] branch now to get some final tests and smooth the transition to mods. To help you test, in your Steam library list, right-click RimWorld, click Properties, then click the \u2018betas\u2019 tab. In the drop-down list, click \u2018unstable\u2019. Note that this version is unstable and may break. We carefully monitor critical bugs and fix them! If you find anything, send a message about it [url=https:\/\/ludeon.com\/forums\/index.php?
board=11.0]Ludeon bugs forum[\/url]. About compatibility:[list][*][b]If you play without mods: [\/b]You can update and resume playing the new version without interruption. [\/*] [*] [b] No, no, no. If you're playing with moodoi: [\/b]Simple data-only mods, such as new combing styles, are likely to work with the new version without changes. Complex mods break. If you are using complex modes\u2019, I recommend that you set the Steam branch to [i]version-1.0[\/i]. Then set it back by default after the mods have been updated in a few weeks. Anyone can
continue playing with version 1.0 for as long as they want using the [i]version-1.0[\/i] branch. [\/*] [\/list] [b] No, no, no. For the Modders: [\/b]We did a lot of work before 1.0 and in this version to make the upgrade as painless as possible. There\u2019s guide to update mods to 1.1, which is included in game files called ModUpdating.txt. The excellent modder Brrainz has also written a separate online guide [url=https:\/\/gist.github.com\/pardeike\/08ff826bf40ee60452f02d85e59f32ff]here[\/url] ‒ thanks to him! You can also get direct help with screwing up
[url=https:\/\/discord.gg\/rimworld]RimWorld Discord server[\/url]. The game now includes a system for multiversion mode processing, so you don't have to make multiple Workshops or break old mod downloads by updating them into place. (Mods who receive support for 1.1 record an error message in version 1.0, but this error is harmless.) A big thank you to Oskar Potock for donating his Vanilla Animals mod to become part of the core game. [h3] New features[\/h3][list][*]UI now looks sharp on ui scale above 1.0. Great for 4K displays. [\/*] [*] The
New Quests tab provides information about available, active, and historical searches. [\/*] [*] Added new data-driven search and This should make it straightforward for modders and us to add or change tasks without programming. [\/*] [*] The user interface now uses colored text to highlight important words such as character names, places, and mod management interface and code. [\/*] [*] Mod now has a global package ID that allows them to refer to each other. [\/*] [*] Mods can now configure other mods that they must be downloaded after or
before. Added a tool for automatic sorting in the mod list. [\/*] [*] The Modis can now define other mods that are addicted. Shortcuts allow the player to easily download the necessary mods. [\/*] [*] Mods can now configure other mods with which they are incompatible. The interface warns players against incompatibility. [\/*] [*] Added download screen tips. These are short batches of text that help the player understand the obscure aspect of the game. They\u2019re appear during download. [\/*] [*] The download screen now displays current and active
extensions and mods. [\/*] [*] Added room stats gizmo, which shows the selected building containing room statistics at a glance. [\/*] [*] Added intelligence armor, lighter version of sea armor. [\/*] [*] Added EMP launcher weapon. It fires EMP grenades a long way. [\/*] [*] Added smoke throwing gun. It shoots smoke grenades a long way. [\/*] [*] Added smoke grenadier enemy. [\/*] [*] Added planetary population slider to planetary generation parameters. [\/*] [*] Added animals: Bison, donkey, duck, goat, goose, guinea pig, horse, sheep, jak. [\/*] [*]
Added \u2018tortured artist\u2019 feature. The character has a permanent mood debuff, but it gets art inspirations from a low mood. [\/*] [*] Added a bunch of new backing nurses to multiple categories. [\/*] [*] Added heatstroking alert for settlers and tame animals. [\/*] [*] Added taming inspiration that makes the next tame attempt very likely to succeed. [\/*] [*] Added layer of fertility indicating the fertility of the terrain in an easy-to-see way. [\/*] [*] Added terrain opportunity overlay that shows where you can build in an easy-to-see way. [\/*] [*] Added
barricades that are like sandbags but can be built of metal, wood or stone. Replaced sandbags built from textile goods instead of steel. [\/*] [*] Added an option to choose what kind of letters will interrupt the game. [\/*] [*] Added recipes for burning entire stacks of drugs at once. [\/*] [*] Added wooden hand and wooden leg. [\/*] [*] Added a variety of new tribal backing orchards. [\/*] [*] Added a letter to the player when the colony is abducted and it was stated that there are opportunities to get them back. [\/*] [*] Added asexual trait. [\/*] [*] Bisexual traits
are no longer hidden. [\/*] [*] The shortcut menu now displays icons next to each option, depending on what\u2019s is selected. For example, when you select building material, see the icons for the material. When choosing the drug you want to give, see the icons for the medicines. And so on. [\/*] [*] can now contain hyperlinks to other data cards. This is used in different places. For example, an information card for animals (and humans) links meat and leather to the type you can get from them. The Plant Information Card links to what you collect
from them. The cutting information card links the moon to the ingredient. The building information card links to building materials. And so. So. Card now displays the object you want to inspect visually. [\/*] [*] Added weapon biocoding that makes the weapon available to only one person. [\/*] [*] Modders, added to the ModUpdating .txt, the file will be included in each version from now on notes on what they may need to update to keep the mod working. [\/*] [*] Added Greek localization created by wonderful volunteers. [\/*] [*] Added a new Pikeman
long-range mecanoid. [\/*] [*] The generation of ancient ruins is now much richer. They have much more interesting forms. [\/*] [*] Added new buildings: Column, large stele, large stele, urn (ancient ruins only). [\/*] [\/list] [h3] Adjustments[\/h3][list][*]The game now uses an inning garbage collector, which should remove periodic frames that appear when a lot of memory was reserved and released. Note, however, that it still costs money to reserve memory, so modaaters would still have to try to reduce the charge whenever possible. [\/*] [*]
Optimizations for many systems. Performance should be significantly better, especially in complex game situations with a lot of pawns. [\/*] [*] The group icons are now separated by shape and color to help color-blind players. [\/*] [*] Renewed the operation of the underground mineral scanner. Instead of appearing on the map immediately, all minerals can be used by a pawn that regularly finds new mineral patches. This can go on forever, so the minerals never run out. [\/*] [*] Divide the tribe into two factions, a gentle tribe (naturally neutral) and a
fierce tribe (naturally hostile). [\/*] [*] The redesigned system for destroyed buildings on the map is beginning to make much more diverse and interesting ruins. [\/*] [*] The prison tab now shows the price of a slave, the possibility of recruitment, the possible release of the victory of the grouping relationship, and information on the last recruiter and their effects. [\/*] [*] Added new visual effects of body effect when the creature hits the projectile. [\/*] [*] Added ‒ lost\u2019 thought that happens when a soldier is kidnapped or abandoned in a caravan. [\/*]
[*] Downed soldiers can now be loaded into transport pods like prisoners. [\/*] [*] Added a confirmation window before attacking friendly groups. [\/*] [*] Added ‒ refuelling\u2019 to replacement burner, fire, and passive cooler. [\/*] [*] The soldiers now like the soldier who saved them. [\/*] [*] The added replacement refuelling enables command for pod launcher, wood generator, chemfuel generator, fuel and fuel. [\/*] [*] Added an explanatory letter telling players how to get advanced components to the manufacturing bench. [\/*] [*] Added skill
descriptions to combat log text. [\/*] [*] Added arrow pointing to user interface During. [\/*] [*] Added scar pain feedback and re-worked on how scar pain works. Scars have now been given an easy-to-understand pain class instead of an obscure number. [\/*] [*] Added ‒ free from slavery\ u2019 a mood-boosting idea for merchant-bought pawns. [\/*] [*] The trade interface now shows the next replenishment period Settlements. [\/*] [*] Added to the mood when the prisoner was released. [\/*] [*] Open coffins now look different from closed ones. [\/*] [*]
The Brawler trait prevents you from shooting passion. [\/*] [*] Settlers attending the party will receive recreational value. [\/*] [*] The player can now check the contents of the cryptosleep coffins in a new tab. [\/*] [*] The stomach is no longer a vital organ. [\/*] [*] Modified animal rescue beam from 30 to 75. [\/*] [*] The surgery information card now shows the possibility of failure. [\/*] [*] The data card shows the maximum point factor for materials. [\/*] [*] Interface now announces the possibility of a successful arrest before attempting to do so. [\/*] [*]
Insect nettle soothing slowly improves over the course of days. [\/*] [*] The Bio tab has redesigned how features and work are disabled that improve space efficiency. [\/*] [*] A modified caravan reform is allowed with sleeping enemies on site. [\/*] [*] Changed sites stop and reset the forced exit timer as enemies begin the fight (for provoking me canonoids and hidden ambushes). [\/*] [*] Rewritten the world's site system to make the combination of different parts of the site easier and to feed things back to the player more flexibly. [\/*] [*] Added the
ability of world sites to get unknown parts. [\/*] [*] Balanced sleep disease. [\/*] [*] Balanced mecanoid bodypart coverage[\/*][*]Modified rare thrumbo case sends 2-6 thrumbos. [\/*] [*] Adjust a lot of text to use a colon instead of square brackets and consistently use capital after a colon. [\/*] [*] Ashes from burned plants and buildings now survive the rain and disappear after 10-15 days. They\u2019re also visually larger. [\/*] [*] The trade price increase negotiator is now reported on the trade screen. [\/*] [*] Irritated clothes and unhappy nudity alerts
now show how many are affected. [\/*] [*] I changed and fixed some key keys. [\/*] [*] Defrosting, incineration and destruction review. The saucer armor is now smooth, except for the wooden plate armor, which must be burned. The wooden club must also be burned now and the metal conversions are smooth. Clothes hyperweave or devilstrand can no longer burn, can destroy clothes now the same as weapons. Neolithic range weapons can now be burned. [\/*] [*] The positioning of the towers now shows min and max range, not just maximum
range. [\/*] [*] I.D. explodes when bullets hit them. [\/*] [*] Pawns no longer engage in recreational activities when injured unless the action can be done in bed. [\/*] [*] Bridges now only support light buildings. [\/*] [*] The terrain requirements for building walls now depend on what they have built from. This means that stone walls can only be built on bridges. [\/*] [*] Stones for bargaining sometimes in connection with the marriage of their partner's surname. [\/*] [*] Dementia is now causing slow loss of skills. [\/*] [*] Recreate inventory creation for all
merchants and settlement types. [\/*] [*] The display on the Groups tab has changed for clarity. enemy relationships are displayed with icons. [\/*] [*] The Bio tab now displays the conglomerate icons. [\/*] [*] The layout of the History Messages tab has been rebuilt ‒ toolt tip replaced with a tile tile on the right side, which displays the letter. [\/*] [*] Credits now list the memory of dead settlers. [\/*] [*] The anaesthetic is now consumed slowly and not at once. The person will be lethargic for a while. [\/*] [*] Agile pawns are now better at avoiding traps. [\/*] [*]
Raised the selection limit to 200. [\/*] [*] Combined the statistics ArtSpeed, TailoringSpeed and SmeltingSpeed into unskilledLaborSpeed and renamed UnskilledLaborSpeed generalLaborSpeed. [\/*] [*] Renamed sculptor\u2019s table art bench because it\u2019s is no longer just sculptures. [\/*] [*] Localization data is now compressed into a single file per language, which greatly reduces the number of files when installing the game and speeds up various file functions. [\/*] [*] Many other balance changes, code improvements, optimizations, and
adjustments. [\/*] [\/list] [h3] Repairs[\/h3][list][*]Repair: Explosions landing on projectiles between wall cells can hit things on the other side of the wall. [\/*] [*] Remedy: Enemy colonies can produce floors in water. [\/*] [*] Correction: The current level of hunger would affect nutrition, which is eaten per day by reading the caravan as it is formed. [\/*] [*] Correction: Searches for animals can attack doors without anyone seeing anyone go through them. [\/*] [*] Correction: Bodies\u2019t create a body bile. [\/*] [*] Correction: Settlers could play horseshoes
from a different room. [\/*] [*] Correction: Prisoner\u2019s food restrictions were ignored when the food came from the warden\u2019s inventory. [\/*] [*] Fix: Copy shortcut menu options with a fire when you produce psychic tea. [\/*] [*] Correction: Oh ‒ give a saved addict his drug without angering their faction. [\/*] [*] Correction: A change in goodwill during the siege will not stop the attack. [\/*] [*] Correction: Blind guy wins ‒ use recreation. [\/*] [*] Correction: Jawless animals can still carry. [\/*] [*] Correction: The prisoner has a mood breakdown when
the colonist eutanized. [\/*] [*] Correction: Wind turbines do not register wind during a windy storm. [\/*] [*] Fix: There are no trail costs on the shelves and a description of no\u2019t space they hide beauty things inside them. [\/*] [*] Correction: No mood penalty for giving a tied animal as a gift if sent by a transport pod. [\/*] [*] Correction: Pawn borrowers with one-handed and alcohol detoxification are unable to manipulate anything. [\/*] [*] Correction: A pledge with alcohol-induced brain damage has been sentenced to death. [\/*] [*] Fix: Removing the
trap does not start the trap correctly. [\/*] [*] Remedy: Wild animals spawn in enclosed underground spaces. [\/*] [*] Remedy: A pregnant animal is also considered sick (because pregnancy affects its capacity), so it sells to less than one with no health problems. [\/*] [*] Correction: No countdown to the caravan if there are sleeping me canoids. [\/*] [*] Correction: Luciferium does not remove Frail. Now lucifierum can eliminate all chronic health problems. [\/*] [*] Fix: Even if the fire runs out of fuel during cooking, cooking continues. [\/*] [*] Correction:
Robbers attack the walls forever after their group escapes. [\/*] [*] Repair: The overturned ship parts landing on the bridges are Destroyed. [\/*] [*] Fix: Copy the shortcut menu settings when you open the cryptosleep case. [\/*] [*] Remedy: The slaughter of a rotten animal produces fresh meat, even if it rots during work. [\/*] [*] Correction: Delay spikes in the birth of animals in the end game. [\/*] [*] Correction: The storyteller selection is reset when you reopen the storyteller setup page. [\/*] [*] Repair: When positioning the radiant, the system bypasses
the drawings and building frames. [\/*] [*] Fix: \ u2018restore default settings\u2019 tool stops the game without saving. [\/*] [*] Correction: If your only colony is on the island, the rest of the game ride to the ship will never happen. [\/*] [*] Correction: Rain and snow weather overwhelm textures replaced by empty rectangles in old colonies due to loss of floating point accuracy. [\/*] [*] Correction: Age is displayed differently on the store screen and in settlers. [\/*] [*] Correction: Migrating animals are won\ u2019t comply with area restrictions. [\/*] [*]
Repair: Hopper's and vitals monitor rotates in the opposite direction from other buildings. [\/*] [*] Fix: May\u2019t limits ambrosia in food restrictions. [\/*] [*] Correction: The portioned beer does not provide nourishment. [\/*] [*] Correction: Stable and iron-willed features effects\u2019 are attached to a small effect. [\/*] [*] Correction: When settlers die when they are saved, others do not get negative thoughts. [\/*] [*] Fix: \ u2018drag character left-to-back selected ‒ tutorial help, it allows you to drag the character anywhere, even just ‒ behind ‒ behind ‒
It should only accept pulling from left to back selected. [\/*] [*] Correction: It ‒ possible to land anywhere in the biome tutorial by selecting a landing site, going to the character creation screen and then going back to choosing another landing site. [\/*] [*] Remedy: Insects can be tamed and hunted after their nettle culture has been destroyed. [\/*] [*] Correction: The primary character list is not working correctly. [\/*] [*] Fix: The power cord image is not displayed correctly on top of the tomb. [\/*] [*] Fix: Change the schedule of the colonists ‒sleep\u2019 to
immediately end the mental state of the food rush. [\/*] [*] Fix: Choosing multiple beds causes a significant drop in performance. [\/*] [*] Correction: A manhunter pack case that does not work with great wealth or difficulty. [\/*] [*] Correction: You can see things in undiscovered cells if they peek around the edge of the mist. [\/*] [*] Correction: Arrested wild man don\u2019t uses nutrient despenser and can ‒ get food. [\/*] [*] Correction: The military commissioner's backstory lacks a social bonus. [\/*] [*] Correction: Allies can sometimes push players'
pawns away from cover during a fight. [\/*] [*] Fix: \u2018Run in the background\u2019 is disabled can cause the game to stop downloading in the background. [\/*] [*] Correction: Player can start which his pawns can \ u2019t consider tame. [\/*] [*] Correction: The getaway letter mentions the robbers even in peaceful difficulties in which they are not present. [\/*] [*] Many others 1.0.2408
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the game would benefit from one more fine-tuning round, so we'll make Beta 19 first. I very much want the 1.0 version to be worth its version number. Which means you won't rush it.\r\rYou can discuss this message\u00a0[url=https:\/\/ludeon.com\/forums\/index.php?topic=43506.0]this thread of the discussion area in the Ludeon forums [\/url] or in the comments below.\r\rBelow is a list of significant changes. If anything below seems to change the balance of the game, you can be sure that the related variables have been adapted to maintain roughly
the same challenge as before - I'm not just writing every change, because otherwise this list would be way too long.\u00a0Thed list also doesn't include much more behind-the-scenes optimization, refactoring, fixation and adjustments that we made.\r[list]\r\t[*]Added bridges. You can build bridges over rivers and non-deep lake/seawater. Bridges support the heaviest structures, can burn and collapse under damage. [\/*]\r \t[*]Added the new \Messages\ section of the History tab. This section displays the last 200 received messages and letters.
[\/*]\r\t[*]Added low-tech disk armor. [\/*]\r \t[*]New scenario: Naked Brutality - Start naked without items. [\/*]\r \t[*]New main tab: Wildlife. Enables easy counting, discovery and identization of wild animals. Ship's main order: It now takes 15 days to start the ship's reactor, during which time you will be constantly attacked by desperados and me canoids. [\/*]\r \t[*]New raid arrival mode: Multiple groups. [\/*]\r \t[*]New raid arrival mode: Enemy capsules scattered all over the map. [\/*]\r\t[*]Share a mecoid scyther into a scyther (melee expert) and lancer
(quick sniper)[\/*]\r\t[*]Share a tribal warrior as a warrior (mid-level melee) and repentant (poverty melee, similar to drifter)[\/*]\r\t[*]Group relationships are now classified as hostile\/neutral\/allies instead of just hostile\/neutral. Allies randomly send military assistance and respond to specific requests. [\/*]\r \t[*]You can now offer gifts to improve group relationships by using transport capsules, sending caravans, or giving gifts to their merchants. Gifts can be silver, artifacts or slaves. Not magical teleporting silver soles. Visitors to allied factions now
occasionally leave gifts before they leave. [\/*]\r \t[*]New buildings:\r[list]\r \t[*]Water mill generator: Generate power from moving water. [\/*]\r \t[*]Autocannon Turret: Heavy Medium Range Range Uranium cannon tower: A long-range turret that penetrates the armor. [\/*]\r \t[*]Manufacturing bench: Create advanced components and some advanced technical items. [\/*]\r \t[*]Waterproof Channel: Send power underwater on both sides of the river. A butcher's place without a bench with an effectiveness penalty. [\/*]\r\t[*]Double sleeping place: Sleep with
your partner, even in overwhelming poverty. [\/*]\r[\/list]\r[\/*]\r \t[*]New features:\r[list]\r \t[*]Undergrounder: Never mind seeing heaven, never mind being in darkness. [\/*]\r\t[*]High memory: Slower skills decline. [\/*]\r \t[*]Hard: Take less damage. [\/*]\r \t[*]Gourmand: Eat a lot, occasional eating binges, cooking skills bonus. [\/*]\r \t[*]Sick: Get sick frequently. [\/*]\r\t[*]Fast sleep: Takes less time to sleep. [\/*]\r[\/list]\r[\/*]\r\t[*]New Items:\r[list]\r\t[*]Flak pants[\/*]\r\t[*]Prostheticsyd[\/*]\r\t[*]Bionic Spine\/Heart\/Stomach[\/*]\r\t]Archotech
eye\/arm\/leg[\/*]\r\t[*]Tornado generator[\/*]\r\t[*]Patchleather: Low quality leather made from any combination of other leather[\/*]\r[\//*]\r\t[*]New case: \Wild man wanders in\u201d. [\/*]\r \t[*]New terrain: Soft sand - does not allow the construction of medium or heavy structures. [\/*]\r\t[*]New products: Mass-forbid and unbeatable. [\/*]\r \t[*]Infections now start with insects feeling towards the colony, giving the player time to respond. [\/*]\r \t[*]You can now write job titles to your settlers. [\/*]\r\t[*]New type of attack: Kick sand\/water in your eyes. [\/*]\r
\t[*]Condensed skins together with fewer types. Instead of a separate type of each animal, there are categories. [\/*]\r\t[*]You can now level natural rough stone walls on high-quality walls. [\/*]\r \t[*]Trained animal skills and foxiness are now decaying over time. Animals can return to the wild depending on their natural craze. [\/*]\r \t[*]The use of deep drilling now sometimes causes insect attacks (tunneling through the ground near the drill with a warning). [\/*]\r\t[*]The new border shade for drawings looks much more comfortable and visible than before.
[\/*]\r \t[*]Workbench invoices can now be assigned to specific settlers. [\/*]\r \t[*]Added \Show what you are buying\ window showing all items purchased by the merchant. [\/*]\r \t[*]Trees\u2019 color now depends on the current period. [\/*]\r\t[*]Added tainted clothing filter. [\/*]\r\t[*]Increased the recruitment power of prisoners and increased resistance, which must be reduced to zero, before recruitment can begin. [\/*]\r\t[*]Animals can now be renamed. Animals can now get diseases. [\/*]\r\t[*]Added automatically destroyed building replacement. Once
active, the destroyed building leaves behind a drawing and is automatically rebuilt. [\/*]\r\t[*]Added translation report tool: Create report languages downloaded at the moment, showing which translations are missing, what are unnecessary, and much more useful information. [\/*]\r\t[*]Added translation translation Tool: Fixes many common translation file problems and adds\/updates the English reference for each string in the game. [\/*]\r \t[*]To change multiple check boxes and drop-down options, click and drag the mouse over them. [\/*]\r
\t[*]Workbench invoices can now be copied and pasted. [\/*]\r \t[*]Settlers now draw items opportunistically when working if their current target is approximately in the same direction. [\/*]\r \t[*]The player can now request AI-core tasks from allies. Now it is possible to create prosthosis and bionic body parts, grenades and molotov. [\/*]\r\t[*]It is now possible to cancel all configurations as a set on the right-click menu of the entry. [\/*]\r\t[*]It is now possible to deny all items and rearm all trappings on the right-click menu. [\/*]\r \t[*]You can now drag and re-
sanctle the settlers in the colony bar. [\/*]\r\t[*]The social interaction log now contains tasty randomised text instead of the same repeating interaction text each time. The [\/*]\r \t[*]Mods page now has a search bar, so you can easily find one mod in your list of hundreds. In some very bad situations, a mysterious Black Man may arrive. Can he do things right with these things? [\/*]\r\t[*]Armoured system rebuilt into a 3-result system with armor intrusion. The penetration of the armor of the weapon is deducted from the armor value of the armor. This gives
an effective armoured classification in percentage terms. We'll take RNG from 100%. If the result is less than half of the effective AR, the hit is completely deflected. If the result is more than half of the effective AR, but under the effective AR the hit is mitigated - the damage is reduced by half and sharp hits are converted to bruises. If the result is above the effective AR, the hit will bypass the armor and hurt normally. As before, the armor is applied in order from the outside. Ar is up to 200%. The default armor pass is 1.5% per damage point, but some
weapons vary from here. [\/*]\r\t[*]Fully rebuilt plant growth; They now grow everywhere at once plant at once one plant at a time instead of reproduction. Wild plants should now look more or less as good after several in-game years as they did at the beginning. [\/*]\r\t[*]The long-range mineral scanner can now be tuned to look for specific minerals, and the researcher must work on it. [\/*]\r \t[*]Battles on the Combat tab have now been named. [\/*]\r \t[*]Items tab now grouped together items of the same type. [\/*]\r\t[*]Items on the Items tab can now be
sorted by mass, market value, etc. [\/*]\r \t[*]Instead of shooting them, hunters are now performing crashing creatures with neck surgery (except explosive creatures). [\/*]\r \t[*]When you place or select workstations where soldiers can sit while they work, the place where the stone is indicated by the outline of the chair so that the player understands that a chair can be built there. [\/*]\r \t[*]Deleted tornado case. [\/*]\r\t[*]Improved caravan:\r[list]\r\t[*]Redesigned how to feed back the speed of the world Tile. [\/*]\r \t[*]Pack the animals now follow the
settlers to speed up the packing process. [\/*]\r \t[*]Added Caravan tab for caravan download progresses. [\/*]\r \t[*]Redesigned \Form caravan\ window: statistics such as transported mass, caravan speed, food of days and visibility are now better explained. [\/*]\r \t[*]Caravans now automatically food during the trip. [\/*]\r \t[*]Added \Remove from Caravan\ command: Remove people or animals from the caravan even if it has not yet left the map. [\/*]\r\t[*]Added \Upload to Caravan\ right-click option: Specify the extra items that the caravan must retrieve
before leaving. [\/*]\r \t[*]The speed of the caravan now depends on the weight transported. [\/*]\r \t[*]Caravan members are now slowly getting social recreation when the caravan is not moving. [\/*]\r \t[*]Caravan visibility is now explicitly expressed and explained better than the old caravan stealth. This makes small caravans more relevant. [\/*]\r \t[*]Quest prompts now provide much more information about what kind of challenges to expect. [\/*]\r \t[*]When we renovate a caravan, we now list the inventor's inventory separately so that the player can
choose what to take and what to leave. [\/*]\r \t[*]Caravans that are not moving now have a lower chance of being attacked. [\/*]\r[\/list]\r[\/*]\r \t[*]The transport capsules now have a content list that allows you to remove things from the capsule. Blunt weapons now have a chance to stun the target. [\/*]\r\t[*]Joy will be renamed to 'Recreation'. [\/*]\r \t[*]Using deep drills can cause insect attacks. [\/*]\r\t[*]Transformed the chest of deep moving water into deep moving water: walkable but slower than shallow water. [\/*]\r\t[*]Cannons are cheaper and more
efficient, but now consume steel\/uranium for maintenance much after firing. [\/*]\r \t[*]Character log now integrates battle and social interaction log messages. [\/*]\r\t[*]Deadfall trap redesigned to Spike trap: Much more efficient with 100% chance of accessing targets, with armor intrusion (depending on what it's made of), but requires resources to replace. Insects now go to the insect site for hypothermic deceleration, rather than getting sick with hypothermia and dying in the first winter. The incident with alpha beans now occurs only in biomes with
few plants, so they are not insignificant. [\/*]\r \t[*]Refugee \downed refugee\ on a world mission can be immediately recruited by providing assistance. [\/*]\r\t[*]Removed scyth blade. Me canoids always die. [\/*]\r \t[*]Doing passionate work now affects mood rather than recreation. [\/*]\r \t[*]Deep drills now produce blocks of stone if there is no resource below. Firefoam poppers now tink whenever the 3-cell beam burns, and not just when the fire touches them. Food poisoning now has three stages that go through it during the day. [\/*]\r \t[*]Pawn
borrowers who suffer ranged attacks are now faltering in the same way as soldiers targeted by melee attacks. This effect occurs only if the weapon the power statistic is equal to or greater than the body size of the object. [\/*]\r\t[*]Most creation benches are now removable and reinstalled. [\/*]\r \t[*]Removed knife because it is basically a low-quality knife. Now it's possible to make knives at the creation sites. [\/*]\r \t[*]\autostart.rws\ is now automatically loaded in boot mode in dev mode for faster testing. [\/*]\r \t[*]Techprof-alipersonaydin is now
completing the current study instead of random research. [\/*]\r \t[*]Combined rib body parts with chest. [\/*]\r \t[*]Re-assembled \advanced map settings\ dialog box layout, extreme game-breaking map sizes are now disabled by default and must be enabled in settings. Tribal groups can now carry out drainage raids. [\/*]\r \t[*]Added a medical column to the Configure tab. [\/*]\r\t[*]Removed bad and superior target properties. [\/*]\r\t[*]Balanced and revered quality creation. Masterwork\/legendary levels never create enemies, merchants, bases.
Masterwork objects are especially difficult to create, and legendary requires inspiration. [\/*]\r\t[*]Removed allowed ranges and animal areas. It's going to take some time to put on new clothes now. The settlers now take off the clothes that collide first (which takes time) before the new one is dressed. [\/*]\r \t[*]Added minimum skills to various weapons and clothing recipes. [\/*]\r\t[*]Removed the payment requirement to start the name ring search. [\/*]\r \t[*]Different layers now require research. [\/*]\r \t[*]Settling very close to another base in the bloc is
now causing the loss of grouping relations in every quadrilateral due to the anger caused by regional intrusion. [\/*]\r\t[*]Completing trade requests now gives goodwill. The destruction of a mutual enemy faction now gives goodwill. All merchants are now reluctant to buy a spoiled garment and a short-term meal. [\/*]\r \t[*]Improved animal escape behavior[\/*]\r\t[*]No human edfeas with weapons above industrial technology. [\/*]\r \t[*]Charge lance is now accessible and usable by people. The explosives explode when they were set on fire.
[\/*]\r\t[*]Wood-powered fires and coolers will no longer disappear when the fuel runs out. They're waiting to refuel. [\/*]\r \t[*]Tons of art have been rewrite and customized. [\/*]\r \t[*]Many, many other debuggings, user interface, and balance Beta 18 \u2013 Tarinan maailma on julkaistu!,event_type:12,appid:294100,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1510986707,rtime32_end_time:0,comment_count:0,creator_steamid:76561198873502276,last_update_steamid:0,event_notes:katso ilmoitus Beta 18 ‒ A World of Story is
published!,posttime:1510986707,updatetime:1599784344,body:RimWorld Beta 18 - A World of Story is published! Here's a video (in which I accidentally call it Alpha 18 - old habits die hard).\r\rhttps:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=IPI2vUqdZFY\r\r[b]To get an update:[\/b] If you're on Steam, the game will update automatically. If you're DRM-free, you can reload from the same link you got the game from in the first place. It always has the latest version.\r\r[b]It's finally in Beta! [\/b] This is a building 0.18.1722 RimWorld. This last issue is the number of
days since I started working at RimWorld in February 2012. 1,722 days, almost five years. It has come a long way since [url=https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=vV6wyeZ7458]first public appearance [\/url] in September 2013. It's time to end it. Therefore, version 0.18 is Beta 18 instead of Alpha 18.\r\rName \Beta\ means that we are in the final stages before or after the 1.0 release, and that major content features, such as entirely new gaming systems,\u00a0The we almost certainly downloaded more content before or after the 1.0 release. We will
also continue to seek feedback to correct the minor errors and design issues that only occur after tens or hundreds of hours of play. RimWorld has become an exceptionally complex game, and it takes a long and huge amount to understand. So it will evolve for a while.\r\r Anyway, enjoy Beta 18. There's [u]lot[\/u] new stuff. For more information, see the list of features below and watch the video.\r\r[b]Compatibility:[\/b] Games recorded from unsized Alpha 17 should still be available for download, although some things may change when downloading
(e.g. signs may forget their subscriptions; buildings that have resized can be demolished immediately if they are nowhere, and so on). Complex mods made for A17 are not to be used and need to be updated. Very simple mods can still load.\r\r[b]Rough list of properties:[\/b]\r[list]\r \t[*]New swamp biomes: Swamp biomes are difficult to move due to strangling vegetation and difficult to build due to swampy terrain. Several new plants were added to fill these and other biomes.\r[list]\r\t[*]Tropical swamp[\/*]\r\t[*]Temperate swamp[\/*]\r\t[*]Cold
bog[\/*]\r[\/list]\r[\/*]\r\t[*]New events:\r[list]\r\t[*]Meteorite effect. The meteor is affected, leaving a piece of mine. [\/*]\r \t[*]Aurora. The beautiful Northern Lights illuminate the night sky, improving the atmosphere. [\/*]\r\t[*]Tornado[\/*]\r\t[*]Peace Talks Search[\/*]\r\t[*]World Refugee Mission[\/*]\r\t[*]Prisoner Rescue Mission[\/*]\r[\/list]r[\/*]\r \t[*]Storyful Battle:\u00a0 and a new way to report all combat interactions. A sedanent battle creates a battle log that reports every blow, past, swipe, and fall in battle. During or after the battle, you can check the battle
log to see what happened, to create richer story. [\/*]\r \t[*]Various research has been split up\r[list]\r \t[*]Gun research is now broken into several stages, so making advanced guns like assault rifles takes more research than making simple revolvers[\/*]\r \t[*]Melee weapon research is now broken into several stages[\/*]\r[\/list]\r[\/*]\r \t[*]New furniture\r[list]\r \t[*]Bedroll: Portable bed[\/*]\r \t[*]Dresser: Passively improves room[\/*]\r \t[*]Endtable: Passive improves room[\/*]\r \t[*]Various new table sizes[\/*]\r[\/list]\r[\/*]\r \t[*]New quest reward special
items:\r[list]\r \t[*]Psychic emanator[\/*]\r \t[*]Vanometric power cell[\/*]\r \t[*]Infinite chemreactor[\/*]\r \t[*]Techprof subpersona core[\/*]\r \t[*]Healer mechanite superdose[\/*]\r \t[*]Resurrector mechanite superdose[\/*]\r \t[*]Orbital bombardment targeter[\/*]\r \t[*]Orbital power beam targeter[\/*]\r[\/list]\r[\/*]\r \t[*]Tribal content upgrade:\r[list]\r \t[*]Ikwa melee weapon[\/*]\r \t[*]War mask[\/*]\r \t[*]Tribal headdress[\/*]\r \t[*]Recurve bow[\/*]\r \t[*]Tribal hunter[\/*]\r \ t[*]Tribal Heavy Archer[\/*]\r\t[*]Tribal berserker[\/*]\r[\/list]\r[\/*]\r \t[*]New World Site Components
(used in different situations):\r[list]\r\t[*]Sleeping mekanoid you [\/*]\r \t[*]Animal ambush[\/*]\r \t[*]Enemy ambush[\/*]\r[\/list]\r[\/*]\r\t[*]New mental breaks:\r[list]\r\t[*]Offensive spree. Go randomly insult people. [\/*]\r \t[*]Targeted offensive spree. Follow around a certain other immigrant and insult them repeatedly. [\/*]\r \t[*]Tantrum. Rotates randomly by crushing furniture, buildings and damaged objects. The bedroom has t[*]Bedroom tantrum. Go to your room and randomly crush furniture, buildings and damaged objects. [\/*]\r \t[*]Aligned tantrum. Go
destroy one, special, randomly selected, valuable object or building. Sadistic rage. Melee will attack the prisoners for a while. Just fists. Only happens when there are prisoners who attack. It won't attack fallen prisoners. [\/*]\r \t[*]Body obsession. Dig up the body and drop it on a conference table or in a random rush hour area. The mental pause will then end. [\/*]\r\t[*]Catonic. Collapse on the spot to fall due to a psychological breakdown. Recover a few days later. This can be accomplished with ‒ hediff. [\/*]\r \t[*]Jailbreaker. Colonist goes to a random
inmate (who can break the prison), and when he does a special ‒ jailbreak\u201d action with them, causes an immediate prison break to the inmate. [\/*]\r \t[*]Butcher. Slaughter occasional colony animals periodically. Murderous rage. Hunt a particular colony or prisoner (randomly selected) and try to kill them with a melee attack. Uses a melee weapon or fists, as equipped. Keep attacking until the target is dead. [\/*]\r\t[*]Run wild. start acting like an animal. You can tame him to get him to come back. [\/*]\r[\/list]\r[\/*]\r\t[*]New mental inspirations.
Basically reverse mental mental - these give temporary bonuses to settlers in high winds.\r[list]\r \t[*]Work frenzy (1 day): General working speed 2.5x[\/*]\r \t [*]] Go frenzy (1 day): Walking speed 1.5x[\/*]\r\t[*]Shoot frenzy (3 days): Shooting hit chance improved as if the pawn was 10 skill levels higher. [\/*]\r\t[*]Inspired Shop[\/*]\r\t[*]Inspired recruitment[\/*]\r\t[*]Inspired cut[\/*]\r\t[*]Inspired art[\/*]\r[\/list]r[\/*]\r \t[*]World Features, such as lakes, mountains and bream, are now identified and named. The names appear in the worldview. Caves now
sometimes form on mountain maps. Inside there are special cave plants. There may also be dormant insect nettles. [\/*]\r \t[*]Several new story types were added. So the game records many new kinds of events, and settlers can make art out of them. Art photography should be much more diverse. [\/*]\r \t[*]The demarcation descriptions are now visible and spread over time instead of immediately destroying crops[\/*]\r\t[*]The spacecraft is now larger and has one more component, sensor cluster[\/*]\r\t[*]End of spacecraft mission: When you go to a
hidden spacecraft to finish the game, the game doesn't end immediately. The map is created when the ship is intact. Initially, you need to first wire the ship, which lasts for a few days, during which time you will have to cope with the raids. [\/*]\r\t[*]Spacecraft construction now requires advanced components with their own technical wood and production method[\/*]\r\t[*]Share pistol as revolver and autopistol[\/*]\r\t[*]Boomalopes can be milked to chemfuel[\/*]\r\t[*]Added chemical fuel generator, which generates electricity from chemfuel[\/*]\r \t[*]Artillery
now works differently. There is one type of latest that can shoot any type of shell, and each shell creates a different effect. Shells are explosive, igniting, sonata and antigrain (a special high-tech warhead). [\/*]\r \t[*]Seasonal latitudes: The seasons now adjust more reasonably according to latitude. Instead of translating the equatorial, there is a seasonal crossover area. [\/*]\r\t[*]Renewed notification letter types and sounds to be more specific. [\/*]\r\t[*]Stones can now be banished. This is equivalent to abandoning stones in caravans. [\/*]\r
\t[*]Technical: The storage file now contains the actual contents of the planetary map instead of just the seed. This speeds up downloading, enables forward compatibility, and technically allows you to edit the world map during the game. [\/*]\r\t[*]Many tuning, debugging, and pelimyynnissä sulkeutuu,event_type:28,appid:294100,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1508825356 ,rtime32_end_time:0,comment_count:0,creator_steamid:76561198873502276,last_update_steamid:0,event_notes:katso ilmoitus game sales
close,posttime:1508825356,updatetime:1599784346,body:We close backstory-in-game package and Pirate King package sales [b]November 7, 2017[\/b].\u00a0Nime in game package remains for sale. This will not affect everyone who has already purchased any of these packages, but only new sales will be closed.\r\rI will close these sales because the game has matured and the time is coming to make the content final. In addition, closing these will free us up more time to work with the game itself.\r\rThanks all the great content posted in recent
years! As any player can tell you, it's really enriched the game.,commentcount:259,tags:
[auto_migrated,hide_library_overview,hide_library_detail],language:0,hidden:0,forum_topic_id:1636418037466356288,event_gid:2909844527767357218,voteupcount:938,votedowncount:24},published:1,hidden:0,rtime32_visibility_start:1508825356,rtime32_visibility_end:0,broadcaster_accountid:0,follower_count:0,ignore_count:0,forum_topic_id:1636418037466356288,rtime32_last_modified:1603927065,news_post_gid:0,rtime_mod_reviewed:0,featured_app_tagid:0,referenced_appids:
[],votes_up:938,votes_down:24,comment_type:ForumTopic,gidfeature:1636418037459965583,gidfeature2:1636418037466356288,clan_steamid_original:103582791454681671},{gid:2909844527767357325,clan_steamid:103582791454681671,event_name:Alpha17b performance hotfix released.,event_type:12,appid:294100,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1496514386,rtime32_end_time:0,comment_count:0,creator_steamid:76561198873502276,last_update_steamid :0 , event_notes:see notification Performance hotfix
released.,posttime:1496514386,updatetime:1599784349,body:I\u2019ve just released Alpha17b, a performance hotfix for Alpha17. Steam users will receive it automatically. This is build 0.17.1557.\r\r When we made targeting AI smarter in Alpha 17, we also made it harder for the processor. Late-game players had drastically reduced performance. Alpha17b optimizes this and several other things. The gameplay doesn't change - just optimizing what already exists.\r\rT update works with existing saved games, only XML mods and (hopefully) most or
all code modal paints.\r\rIf for some reason you want to continue the older version, you can set your Steam beta branch to alpha17a.\r\rSorry for any glitch! We\u2019re also work hard at Alpha 18.,commentcount:455,tags:
[patchnotes,patchnotes,auto_migrated,hide_library_overview,hide_library_detail],language:0,hidden:0.forum_topic_id:1636418037466970739,event_gid:2909844527767357325,voteupcount:770,votedowncount:17},published:1,hidden:0,rtime32_visibility_start:0,rtime32_visibility_end:0,broadcaster_accountid:0,follower_count.:0,ignore_count 0,forum_topic_id:1636418037466970739,rtime32_last_modified:1603927069,news_post_gid :0,rtime_mod_reviewed:0 ,featured_app_tagid:0,referenced_appids:
[],votes_up:770,votes_down:17,comment_type:ForumTopic,gidfeature:1636418037459965583,gidfeature2:1636418037466970739,clan_steamid_original:103582791454681671},{gid:29098445277 67357427,clan_steamid:103582791454681671,event_name:Alpha 17 - Published on the Road!event_type:12,appid:294100,event_type server_address:,event_type server_address server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1495648435,rtime32_end_time:0,comment_count:0,creator_steamid:76561198873502276, last_update_steamid :0, event_notes :see
notification 17 - On the Road published!,posttime:1495648435,updatetime:1599784351,body:Alpha 17 - On the Road is published! This version brings roads and rivers into the world, new world missions, new tools for modders, new combat tools, smarter artificial intelligence, and balancing and adjustments throughout the design.\r\r I'm afraid this build is [b]not[\/b] compatible with previous versions of recorded games or previous versions mods. However, you can continue to use the old version until you are ready to upgrade. If you're using Steam to
continue using the old version, go to your Steam library, right-click RimWorld, then click Properties. Open the Betat tab and select [u]alpha16[\/u] from the drop-down menu. Restart Steam to force the update.\r\rIf you downloaded the game for DRM free, you can update whenever you want by downloading it again from your current download link. Your link is always the same and always gives the latest version.\r\r In old builds, balance issues meant that some exploit-y strategies worked and wiped out some of the game's challenges. Since these
issues have now been fixed, you may find the game a little more difficult. It wouldn't hurt to play with one lower degree of difficulty in alpha 17. You can always add difficulty later, even during the game through the settings menu.\r\rhttps:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=x8eyPE2yuoE\rA a summary of changes to this alpha follows:\r\rThe roads and rivers\r[list]\r\t[*]The world is now producing roads and rivers[\/*]\r\t[*], dirt road, stone road, ancient asphalt road, ancient asphalt road[\/*]\r \t[*]Some roads produce things alongside, like concrete barriers or
ancient lamp posts[\/*]\r\t[*]There are four sizes of the river: a huge river, a large river, a river and a stream[\/*]\r\t[*]Rivers produce more in rainy areas, move toward the sea (ignore small lakes) and merge as needed[\/*]\r \t[*]Rivers and roads are created on local maps as expected. [\/*]\r \t[*]Stone roads produce using local stone and a new flagstone terrain type. Visitors, caravans, shopkeepers and robbers arrive and take to the roads. [\/*]\r\t[*]The world generation is now more chronological. First the continents form, then the rivers, then the ancient
society is low simulated to create ancient roads, then modern settlements and roads are created (alongside ancient roads often). [\/*]\r[\/list]\rWorld quests\r[list]\r \t[*]New \site elements\ world site creation system. It can be used to bring together the world's destination in several parts. Mixing and fitting allows us to create a huge number of combinations. [\/*]\r \t[*]New World Search Event: In Object Waste. The Allied group tells of the hideout of randomly created prize items guarded by a random threat. You can send a caravan to overcome the threat
and collect the reward. [\/*]\r \t[*]New World Search Case: Bandit Camp. The group is asking you to win the bandit camp. A bandit camp. you'll be rewarded if you do. [\/*]\r \t[*]New World Search Case: Caravan Request. An Allied group will ask you to deliver a specific resource to a specific base over a period of time for a specific fee. [\/*]\r \t[*]The new long-range mineral scanner building is slowly searching for valuable resource lumps near the world. You have to send a trailer to pick them up. Lumps can be defended. [\/*]\r \t[*]New caravan case:
Demand for payment. Raiders require objects or slaves from your trailer; If you refuse, they'll attack. [\/*]\r[\/list]\rTother new stuff\r[list]\r \t[*]Added smokepop belt. Sends a cloud of smoke that reduces accuracy when a user is shot. Smoke also prevents the turret from aiming. [\/*]\r \t[*]Characters can now treat their own wounds (with punishment for efficiency). [\/*]\r \t[*]Added bowler hat. The bodies are now leaking black bile as they rot. [\/*]\r\t[*]Vents can be opened and closed with gestures. [\/*]\r\t[*]Add an option that renders hats only on the main
game map (but not in the portraits on the pledge line). [\/*]\r\t[*]Invoices can now be temporarily paused until they are filled in until they are automatically reactivated at a lower level. This reduces the need for stones to return repeatedly to the work bench whenever the number drops to just one below target amount. [\/*]\r \t[*]You can now create your own compressed survival meals (most appropriate for studies and ingredients). [\/*]\r\t[*]All pawns now have \head butt\ attacks that they can use if they are missing all other attacking body parts. [\/*]\r
\t[*]Added \caravan packing location\so you can tell your caravans where to gather. When the trees burn, leave the burnt tree trunks. When structures and plants burn, they leave behind ash. [\/*]\r\t[*]Carpets and wooden floors can now burn. [\/*]\r \t[*]New training hours to explain the protective belts and how the material type affects the door opening speed. [\/*]\r \t[*]Added ambrosia sprouts. This eastes the lye of nearby pleasant, nutritional and addictive ambrosia fruit trees. [\/*]\r\t[*]The new wit feature makes the stone incapacitated even from a
relatively small amount of pain. [\/*]\r\t[*]New chain shark weapon[\/*]\r[\/list]\r[list]\r\t[*]Modders can now add \def converters\, which instead of replacing the entire def change certain fields in def. This allows multiple mods to change the same def without wiping each other's changes (unless they change the same field, of course). [\/*]\r \t[*]For information about using def attributes, see this thread in the discussion area:\u00a0[url=https:\/\/ludeon.com\/forums\/index.php?topic=32735.0]https:\/\//ludeon.com\/forums\/index.php?topic=32735.0[\/url][\/*]\r
\t[*]Different lists are now defs so that modders can add new ones (TrainableIntelligence , DamageArmorCategory, ImpactSoundType, Reservation floor, BillRepeatMode, FleshType). [\/*]\r \t[*]GUI tables (like most of the main tabs at the bottom of the screen) are now defined by data, so it You can add, organize, sort, and change columns in the user interface. [\/*]\r[\/list]\r Increase in skill relevance\r[list]\r \t[*]Mining skills again: Steeper speed penalty for poor skill.\u00a0Th yield is now slightly dependent on mining skills. [\/*]\r\t[*]The price differences
in the store widened a lot, but social skills also have a much greater impact on it. [\/*]\r \t[*]Added ‒ picking speed\u201d statistic that speeds up the collection of some stones when collecting wool or milk. [\/*]\r\t[*]Added \u201canimal product revenue\u201d statistic, making some pawns more likely to waste the product when collecting wool or milk. [\/*]\r\t[*]Removed post-process curve from melee hit probability, so it uses simple level-by-level tuning. It's much harder to hit things now with low melee skills. Note: The default hit chance is 0.6 for pawns
with no skills. This is in line with the possibility of a soldier using melee skills on 6 May. [\/*]\r \t[*]Added melee stats, so better melee savvy pawns get more advantage. Soldiers do not evad near-range when aiming or firing range weapons. [\/*]\r \t[*]It is easier for work tabs to visually identify skill level. [\/*]\r \t[*]Added a small squeading sound that plays when you assign a pawn to a skill in which they are terrible. [\/*]\r[\/list]\rAI\r[list]\r\t[*]AI has a smarter ranged target selection with random elements. Harder to exploit and look less stupid, does not
shoot chickens as much. [\/*]\r\t[*]Raider with mega guns now avoids friendly fire[\/*]\r\t[*]Sapper groups now select another drainer if the first one is killed, making them much more permanent. [\/*]\r \t[*]Sapper teams will now continue to dig even when defending from attack. Animals escape when they are harmed. [\/*]\r \t[*]Added new space caravan lord job, ‒ exit\u201d, which makes exit individually, as aggressively as possible. This makes it a little difficult to rob caravans. The fighters are no longer compulsively attacking the doors. [\/*]\r\t[*]Basic
defense AI is more touching; stealth attacks are much more difficult (and probably inexorable most of the time). Doctors are now first treating heavy bleeding injuries and illnesses that are close to deadly severity. [\/*]\r[\/list]\rMisc\r[list]\r \t[*]Plants now have different graphics when they can be harvested - you can see the plant berries\/cotton\/corn ready to take. [\/*]\r \t[*]Buy\/sell the price difference to trading is much wider (150%\/50%).[ Drugs are now slower to produce, slower to grow and heavier. Cannibalism is harder in mood. [\/*]\r \t[*]Integrated
events (ambush, manhunt, etc.) better with caravans and temporary maps. Events now target both, and the status of the story (cooling events, etc.) is relayed back and forth between the caravan and its map to maintain continuity. [\/*]\r\t[*]Retesting the map's plant creation algorithm to produce plants in more interesting patterns, denser areas and clearer areas, and tree groves in few and far between \t[*]New graphics for some floor types and things (stone floors, stone pieces, etc.). [\/*]\r \t[*]Made crop cycles considerably longer, especially for long-
rotation plants such as corn. [\/*]\r \t[*]Transferred all medical forces to a 1.0 inefficiency in normal medicine. (This increases the chances of success of surgery). [\/*]\r \t[*]Added global sales price factor for clothing (70%). Since it was an op, chemfuel can no longer be made from hay grass. [\/*]\r \t[*]Reworked cut chances of success. Now, for the success of feedback room surgery, a chance in a medical bed. Balanced the calculations of the possibility of success in room surgery and fixed a fault in which it was 100% outdoors. I removed the
exponents of the possibility of successful surgery. [\/*]\r \t[*]Settlers dressed in human leather clothing now get a negative idea (unless they have bloodshirst or cannibal trait, giving them a mood bonus). [\/*]\r\t[*]Balanced blood supply recovery time is much slower (50 real seconds -&gt; 4 game days)[\/*]\r\t[*]Buffed downloads so players use them: Cheaper\/faster to build, faster shooting, better accuracy, cheaper shells[\/*]\r\t[*]Armor now takes up a standard portion of incoming damage instead of absorbing all prevented damage. This solves the



problem of destroying good-quality armor earlier. [\/*]\r\t[*]Solar lamps are shutting down now that plants are resting[\/*]\r \t[*]The device rack is now a common shelf that can hold almost anything. Small objects such as gold and silver are now 10x smaller, not 20x, so it is possible to build things out of them. [\/*]\r\t[*]Jade is no longer small. [\/*]\r\t[*]Other bases are less frequently renewing their trade stocks. [\/*]\r \t[*]The flammability of fur and leather changed to 100% and meat to 50%. The manhunter pack case can now use any animal.
[\/*]\r\t[*]Rebalanced the entire merchant's inventory production. [\/*]\r\t[*]Traders create fewer high-quality items. [\/*]\r \t[*]Missing ends of stones visually missing ends. [\/*]\r\t[*]Settlement can no longer be created directly next to an existing settlement. [\/*]\r \t[*]Caravans are coming now\/leave boxes when you touch the tile boundary instead of in the middle of the adjacent box. [\/*]\r \t[*]Renewed how capacities are calculated from the efficiency of the body part with a completely new collection of algorithms to end various insensition-specific cases
and simplify how health conditions can affect the body. The [\/*]\r \t[*]Gear tab now displays the masses of the item stack. Caravans now produce much tougher. All caravans now buy art. Art is lighter (e.g. easier to sell) and has a sale price bonus, so it's a better deal now. [\/*]\r \t[*]The Catharsis idea is stronger, but has a shorter duration. \t[*]Revised statistics so that in almost all cases large numbers are better. [\/*]\r \t[*]Balanced the beauty system so that it would be much more dependent on art; occasional furniture has less or no beauty effect.
[\/*]\r\t[*]Ship Part Crash Crash Now scattering rubble and fires around the crash site. [\/*]\r\t[*]Healroot grows wild now, in some biomes[\/*]\r\t[*]Added caravan route designer. It allows you to place multiple waypoints and measures the time to take the route along them. [\/*]\r \t[*]There is now a progress window when creating the planet's network (so people don't think the game has crashed). [\/*]\r \t[*]Date on which the system is complete. The seasons are now arbitrary ‒ covering 1\/4 of the year and being the same throughout the planet.
[\/*]\r\t[*]Fixed various memory leaks. [\/*]\r \t[*]Many exploits that are mitigated or blocked by various design changes. [\/*]\r \t[*]Many, many, many other debuggings, tunings, and redesigns. [\/*]\r[\/list],commentcount:410,tags:
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